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1. 1 SCOPE OF DOCUMENT
This document is one of a series of manuals designed to provide the
information required to operate and maintain the Command and Data
Acquisition (CDA) equipment of the Trilateration Range and Range Rate
(TRRR) System, as furnished by Hughes Aircraft Company to the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration under Contract No. NAS- 5-21629. 	
gg`.
The function of each manual is as follows:
1) Volume I, Command and Data Acquisition (CDA) System Manual .1	
.j
contains information pertaining to the equipment in the
Trilateration Range and Range Rate System which is designed to
g 'I	 interface with existing NASA equipment located at Wallops Island, 	 i
Virginia.
2) Volume II, Turn-Around Ranging Station (TARS) System Manual
contains information pertaining to the equipment located in the
Turn-Around Ranging Station r3
i
1. 2 -GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF TRRR SYSTEM
A
The Trilateration Range and Range Rate System is described in the 	 a
following pa -agraphs.
1.2. 1 ` Physical Description of TRRR System
The TRRR System consists of three basic..  units that are physically 	 j
independent of each other. (See Figure I 1. ) These units are as follows:
1) The Master Range Station of the Command and Data
Acquisition (CDA) System for the Synchronous Meteorological
Satellite (SMS) located in the NASA facility at Wallops Island,
Virginia
2) The Turn-Around Ranging Station located at the NASA facility
at Oahu, Hawaii, designated TARS 1









LINK 1	 CDA TO SMS TO CDA
LINK 2 - CDA TO SMS TO TARS 1 TO SMS TO CDA
LINK 3 - CDA TO SMS TO TARS 2 TO SMS TO CDA
FIGURE 1 .1. TRILATERATION RANGE AND RANGE RATE SYSTEM
I
All Master Station (CDA) electronic equipment is located in two 	 I
standard racks within the Operations Area of the NASA facility. All TARS
electronic equipment is located within a weatherproof shelter, while antennas
and associated equipment are mounted on , the exterior of the shelter.
1. 2. 2 Functional Description of TRRR System
The TRRR System contains transmitters, receivers, and other equip-
ment (Tables 1-1 through 1-3) thatprovide the capabilityof simultaneous range and
range rate information for the SMS. This information, derived from data acquired
from the CDA and the two TARS, is gathered attheCDA for additional analysis.
In general, the range and range rate information is derived in the
following manner. (See Figure 1-2.) A ranging signal is developed in the
CDA and transmitted to the NASA Wallops Island Station modulator and
upconverter for frequency conversion. This signal is then amplified and




signal is received by the satellite, it is automatically downconverted and
retransmitted through the satellite antennas back to earth to be received at
the CDA, TARS 1, and TARS 2. When the signal is received, each TARS
reacts by transponding a signal, again at the proper frequency and power
levels, back to the SMS, -which again do`wnconverts and retransmits the signal
_back to the CDA Although they receive the newly transmitted signal, each
TARS is mechanized to respond only to transmissions initiated at the CDA.
In addition, _sufficient guard bands have been engineered into the system to
ensure isolation between the TARS. (See Table 1-4.
1-3
TABLE 1-2. CDA STATION PARAMETERS
Transmitter power, dBm 48.0
Transmitter feed loss, dB -1. 6
Transmitter antenna gain, dB 48.0
Transmit off-beam center loss, dB (at 0.25 degree) -1. 0
Receive antenna gain, dB 48.0
Receive off-beam center loss, dB (at 0.25 degree) -0.7
Receive feed loss, dB -0.4
Receive noise temperature (Te = 100 6 K), dB/°K 20.0
Polarization loss, dB -0.2
Transmit frequency, MHz 2026.000
Receive IF, MHz 70.2;	 68.0;	 64. 0
Transmit IF, MHz 66.0
TABLE 1-3. TARS STATION PARAMETERS
Transmit power, dBm
	 46.0
Transmit loss, dB	 -1.7
Transmit antenna gain (8 foot diameter), dB	 31.8





Receive antenna gain (8 foot diameter), dB
	 30.4
Receive off-beam center loss, dB (at 2.2 degrees) 	 -2.4
Receive feed loss, dB	
-0.7
Receive noise temperature, dB/°K (630°K) 	 28. 0
Receive frequency, MHz	 1684.000
Local oscillator stability
Long term, per year	 1 x 10-
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VOLUME I. CDA SYSTEM MANUAL
TABLE 1-4. TRRR RF CARRIER UTILIZATION
Links Frequency, MHz
CDA Link
Uplink (CDA to SMS) 2026.0
Downlink (SMS to CDS) 1684.0
TARS 1 Link
Uplink (CDA to SMS) 2026. 0
Downlink (SMS to TARS 1) 1684.0
Uplink (TARS 1 to SMS) 2030.2
Downlink (SMS to CDA) 1688.2
TARS 2 Link
Uplink (CDA to SMS) 2026.0
Downlink (SMS to TARS 2) 1684.0
Uplink (TARS 2 to SMS) 2032. 2
Downlink (SMS to CDA) 1690.2
t^ '9
On receipt of the transmissions from the TARS, three range/time
intervals can be measured and stored by a computer at the CDA;
1) CDA to SMS to CDA
2) CDA to SMS to TARS 1 to SMS to CDA
3) CDA to SMS to TARS 2 to SMS to CDA
_	 By measuring successive range/time intervals, the system is capable




Upon receipt of the above data, the CDA assembles the following
information into a serial data format suitable for transmissions on demand
over a standard telephone line:
1) Range/time interval
2) Range rate




4) Time of year in days, hours, minutes, and seconds
5) Data source identificaL on (CDA, TARS 1, TARS 2, and SMS)
6) SMS housekeeping telemetry (spacecraft temperature, SMS
system delay)
7) CDA delay
The entire TRRR operation, including spacecraft acquisition, multiple
data measurement, data multiplexing, and transmission, is designed not to
exceed 11 minutes with the total spacecraft time allocation for the operation
not to exceed 10 minutes.
An. orderwire function is provided between the CDA and each TARS to
ensure a coordinated operation in the event that field alignment or repair of
TARS is required.
1. 3 GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF CDA
The CDA receive band baseband frequencies are listed in Table 1-5,
and CDA equipment is described in the following paragraph.
1, 3, 1 Physical Description of CDA Equipment
The principal units that - comprise the CDA are as follows:
1)	 Three nominal 70 MHz receiver units
2)	 One range unit
Ae
3)	 One switch unit
4)	 One tone modulator
^
5/	 One orde rwire unit
^
6)	 Th ree computing counter units
7)	 Three computing counter unit patch panels
8)	 One digital computer
9)	 One teleprinter unit




All the above units are mounted in racks equipped with air circulating
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0	 FIGURE 1-3. CDA TERMINAL (PHOTO 4137083)
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1.4 EQUIPMENT REQUIRED
The equipment required in the CDA to conduct the ranging function aid
provide interfacing with the TARS and SMS is described in the following
paragraph.
1.4 , 1 Major Equipment
Table 1-6 lists the major equipment supplied with the CDA.
TABLE 1 -6. CDA SUPPLIED MAJOR EQUIPMENT
Equipment Manufacturer Part Number
Computing counter (three Hewlett-Packard Model 536OA
s upplied)
Computing counter patch panel
(three supplied) Hughes 3029323
Computer Hewlett-Packard Model 21OOA
Teleprinter General Electric Terminet 300
Power supply Acopian Model 2lPT 10
Orderwire unit Hughes 3029309
Receiver (three supplied) Scientific Atlanta Model 41OA
Switch unit Hughes 3029322
Range unit Hughes	 - 3029304
Cassette unit DICOM Model 344
Tone modulator Hughes 3029324
Blower (two supplied) McLean - Model 2E409A
I
Ir^







Txhis section provides information designed to illustrate the manner in
which the Command and Data Acquisition (CDA) equipment is configured for
ranging operations. This information is provided in the following order:
1) CDA Trilateration Cable
'Diagram	 See Figure 2-1
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This section provides a description of the location and function of
each of the controls and indicators that will be used in the normal operation
of the CDA equipment. 	 In addi}ion, this section provides all procedures
required for the normal operation of the equipment in the terminal, includ-
ing equipment preparation for use, power turn-on, and power turn-off.
3. 2 PREPARATION FOR USE
No special procedures are required to convert the CDA equipment
I,
^X
from a standby (or power off) condition to an operational configuration.
3.3 LOCATION AND FUNCTION OF CDA CONTROLS AND INDICATORS fi'
All CDA equipment used in the TRRR System are mounted in either
of two racks which are Government-furnished equipment (GFE) (See
Figure 3-1).	 The location and function of the controls and indicators for
the commercially available units are contained in the appropriate commer-
cial handbook included in this series of manuals.
	 The location and function
of the units unique to the CDA terminal are presented in the following order:
Unit	 Figure
Orderwire unit, Hughes P/N 3029309 	 3-2
Switch unit, Hughes P/N 3029322	 3-3
Range unit, Hughes P/N 3029304	 3- 4
Tone modulator unit, Hughes P/N 3029324 `	3-5
The location and function of controls and indicators on units that are
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C)
IGURE 3-1. CDA LLIUIPMENT RACK (PHOT(j 1N27084)
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	PANEL ITEM	 DESCRIPTION	 FUNCTION
1	 RING DOWN	 USED TO SIGNAL TARS 1 AND 2 WHEN ORDERWIRE
SELECTED ON SWITCH UNIT
2	 HANDSET	 VOICE TRANSMITTER AND RECEIVER WHEN ORDERWIRE
SELECTED ON SWITCH UNIT
3	 ORDERWIRE SIGNALING LIGHT	 PROVIDES VISUAL INDICATION OF TARS TO CDA
ORDERWIRE SIGNALING
4	 SIGNALING BUZZER	 PROVIDES AURAL INDICATION OF TARS TO CDA
ORDERWIRE SIGNALING
5	 POWER ON/OFF SWITCH AND 	 PROVIDES CONTROL AND MONITORING OF PRIMARY
INDICATOR	 POWER TO UNIT






PANEL ITEM DESCRIPTION FUNCTION
I IF SELECT DOWNLINK SWITCH
COMPUTER COMPUTER CONTROLS CONFIGURATION OF
EQUIPMENT FOR RANGING OR TEST OPERATIONS
MANUAL-TEST LOOP CONFIGURES SYSTEM FOR PROCESSING i - f UPLINK
IN DOWNLINK RECEIVERS FOR CLOSED LOOP TEST
MANUAL-RECEIVER ANTENNA DOWNLINK RECEIVERS PROVIDED i 	 f SIGNALS FROM
STATION DOWNCONVERTERS FOR NORMAL
OPERATIONS
2 IF SELECT UPLINK SWITCH
COMPUTER COMPUTER CONTROLS SELECTION OF RANGE TONES
TO UPCONVERTER
MANUAL RANGE TONE SELECTS RANGE TONE OPERATION
MANUAL OVERWIRE SELECTS ORDERWIRE OPERATION
3 ON/OFF 24 vdc CONTROLS AND MONITORS APPLICATION OF PRIME
POWER TO UNIT
w





COPIR N^NwL	 crrt.	 L
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FIGURE 3-3. SWITCH UNIT ( PHOTO 4R27062)
REPRODUCIBILITY OF `I W.l L
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PANEL ITEM DESCRIPTION FUNCTION
1 TONE CONTROL SELECT MANUAL OR
COMPUTER CONTROLLED MODE
2 CARRIER ONLY SWITCH DELETES ALL MODULATION ON
THE CARRIER. USEFUL FOR
LOCKUP OF THE SCIENTIFIC
ATLANTA RECEIVERS
3 POWER ON CONTROLS APPLICATION OF
POWER TO RANGE UNIT
4 TONE SELECT MANUALLY ENABLES WHICH TONE
IS MODULATED ON CARRIER













PROVIDES SELECTION OF FROM 0 TO 41 pit;
TO ATTENUATE i If SIGNAL TO
UPCONVERTER
2	 COMMAND TONE
COMPUTER	 COMPUTER CONTROLS TRANSMISSION OF
RANGING COMMAND TONES TO TARS 1
AND TARS 2
MANUAL TARS 1/TARS 2	 PROVIDES THE MANUAL CONTROL OF
TRANSMISSION OF COMMAND TONE TO
TARS 1 AND TARS 2
3	 ON/OFF • 24 vdc	 CONTROLS AND MONITORS THE
APPLICATION OF PRIME POWER TO UNIT










All electrical power to the units in the CDA is supplied and
controlled by GFE functions. Other than setting all switches to ON, no
special procedural instructions are required for applying power to any of
the units in the CDA terminal.
i
3. 5 SYSTEM OPERATION






The procedures to be used for each of these functions are contained
in the following paragraphs.
3. 5. 1 Ranging Operations
Ranging operations can be conducted automatically by addressing
the HP 2100A computer through the Terminet teleprinter. The procedures
for automatic ranging operations, including range link selection and range
tone mode selection, are presented in the following order;
1) Range Link Manual Selection	 Paragraph 3.5. 1. 1
2) Range Tone Mode Selection	 Paragraph 3.5.1.2
3) Automatic Ranging Operations 	 Paragraph 3.5.1.3
3. 5. 1. 1 Range Link Manual Selection
To manually select the range link, perform the following;
1) On the receivers I through 3, set frequency select switch to
FREQ 1, -FREQ 2, and FREQ 3, respectively. With this selec-
tion, tune receiver 1 to 64 MHz IF for CDA /CDA operation,
tune receiver 2 to 68.2 MHz IF for CDA/TARS 1 operation,
and tune receiver 3 to 70. 2 MHz IF for CDA/TARS 2 operation.




AGC To	 I SEC	 -z
x	 3-7,t
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1
Second local oscillator mode
	 VFO
Wideband phase demodulator mode
	 PM
Bandwidth, Hz	 100
Phase lock loop	 LONG
IF filter	 500 MHz
Volume	 To maximum CW
position
L
3) Set second local oscillator mode switch to APC.	 Receivers are
now tuned for automatic phase control operation,





IF select uplink	 RANGE TONES
Receivers are now prepared to receive IF inputs from the
NASA Station equipment downconverters.
5) On tone modulator unit, set command tone switch to MANUAL
and momentarily press TARS 1 or 2 in accordance with desired
range link operation.
	
The appropriate receiver phase lock loop
light indicates when receiver is locked to the IF signal. 	 If the
IF is not locked, proceed with the following,	 a _
6) Push and tune FINE TUNE control until a low frequency note
is heard from the receiver speaker.
Note
If no beat note is heard,	 the IF signal is out of the
tuning range of the loop.	 Set second local oscillator
mode switch to VFO and repeat steps 3, 4, and 5.
7) Contirii3e tuning FINE TUNE control until loop locks and
phase-lock-loop indicator lights, 	 With loop locked, tuning
meter reads approximately zero.
	
To continue ranging
operations, continue to paragraph 3. 5. 1. 2.
3. 5. 1. 2 Range Tone Mode Selection
To manually select a range mode, perform the following:
1) On the range unit, set transmit mode select switch to mode A,
B, or C in accordance with the desired transmit tone frequency








283.4 -	 Hz	 1._5
35.46	 Hz	 0.8
3-8
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Frequency	 Modulation Index
Mode B	 200.000 kHz	 45
	
27.777 kHz	 1.5	 a
	
3.968 kHz	 1.5	 e
283.4	 Hz	 1.5








2) Set transmit tone select switches such that only the applicable
frequency lamps are lighted as determined in step 1.
3) Set reference tone select switch to the range tone frequency to be
processed in accordance with the mode selection as set in step 1.
The range unit is prepared to transmit and detect selected range
tones.
3.5. 1. 3 Automatic Ranging Operations
To perform automatic ranging operations, using the HP 2100 computer,
perform the following:
1) Configure the CDA units as shown in Table 3-1.
.I AT
2) Proceed with computer operations as shown in Table 3-2 for
automatic ranging operations as required. Additional computer
operations are provided in Table 3-3.
3.5.2 Orderwire Operations
I..	 In order to utilize the orderwire, the CDA ranging equipment must be
I	
configured as described in the following paragraphs.
3. 5. 2. 1 Scientific-Atlanta Receiver for TARS 1
E
	
	 This receiver is the second receiver down from the top of the equip-
ment rack and shall be set as follows:
1) Demodulator select to FM demod
E
VOLUME I. CDA SYSTEM MANUAL	
ff
3) FM demodulator to 20 kHz
4) Frequency select to frequency 2 or 3
(Note Frequency 2 when desired communication to TARS
1, frequency 3 for TARS 2.)
3. 5. Z. 2 Switch Unit
The switch unit shall be set as follows:
1) IF select uplink to orderwire
2) IF select downlink to range tone
3.5.2.3 Procedure
After configuring the system for orderwire operation, push the
ring down button on orderwire unit and pick up the telephone receiver. The
ring (4525 Hz) will be heard at both TARS. Personnel at the TARS must
configure their system for orderwire hi order to respond.
3.5.2.4 Command Modulator
There are two phase modulators in the CDA equipment rack. One
modulator is used for the orderwire ring down and command signals to the r°
TARS. The other modulator, located in the tone modulator unit, is used to
impose the ranging tone on the carrier.
3.6 POWER SHUTDOWN
No formal equipment shutdown procedures are required.
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IF select downlink CMPTR
IF select uplink CMPTR





AGC To 1 SEC
Second local oscillator APC
mode






Phase lock light ON
500 kHz IF filter ON
Frequency select As required





AGC To 1 SEC
Second local oscillator A,PC
mode













Phase lock light ON
12 kHz IF filter OFF
500 kHz IF filter ON
Frequency select As required







HP 5365A Input Module
Function PERIOD
Input A
Preset (A) Approximately 60% CW
Preset (B) OFF (full CCW)
Sensitivity multiplier (black) X1
Sensitivity multiplier (red) Not used
DC/AC AC











Computing counter patch panel REF TONE to A INPUT on
HP 5365A;
Computing counter patch panel REF TONE to T1 INPUT on
HP 5379Ac
Computing counter patch panel RCV TONE to T2 INPUT on
HP 5379A,
Computing counter patch panel multipin connector to
multipin connector on HP 5379A.
3-12
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TABLE 3-2. TRRR RANGE PROCEDURE
1. Operator types in run command: R, N, A. N number of minutes of
ranging (1 to 15) and A range mode (which can be either A, B, or
C). Then computer programproceeds as follows:
Loop Calibration (Mode A)
2. Command both"TARS ON
3. Switch all receivers to 66 MHz IF
4. Switch receive signal to loop calibration
5. Receive 200 kHz tone
6. Computer responds with "Lockup?"
7. Operator checks or tunes receivers for lockup and types "OK" on
teletype
8. Transmit 200 kHz tone
9. Software program hesitates 3 seconds before count begins
10. Count 100 axis crossings of the 200 kHz tone
11. Receive 27. 7 kHz
12. Software program hesitates 3 seconds
13. Count 1000 axis crossings3 of 27. 7 kHz
14. Receive 3. 98 kHz
15. Wait 3 seconds before count begins
16. Count 1000 axis crossings of 3. 98 kHz
17. Receive 283 Hz
18. Wait 3 seconds before count begins
19. Count 1000 axis crossings of 283 Hz tone
20. Receive 35.5 Hz tone
21. Wait 3 seconds before count begins
22. Count 100 axis crossing of 35.5 Hz tone
Ambiguity Removal
23. Switch receiver 1 to 63 MHz, receiver 2 to 68.2 MHz, receiver
3 to 70.2 MHz
_24. Switch receive signal froth loop to receive antenna
25. Computer responds with "Lockup?"
3-13
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Table 3-2 (continued)
26. Operator checks or tunes receiver for lockup and types "OK" on
to le type
27. Receive 35. 5 Hz tone
28. Wait 3 seconds before count begins
2	 C	 4.
	
I-7. oun axis crossings of t e 35. 5 Hz tone
30. Receive 283 Hz tone
31. Wait 3 seconds before countbegins
32. Count 1000 axis crossings of the 283 Hz tone
33. Receive 3. 98 kHz tone
34. Wait 3 seconds before count begins
35. Count 1.000 axis crossings of the 3. 98 kHz tone
36. Receive 27. 7 kHz tone
37. Wait 3 seconds before ,count begins
38. Count 1000 axis crossings of 27. 7 kHz tone
Ranging 3
39. Record next 1 second mark via the time code generator from which
all timing signals shall be measured
40. Receive 200 kHz tone r
41. Wait 3 seconds before count begins
a
42. Count 3000 axis crossings.of the 200 kHz tone
Endpoint Check n
43. Receive 27. 7 kHz tone
44. - Wait 3 seconds before count begin
45. Count 1000 axis crossings of 27. 7 kHz tone
46. Receive 3. 98 kHz tone
may'
47. Wait 3 seconds before count begins
48. Count 1000 axis crossings of 3. 98 kHz tone
49. Receive 283 Hz tone y
50. Wait 3_seconds bef ore count begins




52. Receive 35. 5 Hz tone
53. Wait 3 seconds before count begins
54. Count 100 axis crossings of 35.5 Hz tone
55. Command both TARS OFF
56. Ranging complete
57. If operator 'desires transmission of data to Suitland, type =I= M`on the
teletype
58. Before or after transmission, operator can command data output to
teletype by typing E,N and carriage return (where N = number of
range points to skip during printout). All points are one-way ranges.
NOTE
Ranging with mode C is identical to that with
mode A except the 35. 5 and 283. 3 Hz tones
are not utilized. Mode B is identical to that
with mode A except the 35. 5 Hz tone is not
utilized.
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TABLE 3-3-. TELEPRINTER INPUT DEFINITION
1. There are eight input commands available using the teleprinter. To
begin operation: Load Address 2 (press P, clear, SW 1 of Display
Register, S). Press internal preset, external present, then press
RUN. The teleprinter will respond with:





If this does not occur, verify hardware and begin again.
2. Data can now be input as at any time after the teleprinter. has
responded:
3. The commands available are;
R, N, MODE	 "RUN"
Where: N =number of minutes to
range (from 1 to 15)
Mode = A, B, C




S, V, VALUE	 ..SET"
Where V =variable
Value - decimal number
ex: S, TEMP, 128.0
causes "TEMP ,, to
be set to 128,. 0
S, ALLX causes all
variables- to be set to _0
D, V	 "DUMP
Where: V =variable
ex: D, SPCN causes spacecraft number




D, ALLX causes all data to
be displayed
'A "ABORT"
Causes ranging to cease, accompanied
by automatic return to start
Same as A
-:'M "MODEM"
Causes computer to output all range
data over modem
OK "RESPONSE" operator must respond
"OK" or =:-A to computer generated
"LOCK-UP"
E, N "ERUPT"
Where:	 N = number of points to skip
ex:	 E, 10 causes every tenth range
point to be printed on teleprinter
"ERUPT" may only be commanded
after ranging has completed and
teleprinter has displayed:	 "RANGING
COMPLETE".	 All points are "ONE
WAY" ranges.
Y, XX Input Year
S1, X SYSTEM 1
Where:	 X = number of links
X = 1: CDA only
X = Z: CDA, TARS 1 only
X = 3: CDA, TARS 1 and TARS Z
I, x'X INITIALIZE MODEM BUFFER
Where: XX = number in each 8 bit
word for modern
if 'XX' is not typed,
buffer will be set to 1,
Z,	 3,	 ..	 17,	 0	 ._..
T, X MODEM TEST
Where:	 X = number of consecutive
exe cutions
C, x Set culling number
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Table 3-3 (continued)
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Table 3-3 (continued)
4.	 Variables identified in "SET'' and "DUMP" functions are four letters
long, as follows: (All range estimates are "one way" range)
TEMP 3 digit temperature of spacecraft
RECD Range estimate in meters CDA
RET1 Range estimate in meters TARS I
RET 2 Range estimate in meters TARS 2
SPCN Spacecraft number (1 digit)
1DT1 TARS 1 35 Hz	 Fixed delay
2DT1 TARS 1 283 Hz
	 Fixed delay
3DT1 TARS 1 3.9 kHz
	 Fixed delay
4DT1 TARS 1 27 kHz	 Fixed delay
5DT1 TARS 1 200 kHz	 Fixed delay
1DT2 TARS 2 35 Hz	 Fixed delay
2DT2 TARS 2 283 Hz
	 Fixed delay
3DT2 TARS 2 3. 9 kHz	 Fixed delay
4DT2 TARS 2 27 kHz	 Fixed delay
5DT2 TARS 2 200 kHz
	 Fixed delay
1DSP SPACECRAFT 35 Hz	 Fixed delay
2DSP SPACECRAFT 283 Hz
	 Fixed delay
3DSP SPACECRAFT 3.9 kHz	 Fixed delay
4DSP SPACECRAFT 27 kHz	 Fixed delay
5DSP SPACECRAFT 200 kHz
	 Fixed delay
1DTR TRANSMITTER 35 Hz	 Fixed delay
2DTR TRANSMITTER 283 Hz	 Fixed delay
3DTR TRANSMITTER 3.9 kHz Fixed delay
4DTR TRANSMITTER 27 kHz	 Fixed delay
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4. THEORY OF OPERATION
i
4, 1 INTRODUCTION
This section provides a concise description of the principles of
operation of the Master Range Station of the CDA equipment as a system and
supplies the operating principles of units that are unique to the terminal.
The principles of operation of units that are commercially available can be
located in the appropriate document within this series of manuals.
The order in which the information is presented in this section is as
follows:
1) Functional Description of CDA Equipment Paragraph 4. 2
2) Unit Operation	 Paragraph 4. 3 -
Information pertaining to the TARS equipment may be found in
Volume H of this series of manuals.
4. 2 FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION OF CDA EQUIPMENT
The CDA equipment is designed to perform five functions in the
TRRR System of operations. These functions are as follows;
1) Range tone generation and modulation
2) Range tone reception and demodulation
3) Phase Determination of range tones with respect to
a reference tone




These functions are described in the following paragraphs and
shown in Figure 4-1.
4-1
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4.2. 1 Range Tone Generation and Modulation
The CDA contains baseband equipment that enables the extremely
accurate satellite ranging information to approximately 1 fo;^t and extremely
accurate rate of change of range information to approximateiy 4 x 10- 5 mps.
In order to accomplish this function, the NASA station S band transmitting
equipment is provided with ranging signals, or tones that are used to modu-
late the S band carrier frequency. These tones are generated in the range
unit in the CDA, converted to the 66 MHz IF level and supplied to the NASA
station upconverters and high power amplifiers for transmission to the SMS.
These signals are transponded by the satellite and directed back to earth at `-
a lower S band frequency. When the transponded signals are received at
the CDA, they are compared in phase to a reference tone. The computer
then determines the satellite range information from these data. Range rate
information is derived front successive sampling of range data during.
measured time periods.
Prior to initiating any ranging operations, satellite range ambiguities
must- be nulled out. This is accomplished, in the CDA by generating five
ranging tones that are assembled into three operational modes. Note that
the satellite range uncertainty is limited to one-quarter of the wavelength of
the frequency selected. For example, the wavelength of the 200 kHz tone
is 1. 5 x 103 meters. As the range uncertainty must be within one-quarter
of this value, the 200 kHz tone cannot be used if the range uncertainty is
greater that 375 meters and the 35.46 Hz tone cannot be used if the range
uncertainty is greater than 2.11 x 10 6 meters.
The operational modes available including the tone frequencies and
their allowable range uncertainties are provided in the appendix.
4. 2. 2 Range Tone Reception and Demodulation
The CDA contains three receivers which detect the range tones
received from the signals transponded from the SMS satellite, TARS 1, and
TARS 2. These signals are received at IF frequencies from the NASA
station downconverter, demodulated in the receiver units, and applied to
the range unit for range tone detection. After the range tones are detected,
they are supplied to the computer counter for range analysis.
4. 2.3 Command Tone Generation
Each TARS is mechanized to operate upon receipt of command tones
generated in the CDA tone modulator unit and transmitted through the SMS
satellite to each TARS. Two command' tone oscillators are provided in the
CDA, one for each TARS. When the command tone receiver in the TARS
detects the frequency assigned to it, the transponding function of that TARS
is enabled. The reception of a second command tone disables the tran -
sponding function. Thus, the transponding function of the TARS is remotely
controlled by successive transmissions of command tones from the CDA. The
range equipment has a switch which indicates System I or System II. System 'I
refers to command tones for the ascension and Chile TARS while System II
is for the Hawaii and Seattle TARS.
4-2
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4. 2.4	 Orderwire Operations
Orderwire equipment is provided at the CDA to ensure coordinated
operation between the CDA and each TARS.
	
Switch functions are provided
to enable the selection of either ranging operations or orderwire operations x
on the switch unit.
4.2.5	 Computer Operations
The computer provides the capability of automatic ranging operations
as well as range assessment from received data. 	 When used in conjunction
with the teleprinter unit, the computer can be programmed to store, as
well as print out, processed data as required.
The ,computing counter is also required to limit the processing of
selected tones.	 The range unit generates and sums all range tones within
the mode selected on transmit tone select switch S1.
	
However, only the
tone selected on reference tone select switch S2 is processed.
	
When selected,
the reference tone is applied to the desired computing counter through an
associated patch panel.	 The computing counter uses the reference tone to
count the number of cycles transmitted to the SMS.
	
When the count reaches
a preselected number, a disabling signal is generated to stop the range
determination process.
	 Note that the computing counter is limited to four
count selections:
	
10,	 100,	 1000,	 and 10000.	 In general,
	 the count time
allotted for each tone is based on practical considerations.
	 For this reason,
the count allocation for each tone, including computer time, is as follows:
200 kHz	 3000 counts (3 sets of 1000) 	 -2. 5 seconds
27. 77 kHz	 1000 counts	 -1. 0 second
3.968 kHz	 1000 counts 	 -1.0 second
283.4 Hz	 100	 counts	 -0.35 second
35.46 Hz	 100	 counts	 ~3.0 seconds
In processing the	 200 kHz tone, the counts are taken in three sets
of 1000, each set is processed, and the results of the analysis of each set
averaged.
Each of the counts of each of the tones is compared in phase relation-
ship with the reference tones generated in the range unit. 	 The phase
'	 difference between the received tone and the reference tone is equated into
time.	 The time functions for each of the counts are averaged by the com-
puter and the average time for the count set is finally equated to distance.
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FIGURE 4-2. ORDERWIRE UNIT FUNCTIONAL BLOCK DIAGRAM
4.3 UNIT OPERATION
The theory of operation of the units of the CDA that have been k
fabricated or modified by Hughes is presented in the following paragraphs in
the following order:
1)	 Orderwire Unit (P/N 3029309)	 Paragraph 4. 3. 1
2)	 Switch Unit (P/N 3029322)	 Paragraph 4. 3.2
3)	 Range Unit (P/N 3029304)	 Paragraph 4. 3.3
4)	 Tone Modulator Unit (P/N 3029324) 	 Paragraph 4. 3.4
For the theory of operation of commercial units, refer to the appro-
priate document as listed in Table 1-9.
4.3. 1	 Orderwire Unit Theory of Operation
The orderwire unit, Hughes P/N 3029309, contains the elements
required to conduct orderwire operations and the signal generators required
to enable and disable the TARS transmitting equipment.
	 (See Figure 4-2. }
Audio frequency signals from the FM demodulator in the Scientific Atlanta E
Model 410A receiver are applied to connector J3 of the orderwire unit.
	 The
orderwire ranging tone of 4525 Hz is detected in the Datatone orderwire
receiver RX 1 to actuate relay K l .
	 When relay K 1 operates, 24 vdc
	
is -;
applied to the orderwire signal light I1 and through register R7 to the order- Y;.t
wire buzzer B1.
	 Voice communication is direct from J3 to the handset
earpiece. i
Four audio frequency signals are generated in the orderwire unit for
transmission through the SMS to the TARS:
	
voice, orderwire ringing, and
the command tones for each of the TARS.
	 When ringdown switch S2 is
pressed, the Datatone transmitter TX1 generates a 4525 Hz ringing tone :3
which is applied through resistor R2 and summing amplifier Al to the order-
wire phase modulator M1 for conversion to a 5.5 MHz IF by 5.5 MHz oscil-
lator Y 1.	 The voice and command tone transmitters are similarly
-processed; however, the-TARS ,1 Datatone transmitter TX2 which has an
output of 2940 Hz and the TARS 2 Datatone transmitter TX3 which has an
output of 3180 Hz can be applied to the orderwire modulator by momentarily .
pressing a push switch on the tone modulator unit.	 TARS 3 and 4 have the
following command tones, 3625 and 3925 Hz, respectively,
4. 3. 2 Switch Unit Theory of Operation
The switch unit, Hughes P/N 3029322, is the interface between the
computer and the various relays that perform the following functions:
1) selection and assignment of IF frequencies to each receiver in the CDA, r
2) configuring the CDA for ranging, test, or orderwire operation, and
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detailed operation of each of the above functions is provided below in the
following order:
1)	 Modem Interface Section	 Paragraph 4. 3. 2. 1
2)	 Receiver Antenna/Test Loop/Com-
puter Select Switch 2 Operation 	 Paragraph 4.3. 2. 2
3)	 Range Tone/Orderwire/Computer
Select Switch S3 Operation	 Paragraph 4.3. 2. 3
7
4)	 TARS Command Tone Interface
Function	 Paragraph 4.3.2.4
5)	 Receiver Frequency Assignment
Function	 Paragraph 4. 3. 2. 5 Lr
6)	 Computer Selected Count Period F
Function	 Paragraph 4. 3. 2. b
4. 3. 2. 1	 Modem Interface Section
The function of the modem interface section of the switch unit is to
configure the data stream generated in the computer into a bit rate compati-
ble with telephone transmission lines. (See Figure 4-3. )	 The 8 bit data{-y	 stream from the computer is applied from connector J7 through buffers Y'
IC3 and IC4 and loaded onto a register in 8 bit parallel to serial converter y
IC7.	 The serial bit rate output of the converter is determined by clock
pulses from either of two sources: 	 a modem clock from the Bell 201B
system (GFE) or a CDA-generated clock pulse.
	 The selection of either of
	 -
these sources is controlled by switch S4 located on the interior of the
switch unit.
When switch Sx is set to EXT, clock pulses are applied to IC7
through IC2 at a 2400 bps rate.	 When switch S4 is set to INT, clock pulses
are generated by a 1 MHz tone from computer counter 3, which is converted
from sinusoidal to square wave pattern by IC5 and divided by 10 in IC6 to
form clock pulses at a 100 kHz rate.
	 A A. 64 circuit in IC7 is enabled to
convert the 100 kHz input to form the 1625 Hz clock pulse rate used for the
parallel to serial conversion.
After the parallel to serial conversion, two signals are provided as
outputs from IC7; one output is made available to GFE modems ; while the
remaining signal is provided to the computer for signal processing -status
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4.3. 2. 2 Receiver Antenna/Test Loop/Computer Select Switch S2 Operation
The function of switch S2 is to configure the CDA for test or ranging
operations. (See Figure 4-4.) When switch S2 is set to RCV ANT, 24 vdc
is applied to position 2 of RF switch S3 in the tone modulator unit to connect
the input to the CDA receivers to the NASA Station downconverter for normal
operations; when the test loop is selected ton switch S2, the 24 vdc power is 	 r
applied through a relay in the switch unit to RF switch S3 to position 1 to
connect the output of the tone modulator unit directly to each CDA receiver
for closed loop testing. When CMPTR is selected on switch S2, normal and
test operations are determined by computer programming.
4.3. 2. 3 Range Tone /Orderwire/Computer Select Switch S3 Operation
The function of switch S3 is to configure the CDA for ranging opera-
tions or for orderwire operations. (See Figure 4-5.) When the range tone
is selected on switch S3, 24 vdc is applied to position 2 of RF switch S2 in
the tone modulator unit to connect the output of the range unit to the NASA
Station upconverter during normal ranging operations; when the orderwire
is selected, the position 1 relay of RF switch S2 is operated to connect the
orderwire output to the NASA Station upconverter. When the computer is
selected on switch S3, ranging operations are determined by computer
operations.
4. 3. 2. 4 TARS Command Tone Interface Function 	 ^` >
	 " y
The TARS 1 and 2 command tones are interfaced in the switch unit
when the computer is selected on switch S4 in the tone modulator unit. (See
Figure 4-6.) When the CDA computer provides a ground signal to JO - 16,
a ground return signal is applied from the switch unit through command tone
switch S4 in the tone modulator to the TARS 1 and 2 command tone generator
functions in the orderwire unit. Note that in the computer mode of opera-
tion, the TARS are commanded simultaneously.
4.3. 2. 5 Receiver Frequency Assignment Function
The switch unit contains circuitry to enable assignment of the
detection of a specific IF frequency to each CDA receiver. The IF frequency
assignment can be manually selected or remotely controlled from the CDA
computer by setting a switch on the RF tuner section of the receiver in
accordance with the placard mounted on the CDA rack above the receivers.
(See Scientific Atlanta Instruction Manual for Model 410/70 MHz basic
receiver unit.) When the RF tuner switch is set to REMOTE, the computer
applies a signal to the relay functions in the switch unit which, in turn, -
supplies a ground connection to the appropriate relay in the RF tuner for
correct frequency assignment. (See Figure 4-7. ) Note that the difference
in frequency assignments for each receiver is to enable the correct IF
frequency detection for each of the modes of operation of the TRRR System
including tests. (See Table 4-1.
4-10
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TABLE 4-1. CDA RECEIVER FREQUENCY ASSIGNMENTS
Tuner
Receiver Switch Function Frequency,
Position MHz
1 CDA 64.0




2 2 TARS 1 68.2
3 TARS 2 70.2
REMOTE* TARS 1 68.2
1 Loop 66.0
3 2 TARS 1 68.2
3 TAR S 2 70.2
REMOTE* TARS 2 70.2'
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"Computer controlled.
4. 3. 2. 6 Computer-Selected Count Period Function
The CDA computer counters HP 5360A contain a modified time
interval counter HP 5379A which provides the means for selecting any of
five count time periods from either the counter TI (time interval) average
switch or from the CDA computer. Five time interval counts are available
from the computer counter; 1, 10, 100, 1000, and 10000. In order to
select the time interval count from the computer, the multipin connector
must be connected between the computing counter patch panel to the
HP 5379A time interval module.
Each time interval is determined by a control circuit that has five
control line inputs. When a specific time interval count is desired, a
ground is a pplied to all other control lines; the control line for the desired
time intervai count remains ungrounded.
The multipin connector applies the ground connections from the
switch unit and computing counter to the time interval module when the
computer applies the appropriate relay actuating signals to the computer-
selected count period function in the switch unit. (See Figure 4-8.
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4,:1
4. 3. 3 Range Unit Theory of Operation
The range unit, Hughes P/N 3029322, has the capability of performing
two basic functions in the CDA; the generation and distribution of range
tones, and the detection of range tones from each of the CDA receivers. All
range unit operations can be performed either semiautomatically from front
panel controls, or automatically during computer operations. (See
Figure 4-9. ) All internal operations in either mode are identical with the
exception of front panel switch selections.
The range tone generation and distribution are accomplished in the
following manner. Five basic range tones are generated and distributed
in any of three combination modes, A, B, or C in either a manual or auto-
matic mode from mode select switch S1. (See Figure 4-10. ) Each range
tone selection is applied through appropriate output relays to a summing
amplifier for ultimate application to the NASA Station transmitting section.
The inputs and outputs of each of these modes are isolated through relays
that are controlled by signals applied through transmit mode select switch
S1. The basic difference between each of the frequency sections is the
output level, controlled by individual potentiometers, which is selected to
ensure that the output to the tone modulator produces the correct modulation
index.
Range tone generation is accomplished from a 5 MHz source from
wither an internal oscillator or an external standard. The 5 MHz signal is
.I.	 applied to frequency dividers that provide the tone frequencies to the range
unit transmit tone and reference tone select functions.
Three receive tone sections are provided that detect the individual
range tone frequencies from each of the CDA receivers. In general, the
sections are identical, each having five subsections, each subsection
required for the detection of each of the ranging tones. Although each









The detailed theory of operation of each of the above functions is
supplied in the following paragraphs.
4. 3. 3. 1 Range Tone Frequency Generation (Figure 4-11)
The tones used for ranging operations are generated in the range unit
by dividing a 5 MHz signal developed eitherinternally or from an external
source. Counter l divides the signal by five to develop a 1 MHz tone. This
tone is applied to counter_3 directly and to counter 2 through relay K1. When
mode B is selected, relay KI actuates to apply the 1 MHz signal to counter 2
which divides the signal by five to develop the 200 kHz tone used during
mode B ranging. The 200 kHz tone is then filtered and applied to the
200 kHz transmit tone select logic function and distributed as a reference
tone to the computer. i
4-17
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,
The 1 MHz signal applied to counter 3 is divided by six with the
resultant signal also divided by six in counter 4. The 27. 77 kHz signal thus
obtained is applied to counter 5 for additional processing and to a 27. 77 kHz
filter for further distribution in the 27, 77 kHz transmit tone logic section
and as a reference tone to the computer.
The 27. 77 kHz signal applied to counter 6 is divided by 14 to develop
a 283. 4 Hz signal which is applied to counter 7 for additional processing
and to a 283. 4 Hz filter for distribution to the computer as a reference tone,
to the 283. 4 Hz transmit tone select logic function and as an additional
element in the processing of the 35. 4 Hz range tone.
Counter 7 divides the 283. 4 signal by eight to develop the 35. 4 Hz
signal required for the lowest range tone. This signal is distributed to the
computer as a reference tone and to the 35. 4 Hz transmit tone select logic
function. Although the 35.4 Hz signal is developed as a ranging reference
function, the actual frequency transmitted for ranging is 318. 8 Hz. This
is required as the 35. 4 Hz signal would be tracked out by the phase lock
loop in the CDA receivers. Accordingly, the transmission range tone
transmitted through the NASA transmitter section is 318. 8 Hz.
The 318. 8 and Z83.4 Hztones are transmitted simultaneously and
there best note is detected upon reception. The mod index of each tone
is adjusted to be about 0. 7.
4, 3. 3. 2 Transmit Mode Switch Logic
Mode select switch S1 provides the capability of selecting four modes
of range unit operation: mode A, B, or C, or computer-controlled opera-
tions. (See Figure 4-12. ) During manual operations, +5 volts are applied
through switch Sl to relay driver RD8, RD9, or RD10 when mode A, B, or
C, respectively, is selected. When a voltage is applied to the input of the
relay driver, the resultant output becomes zero; the absence of an input
voltage causes a high voltage state at the output of the driver. In this man-
ner, as the frequency select relays in the range unit are provided a high
voltage state to one terminal of its coil, the application of 5 vdc to the input
of the ac associated relay driver produces a low voltage state to the remain-
ing terminal of the relay coil. The imbalance of voltage states at the
terminals of the relay coil causes the relay to actuate and remain actuated
until the voltage to the relay driver is removed. When that occurs, the out-
put of the driver becomes high and the voltage states at both terminals
of the relay coil become high, causing the coil to deenergize.
Computer operation is initiated in a similar manner; however, each
mode is initiated from the computer through separate pins on connector J1.
The computer 5 vdc power is applied through NAND gates in ICI and_IC2 to
switch Sl with diodes CR4 through CR6 inserted in the circuit to ensure
isolation between the computer-controlled functions and the manually con-
trolled functions. The NAND gates inserted in the circuit are used to




In the computer mode, the lamp functions of transmit tone select
switches S3 through S7 are lighted directly with the computer-switched
power. In the manual mode, when mode A, B, or C is selected, the lamp
functions of switches S3 through S7 are controlled by physically pressing
the switch ON or pressing the switch OFF. Thus, during computer opera-
tion, the illumination of the switch lights indicate the range tone frequency
enabled; during manual operation, the switch must be pressed on or off in
conjunction with the mode functions enabled by switch S1 and in conjunction
with the range tone frequencies to be transmitted.
4. 3. 3. 3 Range Tone Transmit Frequency Distribution
In general, the sections in the transmit logic for each of the
frequencies are identical, the major elements being an input filter, an
input relay, an amplifier, an output level adjustment, an output relay, and
final output signal controls and indicator circuits. These functions are
described in the following paragraphs.
When mode A is selected in either the manual or computer mode,
5 vdc is applied through switch S2 to relay driver RD8 to apply relay
actuating signals to the input and output relays which control the transmis-
sion of the mode A frequencies through the initial stages of the transmit
section of the range unit. (See Figures 4-10 and 4 -12. ) To enable the
transmission of the range tone signal to the signal summing amplifier in the
manual mode, the associated switch S4 through S7 must be pressed ON.
Pressing the associated switch ON enables the associated relay driver to
actuate the proper relays to apply the frequency tone to signal summing
amplifiers Q6 through Q9 and light the associated switch lamp. In the
computer mode, all segments of the transmit section are enabled directly
from computer - generated signals and no front panel operations are required.
For example, ^Jhen mode A is selected in either the computer or
manual mode, 5 vdc is applied through switch S1 to enable relay driver RD8.
The low state of relay driver RD8 operates relays K5 and Kll in the 27. 77 kHz
section, relays K3 and K9 in the 3. 968 kHz section, relays K16 and K20 in
the 283. 4 Hz section, and relays K17, K18, and K21 in the 35. 4 Hz section.
To this point, the operation is identical for both the manual and computer
modes; however, output relays and indicator lamp circuits must be enabled
in order to apply any output signals to the summing, amplifier.
Note that the application of the 200 kHz to summing amplifier Q4
is controlled by K63, 27. 77 kHz is controlled by K64, 3.968 kHz is con-
trolled by K65, 283. 4 Hz by K66, and 35. 4 Hz (318. 8 Hz) is controlled by
relay K67. These relays are in turn controlled either by a signal from the
associated transmit tone select switch when manual mode is selected, or
from a signal from the _computer from J1-1 ( mode A), J1-2 (mode B), or
J1-3 (mode C). When mode A is selected at the computer, the 5 vdc signal
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with each of the frequency tones in mode A. In addition, the 5 vdc signal
is also applied to RD14 through 19 to actuate the applicable relay which in
turn applies 28 vdc to the common terminal of the associated lamp for the
frequency tone. Note that in the manual mode, the output relay can be
r; nabled or disabled by pressing the associated transmit tone switch.
The above technique is used to control the output of tone frequencies
to the summing amplifier in the range unit. The output of the summing
amplifier is then applied to the modulator, multiplied to 66 MHz, and made
available to the NASA Station amplifier at connector J2 in the range unit.
4. 3. 3.4 Receive Tone Detection and Distribution
Three receivers are provided..with the CDA for the detection of the
IF frequencies associated with the transmitting functions of each of the TARS
and the CDA as well as test functions. As each of these functions is capable
of transmitting five ranging tones, three sets of five receive frequency
detection and distribution sections are provided in the range unit with each
of the subsections capable of detecting a specific tone. (See Figure 4-12.)
Note that the output of each section is applied to a limiter prior to applying
the received tone to the computer for processing. Note also that only one
frequency subsection can be actuated at one time. (See paragraph 4. 3. 3. 5. )
In general, the frequency subsections are identical with the major
elements being an input relay, an amplifier, an input filter, a second
amplifier, an output level adjustment, and an output relay. These functions
are described in the following paragraphs.
When a specific tone is s4, lected on receive tone select switch S2, a
5 vdc signal is applied to the input and output relays for that subsection
}	 associated with receivers 1 through 3. Note that all received tones are
!	 amplified in the first amplifier prior to specific frequency detection in the
associated bandpass filter. The detected tone is then amplified and
attenuated prior to application through the associated output relay.
The output of the receiver 1 section is applied through an amplifier
and potentiometer R179 to limiter 1 prior t^- application to the computing
counter for analysis. The remaining fregL'.ency tone subsections are
similarly processed prior to application to the CDA computer. Note that
the detection of the 35. 4 Hz tone follows combining the 318. 8 Hz received
tone and the 283. 4 Hz received tone in all the amplifier circuits prior to
filtering in the bandpass'filter in the received tone subsection.
a) MODE A REFERENCETONE 00
FL-2 AR3 0y
I FROM FREQUENCY 27.77 kHz K5 0DIVIDER ,
.^yL.





FROM FREQUENCY 3.968 kHz O K3 rDIVIDER ^,
3.968 kHz R62 K9 TO 65 Fy(FIGURE 4-13f)
REFERENCE
TONE
FL-4 MODE A TRANSMITTEDARB FREQUENCIES:
283.4 Hz
--)4—
N FROM FREQUENCY DIVIDER K16 27.77 kHz












MANUAL MODE SELECTED TONE FL-6	 AR11
FL-5 A810
35.4 Hz ^• ^-FROM FREQUENCY DIVIDER K18
JR99 TO K673188 Hz K21 (FIGURE 4-13h)
44 Hz R98
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0 MODE C REFERENCE a'r rTONE c '
F L2 3;NAR2 NFROM 27.77 kHz .,c
FREQUENCY K4
DIVIDER
COMPUTER 27.77kHz TO K64




MODE CMANUAL REFERENCESELECTED TONE
MODE
FL3
AR7 aFROM 3.968 kHz ycFREQUENCY K15
DIVIDER
3.968 kHz TO K65
- R95 K19 (FIGURE '..
4-13f)
FIGURE 4-12 (CONTINUED). TRANSMIT SECTION FUNCTIONAL DIAGRAM
4-24
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4. 3. 3. 5	 Reference Tone Selection and Distribution
The reference tone selection circuit has three basic functions in the
range unit:	 to provide a means for the selection of one reference tone from
any of the five range tones available, 	 to provide relay driving signals to
the reference tone select logic and receive tone detection and distribution
logic,	 and to set the	 level of the reference tone prior to distribution
limiter 4 and the computing counter.
i
When reference tone select switch S2 is set to any of the frequencies,
+5 volts are applied to the associated relay driver to actuate relays in the
reference tone logic function and the receiver tone select logic (Figure 4-13).
For example, when switch S2 is set to 35. 4 Hz, +5 volts are applied to
relay driver RD7 which, in turn, actuates relays K22 and K27 in the reference
tone select logic (Figure 4-14) and relays K32 and K37,
	
relays K42 and K47,
and relays K52 and K57 in the 35.4 Hz received tone logic (Figure 4-13e).
Relays K22 and K27 control the application of the 35. 4 Hz tone from the
35. 4 Hz filter to reference tone limiter 4. 	 The output of the reference tone )
limiter is applied to the computing counter in the CDA through the computing
counter patch panel.	 The relays actuated in the received tone logic are used
to apply the selected tone from each CDA receiver to an associated limiter 3
prior to application to the computing counter through the computing counter
patch panel.
Each of the remaining tones is processed in a similar manner in the
manual mode.	 When switch S2 is set to CMPTR, the relay driving signals
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FIGURE 4-15. TONE MODULATOR FUNCTIONAL DIAGRAM
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4.3.4 Tone Modulator Unit Theory of Operation
The tone modulator unit, Hughes P/N 3029324, contains the elements
required to modulate the range tones developed in the range unit onto a
66 MHz IF frequency of the proper signal level for application to the NASA
Station transmitter section. In addition, the tone modulator unit contains
the signal switching function to configure the CDA for orderwire operation
or for a test loop function. (See Figure 4-15.)
The range tones are applied to the tone modulator unit through
connector J5 to tone phase modulator M1 which phase modulates the 5. 5 MHz
output of oscillator CR1. The modulated 5. 5 MHz signal is then applied
through RF switch S2 to the X12 frequency multiplier where the 66 MHz IF
signal is developed. After the signal is provided with the desired character-
istics in step attenuator ATl and IF amplifier Al, it is applied to signal
divider D2 which has asymmetrical outputs. The high level output is applied
to connector J6 for ultimate connection to the NASA Station transmitter
section; the low signal level output is connected through RF switch S3 to
four-way power divider D1. The outputs of the power divider are applied	 ito connectors for further application to each receiver in the CDA and to
an IF monitor connector on the front panel of the tone modulator unit for
test purposes.
The position of RF switch S2, which is controlled by functions in the
switch unit, determines range tone or orderwi re ope_ ration for the CDA."
Note that the signal applied through connector .110 from the orderwire unit
is at 5. 5 MHz, with prior modulation of the audio frequency signals being
accomplished in the orderwire unit.
d
In addition to the above, the tone modulator unit contains the
switching functions required to generate coniniand tones for controlling
the transmitting functions in each of the TARS. The command tone genera-
tors are physically located and provided pritne operating power in the
orderwire unit; however, the do return for the prime power is applied to
the generators through TARS l and 2 switch k.:s S5 and S6 located on the 	
,3front panel of the tone modulator. Note that the function of these switches
is connected in series with command tones switch S4. With S4 in MANUAL,
each of the TARS can be controlled as independent functions; with S4 in
CMPTR, the CDA computer controls the simultaneous TARS 1 and 2
command tones.
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5. 1 TRRR SOFTWARE SYSTEM LOADING
The following procedure is required for the TRRR software system j
loading.
1) To use ranging system at the CDA, the "TRRR SYSTEM" tape
must be loaded first.
2) To load, place tape in the Dicom numbered 1.
a)	 Ensure the computer is' in the halt mode (press HALT)
b)	 Press "P"
c)	 Press "CLEAR DISPLAY"
d)	 Press address 27700 in octal into the display register
(i.e. ,
	
switches numbered 13, 	 11,	 10,	 9, .8,	 7, and
6 should be on)
e)	 Press 'ISrr
f)	 Press "EXTERNAL PRESET"
g)	 Press "INTERNAL PRESET"
h)	 Press "LOADER ENABLE" (light should lit and remain
illuminated)
i)	 Press "RUN"
3) The computer will come to a. halt after about 2 minutes with
102077 in octal in the "DISPLAY REGISTER" (i. e. , switches
numbered 15,	 10, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1, and 0 will be illuminated;
"LOADER ENABLE" should be off).	 If this does not occur,
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4) Once this tape is loaded, it should not be necessary to load
again unless the computer has been used for another purpose.
5. 2 DATA WORD ALLOCATION
The computer output will be as specified in Table 5-1.
5.3 TRRR PROGRAM AND COMPUTER PRINTOUTS
r
The TRRR memory core allocation is as specified in Table 5-2 and
in the computer printouts.
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TABLE 5-1. DATA WORD ALLOCATIONS
Word No. Description Units
0 Synchronization pattern	 1111 Binary
1 Synchronization pattern
	 0001 Binary
2 Synchronization pattern	 1110 Binary
3 Synchronization pattern	 0011 B inary
4 Synchronization pattern	 1100 Binary
5 Synchronization pattern	 0111 Binary
6 Synchronization pattern	 1000 Binary
7 Synchronization pattern	 1111 Binary
8 Hundreds of days BCD
9 Tens of days BCD
10 Units of days BCD
11 Tens of hours BCD
12 Units of hours BCD
13 Tens of minute s BCD 
14 Units of minute s BCD
15 Tens of seconds BCD
16 Units of seconds BCD
17 Spacecraft number Binary
18 Expe riment mode Binary
Spacecraft receiver filter temperature
19 Hundreds of degrees F BCD
20 Tens of degrees F BCD
21 Units of degrees F BCD
CDA time delay'at 200 kHz BCD
22 10-1 sec BCD
23 10-2 sec BCD
24 10-3 sec BCD
25 10-4 sec BCD
26 10-5 sec BCD
27 10-6 sec BCD
5-3
Word # Descriptions Units
28 10-7 sec BCD
29 10-8 sec BCD
30 10-9 sec BCD
31 10-10 sec BCD
CDA time delay at 27. 77 kHz
32 10-1 sec BCD
33 10-2 sec BCD
34 10-3 sec BCD
35 10-4 sec BCD
36 10-5 sec BCD
37 10-6 'sec BCD
38 10-7 sec BCD
39 10-8 sec BCD
40 10-9 sec BCD
41 10-10 sec BCD
CDA time delay at 3. 968 kHz
42 10-1 sec BCD
43 10'2 sec BCD
44 10-3 sec BCD
45 10-4 sec BCD
46 10-5 sec BCD
47 10-6 sec BCD
48 10-7 sec BCD
49 10-8 sec BCD
50 10-9 sec BCD
51 10-10 sec BCD
5-4
i	 1
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Table 5-1 (continued)
I
Word # Descriptions Units
CDA time delay at 283.4 Hz
52 10-1 sec BCD
53 10-2 sec BCD
54 10-3 sec BCD
55 10-4 sec BCD
56 10°5 sec BCD
57 10`6 sec BCD
58 10	 7 .3ec BCD
59 10-8 sec BCD
60 10-9 sec BCD
61 10-10 sec BCD
CDA time delay at 35.4 Hz
62 10-1 sec BCD
63 10-2 sec BCD
64 10-3 sec BCD
65 10-4 sec BCD
66 10-5 sec BCD
67 10-6 sec BCD
68 10 -7 sec BCD
69 10-8 sec BCD
70 10-9 sec BCD
71 10-10 sec BCD
TARS I time delay at 200 kHz
72 10-1 sec BCD
73 10`2 sec BCD
74 10-3 sec BCD
75 10-4 sec BCD
76 10-5 sec BCD
77 10-6 sec BCD
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Table 5-1 (continued)
Table 5-1 (continued)
Word # Descriptions Units
79 10-8 sec BCD
80 10-9 sec BCD
81 10-10 sec BCD
TARS I time delay at 27. 777 kHz
82 10-1 sec BCD
83 10-2 sec BCD
84 10-3 sec BCD
85 10-4 sec BCD
86 10-5 sec BCD
87 10-6 sec BCD
88 10-7 sec BCD
89 10-8 sec BCD
90 10-9 sec BCD
9.1 10_10 sec BCD
TARS I time delay at 3. 968 kHz
92 10-1 sec BCD
93 10-2 sec BCD
94 10-3 sec BCD
95 10-4 sec BCD
96 10-5 sec BCD
97 10-6 sec BCD
98 10-7 sec B'CD
99 10-8 sec BCD
100 10-9 sec BCD
-10101 10sec BCD
TARS I time delay at 283. 4 Hz
102 10-1 sec BCD
103 10-2 sec BCD









Word ¢# Description Units
105 10-4 sec BCD
106 10-5 sec BCD
107 10-6 sec BCD
108 10-7 sec BCD
109 10-8 sec BCD
110 10-9 sec BCD
111 10-10 sec BCD
TARS I time delay at 35. 4 Hz
112 10-1 sec BCD
113 10-2 sec BCD
114 10-3 sec BCD
115 10-4 sec BCD
116 10-5 .sec, BCD
117 10-6 sec BCD
118 10-7 sec BCD
119 10-8 sec BCD
120 10-9 sec BCD
121 10!.10 sec BCD
122 10-1 sac BCD
123 10 2 sec BCD
124 10-3 sec BCD
125 10-4 sec BCD
126 10 5 sec BCD
-6
i
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Table 5-1 (continued)
127 10	 sec- BCD
128 10-7 sec BCD
i2 9 10-8 see BCD
130 10-9 sec BCD ..





Word # Description Units
TARS II time delay at 27. 777 kHz
132 10-1 sec BCD
-2133 10sec BCD
134 10 3 sec BCD
4135 10	 sec BCD




140 10-9 sec BCD
-10141 10sec BCD
TARS II time delay at 3. 968 kHz
-1142 10 sec BCD
2143 10	 sec BCD
144 10.-3 sec BCD
-4145 10sec BCD
146 10-5 sec BCD
-6147 10sec BCD
148 10-7 sec BCD
-8149 10sec BCD
9150 10	 sec BCD
151 10-10 sec BCD
TARS II time delay at 283.4 Hz
1152 10	 sec BCD
-2153 10sec BCD
-3154 10sec BCD
4155 10	 sec BCD
156 10-5 sec BCD
-6157 10sec BCD
158 10 7 sec BCD
)
5 - is
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Table 5-1 (continued)
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Table 5-1 (continued)
Word # Description Units
-8159 10sec BCD
160 10-9 sec BCD
161 10-10 sec BCD
TARS II time delay at 35. 4 Hz
162 10-1 sec BCD
163 10-2 sec BCD
164 10-3 sec BCD
165 10 4 sec BCD
166 10-5 sec BCD
167 10-6 sec BCD
168 10-7 sec BCD
169 10-8 sec BCD
170 10-9 sec BCD
171 10-10 sec BCD
172 Error message Binary
173-207 Spares
208-217 RCDA BCD
218-227 RTARS I BCD
228-237 RTARS II BCD
Z38-244 RCDA BCD
245-251 kTARS BCD
252-258 RTARS II BCD
259-266 TIME TAG BCD
267-276 RCDA BCD
277-286 RTARS I BCD
287-296 RTARS II BCD
297-303 RCDA BCD
304-310 RTARS I BCD
311-317 RTARS II BCD
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Table 5-1 (continued)
Word # Description Units
3Z6-335 RCDA BCD
336-345 RTARS I BCD
346-355 RTARS II BCD
356-362 RCDA BCD
363-369 RTARS I BCD
370-376 RTARS II BCD
377-384 TIME TAG BCD
385-394 RCDA BCD
395-404 RTARS I BCD
405-414 RTARS II BCD
415-421 RCDA BCD
422-428 RTARS I BCD
429-435 RTARS II BCD
436-443 TIME TAG BCD
444-453 RCDA BCD
454-463 RTARS I BCD
464-473 RTARS II BCD
474-480 RCDA BCD
481-487 RTARS I BCD
488-494 RTARS II BCD
495-502 TIME TAG BCD
503-512 RCDA BCD
513-522 RTARS I BCD
523-532 RTARS II BCD
533-539 RCDA BCD
540-546 RTARSI BCD
547-553 RTARS II BCD	
l
554-561 TIME TAG BCD
r,
5-10
Word ## Description Units
562 -5 71 RCDA BCD
572-581 RTARS I BCD
582-591 RTARS II BCD
592-598 RCDA BCD
599-605 RTARS I BCD
606-612 RTARS II BCD
613-620 TIME TAG BCD
621-630 RCDA BCD
631-640 RTARS I BCD
641-650 RTARS II BCD
651-657 RCDA BCD
658-664 RTARS I BCD
665-671 RTARS II BCD
672-679 TIME TAG BCD
680-689 RCDA BCD
690
-699 RTARS I BCD
700-709 RTARS II BCD
710-716 RCDA BCD
717-723 RTARS I BCD	 i
724-730 RTARS II BCD
731-738 TIME TAG BCD
5-11
TABLE 5-2. TRRR CORE MAP
System links 0 - 217
Buffer area 420 - 13427
Loader program 13430 - 13515
Equipment table 13516 - 13540
Input/output control 13541 - 13670
Miscellaneous subroutines 13671 - 14003
Modem 14004 - 15366
N5 computation 15367 - 16054
TRRR executive 16055 - 20245
Math routines 2024:6 - 22003
Time base generator 22004 - 22033
Binary to BCD 22034 - 22155
Read time of day 22156 - 22352
Teletype driver 22353 - 22663
Counter driver 22664 - 24006
Binary to decimal 24007 - 24135
Decimal to ASCII 	 - 24135 - 24407
Range rate/adjust 24410 - 26002
Modem send 26003 - 26052
Fixed delay 26053 - 26220
Teletype handler 26221 - 27677
I
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TRRR PC;" Loader 5-15




N5A: Ambiguity Removal Routine 5-39
Storage and Constants 5-47
TRRR Operating System 5 -49
Calibration-Loop and Period 5-53
Ambiguity Removal 5-55
Ranging Operation 5-57
Point Verification 5-61 
Final Ambiguity Removal 5-65
Range Rate and Final Output ^	 5-71
Subroutines 5-75
Constants and Working Storage 5-81
Add and Subtract - Full Precision 5-85
Multiply & Divide - Full Precision 5-93
Decimal to Binary 5-103 
Time Base Generator Driver 5-107
Binary to BCD 5-109
BCD to Binary 5-111
Read V izie of Day 5-113
TTY Driver 5-117
Counter Driver 5-123
Binary to Decimal 5-137
Decimal to ASCII 5-141
Range Rate Routine 5-147
Adjust Range Routine 5-155
Modem Send Routine 5-159 
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P^':F 0002 no
	




0003 0' 0mo	 NAM LOADR





0009 001000 000000	 NOR
0010 00001 0001057R	 DEF .MEM.
0011 00002 027000	 OCT 27000
0012 00003 042515	 ASC 2,EM.M
00113	 EXT .SOT.
00 14 00005 OOOM 1O	 NOR




0017 00010 050524	 ASC 2,UT.S
0018	 EXT .IOC.
0019 00012 000000	 NOR
0020 00013 0010003X	 DEF , IOC,
01021 0 0014 0270001	 OCT 27000
0022 00015 047503	 ASC 2,OC.I
0023 00017 0001003 LST	 DEC 3
04124*
0026 001020 06206OR ,LOR, LOA FWABP
0026 001021 042064R	 ADA *8200
00127 00 022 072053R	 STA COA
0028 00023 003014	 CMA, INA
00129 000124 042063R	 ADA LWAM
0030 00025 006400	 CL8
0031 00026 1 0040 0	 OCT 1004 00 	DIVIDE BY 3




0034 00031 042065R	 ADA 8B4
0035 00032 042053R	 ADA COA
0036 00033 0720154R	 STA TARS1
00137 01003 4 042051R	 ADA AREA
01038 010035 0142065R	 ADA *04




0041	 001040 001 121	 ARS, ARS
00142	 01010141 072052R	 STA POINT
0043 00042 0064001	 CLB
0044 00043 100400	 OCT 100400
01445 010044 00005OR	 DEF ,30






00150 00047 000003 .3	 DEC 3
0051 0005M 00101036 , 30	 DEC 30
0052 001051 0000010 AREA NOR
0053 00052 0000010 POINT NOR
0054 000153 000000 CDA NOR
0055 00054 0/0001010 TARSI NOR
0 056 00055 00000/01 TARS2 NOR
0057 00056 0000001 TIME NOR







0003 #01 TRRR PCS LOADER +r SMAR75
0059 00057 HALT	 EQU MEMRY
0060 00037 .MEM,
	 EOU MEMRY
0061 00060 000000 F.WABP 933 3
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TRRR INPUT/OUTPUT CONTROL
01002 # 01 * TRRR INPUT/OUTPUT CONTROL * 3/13/75
010v11
	 ASMBoR,BoL
0003 00000	 NAM IOC
0004	 ENT .IOCaoDMACIoOMAC2oXS0ToXEQT
91005*
0006 00000 000000 ,IOC.	 NOP
00017 000101 102100 STF 0
0008 00002 16200OR LDA ,IOC,OI
0009 00003 001700 ALF
0010 001004 012123R AND B17
0011 00005 07211OR STA R.C.
0012*
0013 00006 16200OR LOA .IOC.vI
0014 00007 012124R AND 877
0015 000101 070001 STA 1
0016 00011 002003 SZA., RSS
0017 00012 026065H JMP CLRIT
0018 00013 042127R ADA DM7
0019 0010114 0012021 SSA' RSS
0020 00015 0260228 JMP IOC1
00121 00016 0146111R ADO XSQT
0022 00017 046125R AOB DM1
0023 00020 160001 LDA I ll
0024 00021 042127R ADA DM7
0025*
0025 00022 001020 IOC1	 ALS,ALS
0027 00023 002004 INA
0028 00024 042112R ADA XEGT
0029 00025 070001 STA 1
0030 00026 072113R STA EQTT
0131 00027 006004 INB
010132 00030 0621108 LDA R.C.
0033 000131 052122R CPA 04
0034 00032 026061R JMP IOC3
0035*
00136 00033 160001 LOA Ill
0037 00034 04612OR A08 B2
0038 00035 164001 LOB 1.I
0039 00036 076114R STR DRIV
00401 00037 06611OR LOB R.C.
0041 00040 006003 SZB,RSS




0044 000- ,'3 002020 SSA
0045 00044 026106R JMP SST2+1
0046*
0047 0004506600OR LOB .IOC.
0048 00046 0621138 LOA EQTT
0049 00047 116114R JSB DRIV,I
00501 00050 002002 SZ'A
00151 00051 026106R JMP SST2+1
0052,`
0053 00052 06600OR LDB ,IOC.
0054` 081053 046122R ADB B4
00155 000154 124001 JMP 1, I
0056+
0057 00055 01 `6600OR' YOC4	 LDS .IOC,







YES$ CLEAR ALL DEVICES
SUBTRACT '7 FROM ORDINAL, IF
RL3ULT IS POSITIVE, THEN
ORDINAL IS TO EGT,OTHERWISE
IT IS SOT. IF SOT O THEN
COMPUTE TO EGT.
MPY BY 4 (4 WO EQT)
STARTING ADDRESS OF EOT
WORD 1 OF EGT
ADDRESS OF WORD 2 OF EIT
STATUS REQUEST
WORD 2 OF EGT
WORD 4 OF EQT
DRIVER ADDRESS
CLEAR REQUEST 7






DID QRIVER REJECT ?






PAGE 0003 #01 * TRRR INPUT/OUTPUT CONTROL * 3/13/75
0059 00057 116114R JSB DRIV,I
01060 000160 026105R JMP SST2
010161 *
0062 00061 160001 IOC3 LDA 1,I
0063 0010162 0416004 INB
0064 000163 164001 LOB !.I
0065 070064 026106R JMP SST2+1
010(16*
00167 00065 1621128 CLRIT LOA XEDT, 1
V10168 00066 003004 CMA, INA
00169 00067 072117R STA SIOC
00370 00070 062112R LDA XEDT
0071 001071 002004 INA
00172*
00173 001072 072115R CLR1 STA DMACi
0074 001073 0142121R ADA B3
0075 001074 164000 LD6 0, I
00176 00075 0761148 STB DRIV
00177 001076 062115R LDA DMAC1
010178 00077 06600OR LDB , IOC,
01079 00100 11s114R JSB ouv,I
00160*
00181 00101 0621158 LDA. DMAC1
01082 01011012 042122R ADA 04
06783 00103 036117R ISZ SIOC
01084_ 0101,04 026072R JMP CLRI
001 85 00105 00640P SST2 CLB
00186 00106 03600 OR ISZ .IOC,
0087 01107 12600OR JMP .IOC,,I
0088*
fd p1A9 00110 Q►00000 R.C. NOP
0090 0801111 0000001 XSQT NOP
0091 001112 00010001 XEDT NUP
01092 00113 000000 EOTT NOP
0093 00114 000000 DRIV NOP
0094 00115 000000 DMACS NOP
0095 00+ 116 000000 DMAC2 NOF
910196 00117 0000100 SIOC NOP
0097 00120 000002 B2 OCT 2
0098 00121 0000103 83 OCT 3
0099 00 122 000004 84 OCT 4
0100 00123 0010017 017 OCT 17
0101 00124 0100077 B77 OCT 77
0102 00125 177777 DM1 DEC -1
0103 0 0126 177776 DM2 DEC w2
0104 00127 177771 DM7 DEC -7
0105 END






NUMBER OF EOT ENTRIES
MAKE NEGATIVE AND SAVE AS
AN INDEX COUNTER





ADDRESS OF NEXT ENTRY
ALL DONE 3
NOt 00 NEXT ONE
YES$ RETURN TO P+2
5-21	 }
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4	 MISC SUBROUTINES
P A GE 0002 0 01 * MISC SUBROUTINES * 6MAR75
0001 ASMB,R ► e,L .>
0003 0010001 NAM MISC
0004 ENT A8ORTvLOCKI,LINK2 , LINK3
0005 ENT RUDOTtPRINTtCLEAR
000 6 EXT LINKS,.IOC.,START
0007 EXT OKFLLoETIME,RTTYB
0008*
01009 000010 000000 LINK2 NAP
00t01 000011 0660000 LDS LINK2
0011 000002 076005R STS LINK3
0012 00003 062106R LDA n B.2
0013 000104 0260107R JMP LINK3+2
0014*
0015 00005 000000 LINK3 NOP
0016 010005 OSPI07R LOA x8,•3
0017 00007 042001Y ADA LINKS
0018 00010 002021 SSA, RSS
01019 000+11 036005R ISZ LINK3
0020 00012 126005R JMP LINK3,I
0 0 21*
0022 00013 015002X ABORT JSB .IOC.
0023 00014 000000 NOP
0024 000115 003400 CCA a01025 00016 102615 OTA ROD
0026 001017 0024010 CLA
0027 000201 0 72 004X STA OKFLL
00128 00021 0260039 JMP START
sd029* ^
0030 00022 0100000 RUDOT NOP
0031 010023 0030010 CMA
0132 00024 01211OR AND =8377
0033 00025 102615 OTA ROD
0034 000126 062111R LOA •D30000
0035 00027 016005Y JSB ETIME
0036 010030 126o122R JMP RUDOTv I
019137*
00138 00031 000000 LOCK 1 NOP
00139 00032 0162112R LOA sD4 a
00401 00033 016043R JSB PRINT
0041 00034 0001012R - DEF MSC
0042 00035 036004X I9Z OKFLL
00143 010036 0034001 CCA
0044 00037 016006X JSB RTTYB
0045 00040 002400 CLA
0046 000141 072004X STA OKFLL
0047 00042 126031R JMP LOCK1,I
0048*
0049 00043 000000 PRINT NOP
0050 001044 072062R STA CNTP
00151 010045 1620438 LOA PRINT, I
0052 00046 0360438 ISZ PRINT
0053 00047 07206IR STA LOCP
00154 00050 0160012X JSB .IOC, +e13^,
0 055 00051 0140001 OCT 4010011
0056 00052 002021 SSAoRSS























































































































* MODEM OUTPUT w 6MAR75
^
0001 ASMB,R,B,L




00017 EXT DMUL, DADDo3MAMEOSEND,N5C,N5T,N5T2
010011 ENT 8570 o MODE
00019+
0010 00000 G00000 MODEM NOP
01011 00001 0620OIX LOA DONE
0012 00002 003004 CMA,INA SAVE NUMBER OF POINTS
0013 001003 072645R STA COUNT
00114 00004 062002X LOA CDA
00115 00005 072116R STA MODZ ADDRESS OF CDA DATA
0016 00006 162000R LOA MODEM,I x
0017 00007 0360008 ISZ MODEM
00118 00 010 072646R STA R.CDA RANGE RATE OF CDA
0019 00011 06RO03X LOA TARSI
01020 000012 072647R STA TAR1 TARS	 1	 DATA
0021 00013 072117k STA MODZ+1
00122 010014 16200OR LDA MODEM, i
01023 001015 03600OR ISZ MODEM 1
0024 00016 07265OR STA R.TAI RANGE RATE OF TARS
	 1
0025 00017 062004X LOA TARS2
0026 000120 072651R STA TAR2 TARS 2 DATA
01127 00021 0721208 STA MODZ+2
0028 00022 1620008 LOA MODEM,I
I
0029 00023 03600OR ISZ MODEM
0030 00024 072652R STA R.TA2 RANGE RATE OF TARS 2
0031 00025 036006X ISZ A770
00132 00026 002001 RSS
0033 001027 12600OR ,IMP MODEM,I
0034+
0035 010030 002400 UP CLA
01036 00031 016516R JSB MSX CLEAR OUT MODEM BUFR
0037 00032 06703OR LOB INDEX 1ST WORD OF PACKING BUFFER
01038 001033 076713R STB XXX
0039 00034 047337R ADB •0197
0040 000135 062005X LOA MODSX YEAR IN LAST WORD OF BUFFER
01041 00036 170001 STA M
0042 000137 06334OR LOA n Dw2
0043 00040 072714R STA XXX1
0044 00041 000040 CLE
0045 00042 063341R LOA •D•14
0046 00043 06671SR LDS MOOT
	
PACK FIRST 21	 CHARS,
0047 00044 016265R JSB PACK AND SEND OVER MODEM
01048#
00149 00045 063342R LOA .D.3
0050 00046 07266SR STA CNT1
0051 001047 0162007X LOA ,35FD FIXED DELAY	 ADDRESS
0052 00050 0726540 STA FIXD
0053 00051 063343R LOA 005
0054 00052 072655R STA CNT
0055*
0056 010053 062734R STORE LOA 8570 TEMP STORAGE FOR BCD DIGITS
0057 001054 0726738 STA MODO
0058 00055 0034010 CCA
5—Zfi
-	 PAGE 0003 M01
	
t MODEM OUTPUT 6MAR75
0059 00056 042655R ADA CNT
00601 00057 072655R STA CNT
0061 00060 002020 SSA 5 SETS OF READINGS SENT OUT ? 3
0062 00061 02610OR JMP OVER MESS	 DICK UP NEXT SET
0063 00062 001020 ALSoALS NO$
	
MULTIPLY CNT BY 4
0064 00063 0426548 ADA FIXD ADD FIXED DELAY ADDRESS
0065 000164 066407R LOB ANSY
00166 00065 01601OX JSB MOVE MOVE DECIMAL NUMBER	 INTOTH13 PRO
0067 00066 063342R LDA •Dw3
0068 00067 0164538 JSB SHIFT SHIFT DIGITS INTO POSITION
0069 00070 067344R LDS vDa10 UNPACK
	
10 BCD DIGITS
0070 00071 016307R JSB UNPK
0071 00072 000657R DEF ANS+1
oM72 00073 000040 CLE
oP73 00074 063344R LDA n D-10 OUTPUT DIGITS OVER MODEM
0074 00075 066734R LOB 8570
0075 00076 016265R JSB PACK
0076 00077 0260153R JMP STORE GET NEXT FIXED DELAY
0077*
0078 00100 962654R OYER LOA FIXD SET ADDRESS FOR NEXT SET
0079 00101 043345R ADA • D20 OF 5 FIXED DELAYS
00801 00102 0726548 STA FIXD
0081 00103 036653R ISZ CNT1 3 SETS OF 5 FINISHED 7
0082 00104 026051R JMP STORE•2 NOt	 GET NEXT SET
0083+
0084 00105 067346R LDS eD=18 PACK ZEROS FOR SPARES
0085 00106 002400 CLA
0086 00107 07267OR STA TEMO2
0087 00110 0165018 JSB PLACE x".
MOBS 00111 006006 INB,SZS
0089 00112 02610SR JMP .4
0P90>'►
0091 00113 063344R LOA vD • 10 SET FOR 10 SETS OF READINGS
0092 00114 07267IN STA START
0093 00115 016161R JSB DECOD DECODE DATA
0094 00116 000000	 MODZ BSS 3
0095 00121 0626718 LDA START
0096 00122 000040 CLE CHECK TO SEE IF WORKING ON
0097 00123 0001010 SLA ODD OR EVEN WORD
0098 00124 002,200 CME ODD
0099 00125 063347R LDA •Dw59
0100 00126 066734R LD8 8570
0101 00127 016265R JSB PACK PACK AND SENDBCD DIGITS j
0102 00130 0621168 LDA MODZ BUMP ADDRESSES BY 4
0103 00131 0433508 ADA P84
0104 00132 072116R STA MODZ
0105 00133 062117R LDA MODZ+1
0106 00134 043350R ADA 884
0107 00135 072117R STA MODZ+1
0108 00136 062120R LDA MODZ+2
0109 00137 -04335OR ADA n g4
0110 00140 07212OR STA MODZ+2
.x 011 1*
0112 00141 036645R ISZ COUNT ALL POINTS FINISHED
0113 00142,002001 RSS NO!
r	 0114 00143 0261318 JMP FINI YES:	 GET OUT






PAGt OOOA *t01	 *	 Mt10EM OUTPUT + OMAR75
0116 00145 026115R JMP MODZw1 NOt
	 KEEP GOINGIJ^
1 0117 00146 1002400 CLA
0118 00147 016545R JSB MTX SEND OUT OVER MODEM
j 0119 00150 02603OR JMP UP SEND OUT NEXT 800 WORDS
0120+
0121 00151 062671R
	 FINI LDA START SEND OUT ZEROS TO COMPLETE
t
1 0122 00152 000010 SLA 800 WORDS
0123 00153 0261568 JMP EVEN
7124 010154 06267OR LOA TEMP2
0125 00155 016501R JSB PLACE
0126 00 156 002400	 EVEN CLA
0127 10157 0165458 JS8 MTX SEND OVER MODEM






VOLUME I. CDA SYSTEM MANUAL
DECODE SUBROUTINE
0131 00161 0100000 DECOD NOP
0132 00162 162161R LDA DECOD, I
0133 00163 036161R ISZ DECOD
0134 00164 072212R STA RCDA
0135 00165 162161R LOA DECOD,I
0136 00166 0361618 ISZ DECOD
0137 00167 072215R STA TART1
0138 00170 1621618 LOA DECODol
0139 00171 036161R ISZ DECOD
0140 00172 072220R STA TART2
0141*
0142 00173 006400 CLB
0143 00174 062002X LOA CDA SUBTRACT START OF CDA TABLE
0144 00175 003004 CMA,INA FROM WHERE CALLER IS	 -
0145 00176 042212R ADA RCDA
0146 00177 001121 ARS,ARS DIVIDE BY 4
0147 00200 043351R ADA uD-30 SUBTRACT 30 UNTIL NUMBER GOES
0148 00201 002020 SSA NEGATIVE.THIS TELLS WHICH
0149 00202 0262058 JMP *+3 R.	 TO PICK UP
01.50 00203 0060104 INS
0151 002104 02620OR JMP +w4
0152 00205 076672R STS MARK
0153+
0 154 00206 062734R LDA 8570
01155 00207 0726738 STA MOOD TEMP STORAGE FOR BCD DIGITS
0156 00210 05202OX LDA N5C
0157 00211 016335R JSB TDIGS CONVERT RCDA TO 10 DIGITS
0158 00212 000000 RCDA NOP
0159 00213 062021X LDA N5T1
0160 00214 016335R JSB TDIGS CONVERT TART i TO 10 DIGITS
0161 001215 000000 TART1 NOP
0162 00216 062022X LDA N5T2
0163 00217 016335R JSB TDIGS CONVERT TART 2 TO 10 DIGITS
0164 00220 000000 TART2 NOP
0165*
0166 00221 062646R LDA RCDA CONVERT RCDA TO 7 DIGITS
fi.
0167 00222 0164258 JSB SEDIG
0168 00223 06265OR	 — LDA R,TA1 CONVERT R.TART 1 TO 7 DIGITS
0169 00224 016425R JSB SEDIG
0170 00225 0626528 LOA R„TA2 CONVERT R.TART 2 TO 7 DIGITS
0171 00226 016425R- JSB SEDIG
0172+
0173 00227 002400 CLA
0174 00230 0172656R STA ANS
0175 00231 072657R STA -ANS+1
0176 0232 062212R LDA RCDA ADD THE 3 TIME TAGS
0177 00233 016437R JSB ADDIT
0178 00234 062215R LDA TARTi
0179 001235 016437R JS8 ADDIT
0180 00236 062220R LDA TART2
0.181 00237 0164`378 JSB ADDIT
01182 00240 062011X LDA LINKS NUMBER OF LINKS
0.183 00241 100200 OCT 100200 MPY BY 101000 ^^•
0194 001242 00 0675,R DEF' D10K
0185 00243 072676R STA DIVER
F	 0186 0012.44 1042001 —OCT 10 4200 OLD THE SUM- OF TIME TAGS
ry	 0187 _ : 00245 000656R DEF ANS
' 5-32
PAGE 0006 401 • DECODE SUBROUTINE
0188 00246 100400 OCT 100400 DIVIDE BY 30000
0189 00247 000676R DEF DIVER
0190 002501 076656R STS ANS SAVE REMAINDER
0191 00251 016012X JSB BIBCD CONVERT SECONDS TO BCD
01192 00252 072657R STA ANS+1
0193 00253 062656R LOA ANS CONVERT MS TO BCD
01194 00254 006400 CLS
0195 00255 100400 OCT 100400 DIVIDE BY 3
0196 00256 000011X DEF 'LINKS	 _ ADDRESS OF NUMBER OF LINKS d
0197 00257 016012X JSB BIBCD r`
0198 00260 07266OR STA AN3+2
0199 00261 067352R LOB •D•8 UNPACK THE 6 DIGITS
0200 00262 0163078 J38 UNPK
0201 00263 000657R DEF AN3+1
0202 00264 126161R JMP DECOD,I EXIT
0203*
0204 00265 000000 PACK NOP
0205 00266 072677R STA CNT2 NUMBER OF DIGITS TO PACK
0206 00267 002040 SEZ
02"7 00270 02630OR JMP ODD ODD PACK
0208 00271 160001 SENT LOA I l l PICK UP BCD DIGIT
0209 00272 001700 ALF POSITION
0210 00273 07267OR STA TEMP2 SAVE CHAR
0211 00274 006004 INS BUMP ADDRESS
0212 00275 036677R ISZ CN72 ALL CHARS,	 PICKED UP Z
0213 00276 002001 RSS NOt	 GET NEXT ONE
0214 00277 126265R JMP PACK,I YESI	 EXIT
0215 00300 062670R ODD LOA TEMP2 COMBINE 2 BCD DIGITS
0216 00301 130001 IOR Ill
0217 00302 006004 INS BUMP ADDRESS
0218 00303 0165018 JSB PLACE PACK FOR MODEM
0219 00304 0366778 ISZ CNT2 ALL DONE ?
0220 00305 026271R JMP SENT N01
	
PICK UP NEXT CHAR,
0221 00306 126265R JMP PACKol YESI	 EXIT
0222+ 1
0223 00307 000000 UNPK NOP
0224 00310 0766778 STS CNT2 NUMBER OF DIGITS TO UNPACK
0225 001311 162307R LUA UNPKol
0226— 00312 0363078 13Z UNPK
0227 00313 07270OR STA FIND
0228f
0229 00314.063353R AG1 LOA wD•4 COUNTER FOR -4 BCD DIG, PER WORD
0230 00315 072701R STA CNT3
0231 00316 16270OR LOA FIND,I
0232 00.317 03670OR ISZ FIND
0233 00320 072702R STA "TEMPI SAVE DIGITS
0234*
0235 00321 062702R AG2 LOA TEMPI
0236 00322 001700 ALF ROTATE HIGH DIGIT TO LOW ORDER
0237 00323 0727028 STA TEMPI
0238 00324 013354R AND •917 MASK DIGIT
0239 00325 172673R 3TA!MODO,I PUT IT AWAY IN TEMP AREA
0240 00326 036673R ISZ MOOD
0241 00327 036677R ISZ CNT2 ALL DIGITS UNPACKED
0242 00330 002001 RSS NOi
0243 00331 1263078 JMP UNPK,I YESi-EXIT
0244 00332 0367018 ISZ CNT3 4 DIGITS UNPAXED 7
5-33
PAGE 0007 kol * DECODE SUBROUTINE
01245 00333 0263218 JMP AG2 NO$	 GET NEXT ONE +
0246 00334 026314R JMP AG1 PICK UP NEXT WORD
0247*
0248 00335 000000 TRIGS NOP
0249 001336 0164728 J3B SAVES
0250 00337 1663358 LOB TDIGS,I IF	 I'T	 13 A BAD POINT
0251 00340 036335R ISZ TDIGS PUT	 013 IN BUFFER
0252 00341 002400 CLA
0253 00342 072142R 3TA ..e.. SET SIGN TO PLUS
0254 0034;$ 104200 OCT 104200 OLD	 Itz
0255 00344 100001 DEF IpI t
02.56 010345 002021 SSApRSS NEGATIVE NO,	 ?
0257 00346 026354R JMP pipe. N01	 POSITIVE
0258 00347 003100 CMA,CLE YES1	 2 1 S COMPLIMENT x
0259 00350 0070104 CM9, INB
0210 00351 002040 SEZ
0261 00352 002004 INA
0262 00353 0365428 ISZ .e,.. SET SIGN TO NEGATIVE
0263 00354 104400 .... OCT 104400 DST
0254 00355 0006438 ..OFF DEF .OFF
0265 00356 002003 SZAtRS3
0266 00357 0060012 SZB
0267 00360 0126367R JMP NZERO
0268*
0269 00361 067344R LDB sD•l0
0270 00362 172673R STA MODO,I
0271 00363 0366738 ISZ MODO
0272 00364 006006 NB,SZBL
0273 00365 026362R JMP *-3
0274 001366 126335R JMP TDIGSPI
0275*
0276 001367 016013X NZERO JSB BTD 'CONVERT MS DIGITS OF NUMBER
0277 00370 000643R DEF pOFF TO DECIMAL
0278 00371 0100664R OEF DEC
0279 00372 0160t4X JSB DMUL MULTIPLY BY 131072
0280 00373 000664R DEF DEC
0281 00374 000703R DEF T131
0282 00375 000684R DEF DEC
0283 00376 062355R LOA ..OFF
0264 00377 002004 INA CONVERT LS DIGITS TO DECIMAL
0285 001400 072402R STA **2
0286 00401 016013X JSB BTO
01287 00402 0000 001 NOR
0288 00403 000707R DEF DECI
0289 00404 016015% JSB DADD ADD THE 2 TOGETHER
0290 00405 0006648 DEF DEC
0291 00406 0007078 DEF DEC$
0292 00407 000656R ANSY DEF ANS
0293 00410 0162642R LDA ipsome SIGN OF NO.
0294 00411 002002 SZA-
0295 00412 0366568 I5Z ANS ADJUST SIGN
0296 00413 016015X JSB DADD ADD N5T5
0297 00414 000656R DEF ANS
.I
.0129 8 0	 50	 41 00	 00	 00 AD p R NOR
0299 00416 0006568 DEF ANS
0300 001417 0633408 LOA n D w 2 IF THE ANSWER 13 IN NANO SEC,
0301 00420 ;016453R —JSB SHIFT ADJUST THE.AIGITS.IF NOT	 37???
5-34 __
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0302 00421 067344R LDS • D-10 UNPACK	 !0 DIBITB
*-	 0303 00422 016307R JSB UNPK
0304 00423 000657R DEF AN3+1
0305 00424 12633SR JMP TDIG5 1 •I EXIT
0306+
0307 00425 000000 SEDIG NOP
0308 00426 016472R JSB SAVES
0309 00427 0664017R LDB ANSY MOVE NUMBER INTO PROGRAM
0310 00430 016010X JSB MOVE
0311; 00431 063355R LDA sDv5
0312 00432 016453R JSB SHIFT
0313 00433 067356R LOS • D • 7 UNPACK 7 DIGITS
0314 00434 016307R JSS UNPK
0315; 00435 000657R DEF ANS+1
0316 00436 1264258 JMP SEDIG,I EXIT
0317•
0318 00437 000000 ADDIT NOP
0319 00440 043357R ADA n 82 ADDRESS OF TIME TAG
0320. 00441 104200 OCT 104200 OLD 001
01321 X10442 100000 DEF 00I
0322 00443 0010040 CLE
0323 00444 042656R ADA ANS ADD PREVIOUS ANSWER
0324 00445 002040 SEZ
0325 00446 006004 INS
0326 00447 0466578 ADS AN3*1
0327 00450 104400 OCT 104400 DST ANS
0328 00451 000656R DEF ANS
0329 00452 12643`7R JMP ADDIT,I
0330+
0331 00453 000000 SHIFT NOP
0332 00454 072664R STA DEC
0333 00455 062656R LDS ANS FETCH EXPONENT
0334 00456 001727 ALF,ALF
0335 00457 01336OR AND •8177
0336 00460 0426548 ADA DEC SCALING. NUMBER
0337 00461 003004 CMArINA
0338 00462 072664R STA DEC SHIFT COUNTER




0340 00464 126453R JMP SHIFTtl
0341 00465 062407R LDA ANSY SHIFT DIGITS RITE
0342 00466 016016X JS9 SHAME
0343 00467 036664R ISZ DEC
0344 00470 026465R JMP •+3
0345 00471 126453R JMP SHIFT,I
0346«
0347 00472 000000 SAVES NOP
0348 00473 072415R STA ADDR
0349 00474 062672R LOA MARK'
0350' 00475 001020 AL30ALS
0351 00476 0424156 ADA ADDR
0352 00477 072415R STA ADDR
a	
-0353 001500 126472R JMP SAVES,I
0354rr
0355 00501 000000 PLACE NOP
f	 0356 00502- 0367148 13Z,XXX1
0357 00503 026512R JMP WHY
0358 00504 132713R IOR XXX.I
5-35
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0359 005015 172713R STA	 XXX,I
0360 00506 036713R ISZ XXX .
0361 00507 0633408 LDA sDw2
0362 00510 0727148 STA	 XXX1
0363 00511 126501R JMP PLACE,I
0364 00512 001727 WHY ALF,ALF
0365 00513 132713R IOR	 X X X	 I
0366 001514 172713R STA	 XXXv I
0367 00515 12650IR JMP PLACE,I
0368*
0369 010516 000000 MSX NOP MODEM SET
01370 00517 -0726368 STA VALUE
0371 00520 06303OR LDA INDEX
0372 00521 072637R STA PAINT
0373 00522 06336IR LOA BD-198
0374 00523 07264OR STA COUNR
0375 00524 063353R M610 LDA sDw4
0376 0101525 072641R STA CNTR
03771
0378 00526 002400 CLA
0379 00527 172637R STA POINTjI
0380 00530 0626368 MS20 LDA VALUE
0381 00531 0133548 AND	 xB17 j
0382 00532 070001 STA	 1
01383 00533 1626378 LDA POINTtI 90384 00534 001700 ALF
0385 00535 030000 IOR	 1
0386 00536 1726378 STA	 POINT,I' I t
0387 00537 036641R ISZ CNTR
0388 00540 026530R JMF MS20
0389*
0390 00541. 0366376 ISZ PAINT y
0391 00542 03664OR ISZ COUNk
0392 00543 026524R JF1P	 M310 ±
0393 00544 1265168 JMP MSX,I
0f394+r
0395 001545 000000 MTX NOP MODEM SEND
0396 00546 002003 SZA,RSS
0397 00547 002004 INA
0398 00550 003004 CMA,INA =
0399 00551 07264OR STA COUNR
0400 00552 067362R LDR v D-400 SEND PREAMBLE
0401 00553 002400_ CLA 1
0402 00554 016017X JSB SEND
0403 00555 006006 INB,SZB
0404 00556 0126553R JMP +w3
0405 00557 062632R MT10- LDA TAB SEND SYNC
0406 010560 001727 ALF'	 ALF
0407 00561 016017X JSB SEND
0408 00562 062632R LDA TAB
0409 0056-3 016017X JSB SEND
-	 014101 00564 062633R LDA TAB ♦1
0411 00565 001727 ALF,A4F
0412 00566 016017X JSB SEND
0413 00567 062633R LDA TAB*1
0414 00570 016017X JSB SEND
0415*
5-36
0416 00571 0633618 LOA m0w19S
q 0417 00572 072641 R STA CNTR
0418 00573 0630308 LOA INDEX
0419 00574 072637R S.TA POINT
0420 00575 162037R MT20' LOA POINT,I
0421 00576 0011727 ALF, ALF
0422 00577 0166108 JSS REW	 REVERSE SITS
0423 00600 162637R LOA POINTO
0424 001601 016610R JSS REW
0425 00602 036637R 13Z POINT
0426 00603 036641R ISZ CNTRj
0427 00604 026575R JMP MT20
0428 00605 036640R I3Z COUNR
0429 00606 026557R JMP MT10
0430 00607 125545R JMP MTX,I
0431 ►
0432 00610 000000 REW NOP
0433 00611 016621R JS8 SHFT
0434 00612 076635R 3T8 SAVER
0435 00613 016621R J38' SHFT
0436 00614 005700 BLF
0437 00615 060001 LOA i 1
0438 00616 032635R IOR SAVER
0439 00617 016017X JS8 SEND
0440 W20 12661OR JMP REW, S
0441*
0442 00621 0000100 SHFT NOR iz
I 0443 00622 067353R LOS mD+4
0444 00623 076634R STS CNTR!
01445 00624 006400 CLB
0446 00625 001500 ERA
0447 00626 005600 ELB
0448 00627 036834R ISZ CNTR1
0449 00630 026625R JMP *w3
0450 00631 126021R JMP SHFT.I
0451•
0452 00632 004214 TAB OCT 4214	 908#10#14
0453 00633 147357 OCT 147357	 14#16#10#170454 00634 000000 CNTR1 NOR.°
0455 00635 000000 SAVER OP;
0456 00636 000000 VALUE NOP
0457 00637 000000 POINT '
0458 00640 000000 COUNR NOP =J
0459 00641 0000001 CNTR NOP
0460 00642 000000 .... NOP
0461 00643 000000 .OFF BSS 2
0462 00645 000000- COUNT NOP
0463 00646 0000010 R.CDA NOP
- 0464 00647 000000 TAR1 NOP
0465 00650 000000 R.TA1 NOP
0466 00,651 000000 TAR2 NOP
0467 00652 000000 R.T'A2 NOP
0468 00653 000000 CNT1 -NOP
.r 0469 00654 000000 FIXD NOP
0470 00655 _000000 CNT NOP






PAGE 0011	 001	 t DECODE SUBROUTINE
0473 00670 0100000 TEMP2 NOP
0474 00671 00/210010 START NOP
0475 00672 000000 MARK NOP
0476 00673 0000001 MODO NOP
0477 00674 072460 D301K DEC 30000
0478 00675 023420 DIOK DEC 10000
0479 00676 0000010 OIVSR NOP
0480 00677 0010000 CNT2 NOP
0481 00700 00000101 FIND NOF r
0482 00701 000000 CNT3 NOP
0483 00702 000000 TEMPI NOP




0485 00707 0000010 DEC1 BSS 4
0486 00713 000000 XXX NOP
0487 00714 0000010 XXXI NOP
0488 00715 000716R MOOT DEF *+1
0489 00716 000000 BSS 10
0490 001730 000000 MODE NOP
01491 00731 000000 BSS 3
0492 00734 0007358 8570 DEF ++1
0493 00735 000000 BSS 59
0494 01030 001031E INDEX DEF *+1






















r,t	 NO ERRORS: AMD ASM8 # 25117 w 402510 -
1
^T
VOLUME I. CDA SYSTEM MANUAL
N5A: AMBIGUITY REMOVAL ROUTINE









01010*	 N5At AMBIGUITY REMOVAL ROUTINE
violl*	 CALL: LDA LINK
0012*	 JSB NSA
0013*	 DEF RDNGS































	 ADDR OF 4K RDNG





	 ADDR OF 27.7K HZ RDNG






	 LOB NSAol	 ADDR OF FIXED DELAYS
0038 00020 0760628 STO FD35
0039 00021 04641OR ADB .4
0040 00022 076104R STB FD283
0041 00023 04641OR ADB .4
0042 00024 076117R ST8 FD4K
01043 00025 04641OR ADB .4
0044 00026 076132R STB FD27K
0045 00027 03600OR ISZ NSA
00146 00030 1660008 LOB N5A P I	 ADDR FOR NSCEST)
0047 00031 076165R STS N5AOR
0048 00,032 07617OR STB N5AD1
0049 00033 076156R STB N5AD4
0050 00034 03600OR- ISZ NSA
0051 00035 16600OR LOS N5AjI	 ADDR FOR"DN(EST)
0052 00036 07620OR STB DN5A0
0053 00037 03600OR ISZ NSA
0054+r
0055 00040 0624068 LOA LINK	 GET RANGE ESTIMATE
0056 010041 066013X LDB	 INOT2
00157 00042 002003 SZA,RS3





PAGE 0003 001 ***N5At AMBIGUITY REMOVAL ROUTINE***
0059 00044 000010 3LA
0060 00045 086812X LOB INOT1
0061 00046 07605OR STS *♦2
0062 00047 016004X JSB DMUL GET 2 WAY RANGE
0033 00050 000000 NOR
00164 00051 000421R DEF 02
00165 00052 000366R DEF N,E3T
t	 0066*
j	 0067 00053 06201OX LDA MODE
00168 00054 0524078 CPA ,2
0069 00055 026354R JMP BMODE
0070 0005605241O CPA ,4 MODE C !
00171 001057 026357R JMP GMODE YES,
0072*
00730* PROCESS 35,4 HZ READING
0074+
0075 00060 016266R JSE PEROD CK FOR PERIOD CHANGE
0076 00061 000000	 R35M NOP
0077 00062 000000	 F035 NOR
0076 00063 000441R DEF T1
0079*
0060 000164 016337R JSB METER COMPUTE NI*ON1-
0081 00065 000441R DEF T1
0082 00086 016323R JSB ,INT CONY TO INT S DEC PARTS
061$3*
0084 00087 016004X JS8 DMUL
0065 001070 000372R DEF DNEST
0084 000171 000441R DEF T1
0087 00072 000378R	 DEF DNEST
	 EST OF 35 HZ READING
0088+►
0089 001073 016202R	 J38 WAVE	 WAVELENGTH TEST
0090 001674 000000 RD35 NOP
0091*
0092 061075 016323R SMO J38 ,INT
0093*
0094 00076 016004X J36 DMUL
0095 00077 0010372R DEF DNEST
0096 00 1400 000445R DEF T2
-8007 00101 000376R DEF DTEBT
009a*
0099*
0100** PROCESS 283 HZ READING
0101
0102 00102 016266R J38 PEROD
0103 00103 000000 R283A NOP
0104 00104 000000 FD283 NOP
0105 00105 000443R- DEF T2
0100*
0107 00106 016202R JSB WAVE
0106 010107 000000 R2838 NOR
0109+
011101 00110 016323R CMO JS6 .INT CONV TO INT S OEC PARTS
0ll+^
•*	 01 12 00111 016004X J38 DMUL
0113 00112 000372R DEF DNEST CONVERT DN3 TO it OF SECONDS
0114 0.0113 0004518 DEF T3
0ii5 01011 4 0003768 DEF OTE3T




PAGE 10004 401 ***N5Ai AMBIGUITY REMOVAL ROUTINE***
FA 116*
0117*** PROCESS 3,968 KHZ READING
0118*
0119 00115 0162668	 JSB PEROD
01120	 010116 000000	 .4KAD NOP
0121 00117 000000 FD4K NOP
0122 100120 000451R	 DEF T3
0123*
0124 00121 016202R	 JSB WAVE
0125 00122 000,00 R4KA NOP
0126*
0127 00123 016323H	 JSB .INT
91128*
0129 6+0124 016004X	 JSB DMUL
0130 00125 000372R	 DEF DNEST
0131 00126 000455R	 DEF T4
0132 00127 000376R	 DEF DTEST
0133*
0134** PROCESS 27.7 KHZ READING
0135*
0136 00130 01626OR	 JSB PEROD
01137 00131 000000 R27K NCP
0138 00132 000000 FD27K NOP
0139 00133 000455R	 DEF T4
01401*
0141 00134 0162028	 JSB WAVE
0142 00135 000000 R27KA NOP
0143*
j	 0144 00136 016001X	 JSB DSUB
0145 00137 000362R	 DEF NDN,E
0146 00141 000411R	 DEF D60K
0147 00141 000402R	 DEF DELTA
0148,E
0149 00142 062402R	 LDA DELTA
0150 00143 000010	 SLA





0154 00146 0004028	 DEF DELTA
0155 00147 000465R	 DEF NI
0156 00150 016006X	 JSB STD
0157 00151 0004658	 DEF NI
0158 00152 000402R	 DEF DELTA-
0159
0160 00153,016002X	 JSB DADD
0161 00154 0004028	 DEF DELTA
0162 00155 000411R	 DEF D80K
0163 00156 000000 N5AD4 NOP
0164 001157 026166R	 JMP N5ADR*1
61!65*
0166 00160 016005X MINUS JSB DTBI
0167 00161- 000362R	 DEF NDN,E
0168 00162 000465R	 DEF NI
0169*
0170 00163 016006X	 JSB BTD
E	 0171 00164 000465R	 DEF NIy	
Hl72 00165 0000000 N5ADR NOP
5-4Z
1
CONV TO INT 3 DEC PART
s
0173+►
s.	 0174 00166 016001X JS9 DSUB
0175 00167 000362R -	 DEF NDN,E
0176 00170 000000 N5AD1 NOP
0177 001171 0010372R DEF DTEST
0178*
0179 00172 016004X JSB DMUL
0180 00173 000372R DEF DNEST
0181 0+174 000461R DEF T5
0182 00175 000376R DEF DTESY
0183+
0184 00176 016005X J38 DTBI
0185 00177 000376R DEF DTEST
0166 00200 000000 DN5A9 NOP
0187*




0191+ WAVELENGTH TEST SUBROUTINE ****
0192 00202 000000 WAVE NOP
0193 00203 162202R LOA WAVEol
0194 00204 036202R 13Z WAVE
01195 002015 072214R STA Rl
0196 00206 072257R STA R2
0197*
0198 00207 016003X JSB DDIV
0199 0012101 000000 TNO3 NOP
0200 00211 0004218 DEF D2
0201 00212 000431R DEF HAF
0202*
01203 00213 016001X JS8 DSUB
0204 001214 0001000 Rl NOP
0205 00215 000376R DEF DTEST
0206 00216 0004028 DEF DELTA
21207+r
0208 001217 062402R LDA DELTA
0209 00220 000010 SLA
0210 00221 026236R JMP NEG
0211 00222 016001X J38 DSUB
0212 00223 000402R DEF DELTA
0213 00224 000431R DEF HAF
0214 00225 000402R DEF DELTA
0215*
0216 00226 062402R LD!A DELTA
0217 00227 000010 3L'A
0218 002301 026251R JMP DOWN
0219 00231 016001X J8!B DSUB
0220 00232 000366R DEF N,iE3T
0221 00233 00041IR DE',f D1
0222 00234 00036SR DEF NEST
0223 00235 026251R JMP DOWN
0224*
01225 00236 016002X NEG J$8 DADD
9226 00237 000402R DEF DELTA
0227 00240 000431R DEF HAF
0228 00241 000402R DEF DELTA
0229 00242 062402R LOA DELTA
5-43
INTEGER M OF NANSECONDS
RETURN,
DIVIDE PERIOD BY 2
,v
DELTA • DN,M • ONES1
y
STILL POSITIVE ?
NO, NEST IS OK
YES,	 .




ADD ,5 TO DELTA TO







PAGE 0006 401 ***N5A{ AMBIGUITY REMOVAL ROUTINE***
0230 00243 002011 SLA,RSS YE3v	 ADO ONE TO N
0231 00244 026251R JMP DOWN NOv	 N IS OK
0232+
0233 00245 016002X JSB DADD
0234 00246 000366R DEF NEST
0235 00247 000415R DEF Q1
0236 00230 00036SR DEF NEST
0237 00251 016004X DOWN JSB DMUL SOLVE FOR N
0238 00252 000366R DEF NEST
0239 00253 000000 TNO1 NUP
0240 00254 000362R DEF NDN.E
0241*
0242 00255 016002X JSB DADD
0243 00256 000362R DEF NDN.E
0244 00257 000000 R2 NOP
0245 00260 000362R DEF NDN.E
0246*
0217 00261 016003X JSB DDIV
0248 00262 000362R DEF NONE
0249 00263 000000 TNO2 NOP
0250 00264 000362R DEF NDN.E N*DN
01251 00265 126202R JMP WAVE,I
0252 **
0253 00266 000000 PEROD NOP
0254 001267 16226SR LOA PEROD.I READING
0255 0102701 03626SR ISZ PEROD
0256 00271 07231OR STA FROM
0257 00272 072317R STA FROM1
0258 00273 072312R 3TA TO
0259 00274 072321R STA TO1
02601 00275 162266R LDA PERODol FIXED DELAY
0261 001276 036266R ISZ PEROD
01262 00277 072311R STA DELAY
0263 00300 162266R LDA PEROD,I T VALUE
0264 00301 03626OR ISZ PEROD
0265 00302 072320R STA TNO
0266 00303 072253R STA TN01
0267 M04 0722108 3TA TNO3
0268 00300 042410R ADA .4 NEXT T VALUE
0269 00306 072263R STA TNO2
0270*
0271 003047 016001X JSB DSUB SUBTRACT FIXED DELAY
0272 003.10 000000 FROM NOP
0273 b0311 000000 DELAY NOP
0274 00312 000000 TO NOP
0275*
0276 00313 182312R; LOA TO,I
01277 001314 002011 SLAIRSS NEGATIVE	
?..
0278 a0315 1262668 JMP PERODvI N0'1 	 EXIT
0279 00316 016002X JSB DADD YE31 ADD 1 PERIOD











0283 00322 126266R JMP PEROD,I EXIT
0284*
02.95***	 SUBROUTINE TO CALC INTEGER 6 DEC PART OF NON
0286++
5-44
	 REPRODUCIBILITY OP TI-m
ORIGMAL PAGE IS POOR
PAGE 0007 #01 ***NS_At AMBIGUITY REMOVAL ROUTINE***
0287 00323 000000	 .INT NOP
0268 0032A 016005X J'S6 OTBI
0289 00325 000362R FIEF NDN.E
0290 010326 000485R DEF NI
0291*
0292 00327 016006X JSB STD
01293 00330 000465R DEF NI
0294 00331 000366R DEF NEST
0295*
0296 001332 0160019 J8¢ DSUS
0297 00333 000362R DEF NDN.E
01298 00334 000356R DEF NEST
0299 00335 000372R DEF DNEST




0304 00337 0001000	 METER NOP
0305 00340 162337R LOA METER,I
0306 00341 036337R ISZ METER
0307 00342 072340 STA TONE
0308 00343 0160049 JSB DMUL MPY PERIOD BY SPEED OF LITE
01309 010344 000000	 TONE NOP
01310 00345 Z010435R DEF LIGHT
01311 00346 000425R DEF LAM
`	 0312 010347 016003X J38 DDIV ESTIMATE /LAMDA 1
0313 001350 000366R DEF NAST
0314 00351 000425R DEF LAM
0315 00352'000362R DEF NDN.E
.0316 00353 1g6337R JMP METERtl
0317* fi	 ;
0318 *** 	MODE B CALCULATION
0319*
0320 001354 016337R BMODE JSB METER N2+DN2''
0321 001355 00 ,0445R DEF T2
0322 00356 026075R JMP SMD
0323* ^Vs
0324***	 MODE C CALCUL-ATION
0325*
0326 00357 0163378 CMODE JSB METER N3*DN3
0327 00360 0004518 DEF TJ
0328 00361 02611O JMP CM0
t	 {
j
VOLUME I. CDA SYSTEM MANUAL
P A GE 0008 *01 STORAGE AND CONSTANTS *^► 4***rrr*^ A*
0330+
0331 00362 0000010 NDN,E 833 4
0332 00366 000000 NEST 833 4
0333 001372 000000 ONEST 835 4
0334 0101376 000000 DTEST BSS 4
0335 00402 0000001 DELTA 833 4
01336 00406 0000010 LINK NOP
0337 00407 000002 ,2 DEC 2
01338 00410 000004 ,4 DEC 4
0339 00411 000000 D60K OCT 0,0;-6-.0_+
0340 00415 105400 D1 OCT 105400,l0000 r 0^0
0341 00421 105400 D2 OCT 1013400 i 20000 r 0, 0
0342 00423 000000 LAM 853 4
0343 00431 000000 HAF 8S3 4
0 344 00435 106000 LIGHT OCT 106000,24627,111105,61000
	 .2997924502
0345 00441 102000 T1 OCT 102000,24042,40000,0 20224000
0346 00445 102400 T2 OCT 102400,32450,0,0 3528000
01347 00451 103000 T3 OCT 103000,22440,0,0 252000
0348 00455 1013400 T4 OCT 103400,33000,0,0 36000
0349 00461 104000 T5 OCT 104000,50000,0,0











































0024' 0Uj000 01b012X	 START JSd RTOO
1161 21 00ool 1 01ri0 0 1x JSH ,IOC.
0022 00002 0000vjO NQP
0023 00,403 002037X LUA MSGI
V024 00OM4 0720078 STA *+3
0025 061005 Ob2147k LOA *D14
ov l 2o 00006 016711X JSb PKINT
0027 00007 000000 NOP
READ TIME OF DAY
CLEAR ALL DEVICES
PRINT TIME OF DAY`
ki028*
0022 4 Ooo lO 003400 STRIA CCA	 STATUS CHECK CODE FOR TTY
0030 00011 Olt726X	 J56 RTTYB
	
INPUT LOOP TO UPDATE DATA BASE
0031 00012 02oOlOR	 JMP *-2
0033* RUN	 ;MODE
oo35 Ulool3 062002X TTYST	 LUA AREA CLEAR ALL DATA
0035 00014 042150R ADA wB4
0037 00015 070001 STA 1
0036 00016 001000 ALS
0039 00017 040001 ADA 1 s
0040 00020 066005X LOB CO A j
0041 00021 046 15IR ADB 28,-4
0042 241022 WIbP14X JSB_ CLEAR
9.1043 01023 0621528 LOA 6048 CLEAR FINAL
	
AMBIGUITIES
(6044 00024 067527K "LOB X35
0045 00025 W1 60 14X J86 LLEAR 3
0046 00026 062153M LOA =060 CLEAR FIXED DELAYS e
0047 00027 Ob7566k LDB 35FU
0046 0410	 O 016014X JSS CLEAR
OL149 00061 062 154K LDA =U72 CLEAR AMBIGUITY TABLE
^1it5^ 00V62 067H05k Lua N.VAL
5=50
^14 re^ptrll
WRN CIPt RA I I N6 S Y S T EMS**
100.56 j I o,i 1 4X JN6 CLEAR
2 W 006 4 Ll 6	 A L06 RRAOR
;)t) R LUA 80180
4 0 1	 1 4X JSb CLEAK
5 • 7 o	 Oj X L 05
 N5T5A
il :., 11	 2 1 11') R
 L 0 A --111819
A	 I t o) ;, 1 4 X J56 LLEAR
2 124X L 1) A CO LL I
o a SlAoRss
Vli"h .3 0 1'V44 002 1 tj6R LUA =D-2010
b 1 (A p,v, 4 ^ v, 7 2 C, 2 4 X S r A CULLI
V . v 2 o0v4b on1?025X L DA CULL2
C 4 7
; I :^!,4 wo v , k LO A =I1- 4 6 0U 
r) lu yl o ,^l t A CLJL L 2
0-A 1•, "e b 'e! V, X LOA SPAN
0 0	 J 1 1 7 ^? 7, 1, T A NPLN
L ti A TSPAN
0 01 1, !) :; 717 ) 4 R STA TEMPR
0 vi 2 ,- 4 ? x L. U .4 INOC
0 o h- 7 6 lo 1) P L tib N	 V A L
0 l 76 0 ',, 11 h o 1 .) Y 'i A b X JSH MOVE 
3 ", o	 ?(,A 4 3 X L 0 A INO T I
v l, V , ^A P) 0 7 6 o 6 k L L! 1.1 NOTI
:107c, 3 0 V. n 6 016 0 4bk jb ► M rj V E
V	 7 h 4 o	 e., (,, 4 4 x L UA INOT2
0 ob la ob 7 F-0 I L03 N 01 2
i , , , 7 14 0	 C' b h V L o, ,l 4 b X i -sti fl () v t
V, 0 e? 0 4	 X L OAA TT C
o T A Q)(
0116.3 ovv;7 1 ir I n	 I -i X J36 LTIME
7 f., 3,1 15 4 k 1, ) A LOOPU
H I'IJ R N
CLEAR RANGE & RANGE RATE TABLES
IF CULL 15 NOT SET,SET IT
TO 2091
MOVE ESTIMATES TO NO BUFFERS
TARS TURN UN
I rA	 x' 7 4 J. 0 ;? 1 b 4 X LUA Bb200 200 KHZ
0 VI 6 0 0	 75 0100 56x i s 6 Pk U () 0 T
V, 4 t ,j ;A V, 0 7 H V I S,	 k	 GOT I Ja i3 LOCK I PRINT LOCKUP 3 WAIT FOR RESPONS
x! 091 0 o 10 7/ 0 1 oP. I X Jsb . I oc CLEAR	 TTY
il 9 2 1 00 01 GC r I
L7 A, Q 'i M	 1	 1 1 fs "7 V. I X i ^sm I oc RkAo 200 FIXED OELAY
o "	 4 01	 1 m2`1f- OL 1' 2 0 0 0 1
rA 1,4 00 1 2	 Vi I k J M H -2
0 Y t) V ' A 10 4 1 t	 R D E 1; 2 v) F L)
(I W 7 V, 0 1 Lei b 0
0 "1 19 ^ W1 "I 1 0 t) 01 7 	 4R JSS 8 T A T I
0 99 00 1;j7 1r b3 7 4 7H LOA , 2 0 F C
.4 11.1 U 7 li 5 t 3 q STA TIT C
x 0 111 tA 1 6 V; I n X J66 HTD
2 VA I I W wi 1 7 4 7 K li E p popc
1 V .3 A0 11,6 o A 17 4 1 k utr .20FC
11--4 A v, t 14 6 1, h .3 7 7 3 10 LUA .20FI
0105 00115 0735(14R STA TITTI
'ti
	 t 4t	 I I t, 01 6 "', 16 x JS S 9 TO
vi i v, 7 ol ^J*
 1 17 1 7 7 6 k otz . 2 0F1
5-51
FACE 00v,4 4 01 ***TRRR OPEkATING SYSTEM***
c1 108 00 120 001776R'	 UEF .20F1
01 V^G 00 121 062017P
	 LDA .20F2
0110 00122 W73565R STA TITT2'
N t 1 1 '40123 v115o16X JS6 BTD
0112 00124 002V-17R UEF .20F2
0113 00125 0(12017R DEF .20F2
X1114*
011b OC1 126 0 ,02400	 GOMI CLA INITIALIZE POINTERS
011h 0 0 127 07340bR STA PRIOR AND MARKS
X1117 0(4130 07d4O4R STA CNTR
011n 00131 062 g OSX LOA CDA DEF COA
0119 0132 07231IR STA CKC
V- 120 001 6 3 0736438 STA RPTS 1
01"r'1 V1d1;i4 ot2h y 6X LOA TARSI DEF	 TA R1
0122 00 135 0723238 STA CK 1
0126 00166 073644k STA RPTS+1
0, 124 Vill1,i/ 0b7_%107X LUA TAkS2 DEF TAR2
1,1125 OC1140 023668 STA GK2
V;126 01,1141 0/6645H STA RPTSi2
0127 OGi 142 062004X LUA PUINT
0128 rti'143 6,733748 STA ACNT MAKE ACTUAL COUNT MAX POSSIBLE
0129 00144 072?i54R STA NUCNT 1=
N 130*
f 131 0 014 0 v1620b5X LUA bB27 27,7









VOLUME I. CDA SYSTEM MANUAL
CALIBRATION-LOOP AND PERIOD
W13fi 00147 017326R
-	 - LTR 27 F--_-	 -_~'Y '
/ 0167 02'xbw 001577H oEp 27FV
^	 m^^n^
^ 0139 owIot 06205on LuA 8839
0141 0o15Li 017326H JSb CTR 3,9 FIXED DELAY
.28FD PROPER--
^ z
014b 00160 002400 CLA PRINT FIXED DELAY VALUES





















.	 | '  5-54|.
`
VOLUME I. CDA SYSTEM MANUAL
AMBIGUITY REMOVAL
P'"E	 NNUM	 401	 *AMBIGUITY REMOVAL* 1
0155 001o4 016027X JSH FIX E D	 COMPUTE FIXED DELAYS
0156 oolb5 001727R UEF .35CF
0157 0 0 166 @16PSOX GOT2	 JSB 1.00K1
0159 00167 062041X LUA MODE
(A16L, 0017V+ 1652150k CPA =84
0161 1.71 viP671V)N JMP NN35C
vi I b2 00112 052l bOR CPA 282
A163 00 173 0269 0 l R JMP NN356
0164 Or,! 1/!4 Zr'b33hbk LUA L.00PX
V11th5 00175 V62161R IOR =8200101
0166 0017b 102617 UTA RX
x+167 owl77 017326k JS8 CTR
016^ 002(40 001blok UEt N1
N l rt y 00201 002057X NN358 LOA 88293
0170 00202 016056X JSb RUDOT
0171 00206 063366R LUA, -LOOPA
0172 V10204 0321628 IUR *54000
0173 0v120 5 102611 OTA R 
0174 00206 0173268 JSR CTH
01/5 00207 0016138 DEF N2
017b 00210 062056X NN35C LUA B639
0177 00211 OW53X J58 RUDOT
0176 110212 017320H JS8 CTk
017W 00213 001616H UEF N3
0160 00214 062055X LOA 6627	 27,7
0181 0M215 h1ti053X J5b RUDOT
j	 0182 00216 0173268 JSd CTR	 N4 AMBIGUITY
0183 00217 001621W UEF N4
01.84* a
o i bb oo220 h62054X LUA B6200
OtS6 011221 016056X JSb RUUOT
OIH7*
oloR 00222 06336bR LDA LOOPI








	 0`007 nol	 *NAN61NG OPERATION*
4 191 (0 142.24 Ol nG 12X JSb kTUU
.	 0 19 a
 0022b VIP 240 0 CLA
0394 OV;2ab 072022A SIA TIMEX CLEAR DIFFERENTIAL TIME MARKS
0190 OWW27 072023X STA TIMEV
019h*
0197 OOW3v 0160P1X JS1i .IOC. START HANGING
019b 00261 lrk"03 OCT 200013
vi 199 x 0? 11 0i2b23(A k JMN *.2
0200 0 CA 233 V.)0I643R UEF RPTS
02V I 00234 00ArA00 NUCNT NUP
r!2f%?*
0203 0023b 01/2404 GLA, INA PRINT AMBIGUITY VALUES
(72W4 2.iE 0171448 J56 CALPT
OP06 Oe1267 0004oVj CLEF
020/ OA240 016017X-' JSb N5A COMPUTE N5
020b W0241 002021 R REF N1C N1 -N4 POINTERS
0209 0.1242 001727R Dt. .35FC FIXE D DEL A Y POINTERS
0210 0024s 00204714 DEF N5C N(5)	 CDA RESULT
0211 00244 0014208 OLF TCE T(5)	 ESTIMATE
-	 0212*
0i 21:i 04r?.45 066420k Lt7A TCE ADJUST FOR FIXED DELAYS
021 4 100246 v,43503R ADA TITC
0215 0024/ 0172468 JS6 FNO
01216 002bO VY34201i STA TCE
0217*
021il 0olk51 01b051X JSb LINK2 CK FOR NO.
	 OF COUNTERS WORKING
1e)219 0:0152 026301k JMP NLNK
01220 W02b3 16064(A 4 CLHPINB r'
0221 x0254 01 6017X JSlS N5A
W222 002b5 002057R UEF MITI
0t?z3 11026 0 0 W 1753k Dt F .35F1 SAME PARAMETERS AS ABOVE
0224 0025/ 002 ,nI7k OEF N5T1
0225 OLJk60 i3O1421K C E F TTIE
vJ?Lti* ^
02. e7 00261 0634218 LOA TT1E
01228 00262 0435b4R ADA TITT1
0229 MO2fi3 017246k JSS FND
Ml 0 00204 013421x1 STA TT1E
(0231 t
0232 00265 cj16052X JSb LINKS
01233 00266 02630IR JMP NLNK
(0234 002()7 ObblbOR LOB a02
0235 -00270 01 bA 1 7 X JSd N5A
0236 00271 002107P UEF N1T2
0237 00272 00 1777k UEF .35F2 SAME PARAMETERS
0238 00273 002127R QEF N5T2
0269 OR274 0014228 DEF TT2E a
0240'*
(6241 00275 1 63 4 29—R Lf) A 1'T'2E
0242 002/6 V43565k AOA T1TT2
0243 00277 017246K JSB END
0244 OOjOO 073422k STA TT2E
.^
0246 00 301 0 0k400 NLNK	 CLA SET FOR WAVELENGTH CHECK
a
0246 OvI302 072416ri STA PI1
0247 100303 0/241/0 STA P12
0246 00304 0724PGR STA P13






VOLUME I. CDA SYSTEM MANUAL
POINT VERIFICATION
i
Not SEE IF POINT READY
Not
YESI VERIFY DATA POINT
CHECK FOR BAD POINT



































































02b2 OV30b 062416k CHECK LUA PI1
0253 Nv'3,17 016403k	 Jbb FAX
G;^5 4+►
5 ood10 vi17254k
vi2bri OrA 111 0V. 0a00 CKC
0257 00312. v2o310H
02a6 0V31 ) 017;n1viR
0?b9 0061 4 ti p,0311H
0260 003 15 00142OR






N? h/ 00,)23 000000 CK 1
01 uH 0 .0124 (n1o322R
02 t)9 00625 01Iv,1Vik
027A Vt,3G6 V^32.1K
0211 V0327 fnn1421k
i12/2 OV i30 0 0 6 4 1 b k
(';- 6 0V.J 61 c 0ti	 04




02i 8 0,0365 V17254k
0 279 (10636 (O0000Vj CK2
d 2 8O 00337 02 63 3 5 k
0261 003 40 N 1 7? 1 OR
0262 0-9J41 k,VO33bR
02Y.', 00342 001422 8
X4264 V0343 ^Abb415R
0288 00044 ^ 1 4hlbtci rl
0,266 00345 016364k
V,,?87*
02b8 Wi , 346 037404k CK3





Ll294 0CA 356 Vi42150R














PAVE 0010 W''l	 *POINT	 VERIFICATION*
0309 040371 006004 MY INd
0310 0037 2 1 bov l l LUA	 1, I
0.311 00673 016406K JS8 VAX
0312 00374 1263648 JMF	 BAP7,1
0:13*
0314 00375 1 6000 1 5FT LUA	 1 ► I
0315 00676 00200 4 INA
F1:S 1 b 00677 002021 SSA, RSS	 r'
0317 00400, 002400 CL.A
0318 00401 1 1700141 S1 A	 1, I
031 9 00402 026371k JMP NI
0620
0321 Vvi4¢l;5 t4LA ilvl0(d FAX NUP
0322 00404 V6b02bX LUO	 CULL,2
0323 004v+5 3_V2OV3 SZA,RSS
0324 0V,4r6 001)400 LLb
0325 0 0 4vi7 A764218 ST5 MIXR
v132b*
0327 OV410 W66 Pt 24X LUb	 CU LL1,
0628 00411 002 ,103 bZA,PSS
0624 00412 Wbhlbbk LOB =0-2500
0330 0941 3 076422R $16 MIXC
0331 00414 12b4o3R JMP	 PAX, I
X1332*
V.3J6 0041`) OoO41bk PIA UEF	 *+1
(G 334 OV1416 0M fA00 1 P 	 1 f4op
0335 011417 v100.1100 P12 NUw	 ^'ry
0336 (0W 4'20 000 VO p 13 NLP
2133% 00421 OVOOOO MIX3 MUF
Ct338 0, ',0422 0.1	 000x1 MIXC NUP




0342 F1va25 o37405R LAST1 16Z PHIOW
Q1345 00424 W1042bR JSH LAST
0344 00420 0264658 JMP AHNO
0345*
0340 0 0426 o000(A0	 LAST NOF
0347 00427 v)b2V 15X LUA DONE
014b 00400 073374K STA ACNT
034(4*
035n 0;0431 Ob20b5X LOA BH27
0-351 x A432 016obsX JS6 RUDUT
0352 00436 Ob3305R LOA LOOPI
03b.5 001464 0171018 JSB TURN
03b4 OV43b OlbOOIX JSH .IOC.
03b5 00460 OL10006	 b3 GCT 3
0:;56*
FINAL CALIBRATION DONE IF: 	 R,
PRIOR n - i, OTHERWISE DO IT
THEN GO ON
ACTUAL COUNT ON BASE PAGE	 p
STORE IN COMPARATOR
CLEAR CNTKS
03;17 044,37 0173268 JS13 CTR FINAL. AMBIGUITY 27
0,5bd 00440 001640k DEF X27
vi35a*
W3hV, 00441 06205bX LOA $639
(0361 00442 0 1bP53X JSB RUOUT 9
0363 00443 017320k JSb CTR FINAL 3.9
N3b4 VO444 0 0 16658 DEF Y39
036:+ 00445 01>f10R JSB FNL SEND 283 A 35 TONES
10366 0F1446 001632H DEF X28
o3h7 00447 ov, 1627 k ULF X35
N36P*
03b y 004bO 002400 CLA
0370 0001 016053X JSB RUOOT TURN OFF RANGE UNIT DRIVER
0371*
0372 V402 0633h4k LOA LOUPO
i	 0373 W0453 032046X TOR TTO TARS TURN OFF
0374 004b4 102617 OT RX
0315 V 45b 016Cl13X JSB ETINE
037b 09,456 ob3364k LOA L00P0
03%7 Wv1457 102617 OTA RX
0376 004bO 0621 bOR LOA m82
0379 004(l1 a17144R JS6 CALPT PRINT VALUES
03b0 00462 Wb3374H LOA ACNT
03bl 00463 072015X STA DUNE
0.382 O0464 126426R JMP LAST, I
fA3b3* .;
0384 00465 OV6400 ARNO	 CLH
03b5 0046b 016017X JSB N5A COMPUTE	 FINAL	 N(5)
03b6 00467 W01647H VeE X35C AMBIGUITY	 VALUES
OW 00470 0017278 UEF .35FC FIXED DELAYS -
0388 00471 002133K DN5XC DEF NSXC RESULT CDA
03B9 00472 001423H DEF TEXC DELTA T ESTIMATE'
CA 13
0391 00473 OlbV,51 X J58 LINK2
i	 X0392 00474 02b513H JMF' NLNK1
0393 0047b 00 6404 GLBo INH
.r
0394 0 0 47 0 016017X JSt3 N 5 A
0395 00477 001567H UEF X35T1
G,^ v15ov) m LA 1753H LIEF 35F1
10397 100501 002137K DN5X1	 DEF N5XT1
'r 5-66
.1
PALO 0 0 12 o^ i * r JNAL AM"16UITY REMOVAL*
039H 00502 001425K ULF TEXTi
03(09*
v)4v)vi 0Ahf7;i 1 1 16 V b2X J S h LINKS
ki4k)1 0A 1)rA 4 kj>o51.5K JMF NLNK1
040, 2 v)Abv'5 P6F,Ib0R LOB a P 2
W 4w,i oobob N 1 e v117x JSb N5A
0 40 4 v)Mtho7 010, 1707k UEF X35T2
Ad1"!) v, ^)b10 001117K ULF .35F2
046'0 00'.)11 0",21466 PN5X2 D L F N5XT2
04v . 7 w0b12 001424k DEF TEXT2
04v,e.tr
0409 OtA513 003400 NLNK1 CCA
041 0 017514 0433748 AUA AC;NT
0411 00515 001020 ALS,ALS
o412 E9Vblb 072311k STA CKC
041 3 OW517 0611666' LUA =h-2
W414 0052o V73:+75R STA TRY
41415 0 w 5 ^ 1 04J5t)0K 1.UA M1
0410 v,Ab21 0	 2,,7kitR STA MSG
0417 viv':ti26 v?f)o0vSX L1)FH CDA
v) 41 -3 0x7524 0634236 LUA TE.XC
61 419 0O'D2b V?341	 k STA DLLTA
V42(A ()052b 0624 718 LC)A DrJbXC
V1 421, 000)27 ;e9 P- 646 STA ON5X
0412 Q05 10 I'l665th3K L1)A T ITC
040	 3 00031 003VO4 CMA, INA
0424 o fl bO? 04642OR A0A TCE
042b 00533 002020 SSA
042b 0 0 034 042167k AUA =D5000
0427 VAb35 073416P STA DEL.TX
042b OOb66 i06340bk LuA DN5C
0429 oOb37 072642k GOO STA UN5
0430 Ip'54A 04b311h AQt$ CKC
0431 00541 077426k STm CK
V14,A2 01,1542 026!! 058 JMN COMP
w43.3*
(6434 00043 k)16751X G01 JSb LINK2
V, 435 00544 02b703k JI'4P GUUD
0430 V14`)45 ob65b1P L1)A M2
0437 OOb46 0127V, 1 k STA MSG
0438 0 1,4547 Qlha70bX L D 6 TAKS1
0469 oot)bO 063425k LOA TEXT1
(444P OV551 (47341bk STA JEL-TA
0441 vi0552. 062501K L 0 A DiVSX 1
0442 014t^b3 07.264bk STA DN5X
0443 oklbS4 r,163564K LUA TITT1
0444 00Itb5 0v_3lo4 CMA, INA
0445 00556 046421k Ai A TT IE
0446 oob57 002 3 20 SSA
67447 vo5bo 042167k ADA =05000
0448 ovjS61 07j416R STA U LTX
0469 Odb62 J663407R LDA DN6T1
0450 1600 J 02t537R JMP GOO
0451+
0452 6Ab64 016052X G02 JSb LINKS
04b3 Oob65 lu2o703K JMF' 600D






HAL-E v1113 n vil	 *FINAL AMbl6l!ITY KEMUVAL*
.	 045:	 00)5b7	 0727N1k	 STA	 MSG













OOb74 072646k	 STA 0N5X
0461
	
00575	 0665b5R	 LOA	 TITT2
09h2	 oob76
	 wo i;1 04	 CMA, INA
04bo	 otib77	 V43422k	 A0  TT2E
0464	 00bev)	 ,uHac,2 3.,	 SSA
0465	 L:.)b i t	 0 4 21 618	 AOA	 sD5000
(A46b
	 VN6 L92	 V,7341bk	 STA	 DELTX
,14b7
	 0Aff'!;5	 Ub3410k	 LUA	 DN 5T2




04 /0 	 oOboo 06 215PR COMP	 LUA	 =84
,0471	 6 tn	 066643k	 LD5	 TTMP




	 166 A 2b w	LUA	 C:K, I
0-474	 611	 'Ab20N/	 INA,SZA , NSS	 LAST	 POINT	 OF	 RANGING	 WAS	 SAO
0475








0479	 VtltbIb	 003004	 CHA, INA
0480	 VOtilb	 0434168	 AUA	 UELT1►
0481






0W2 71 21	 SSA,kSS
104E+3
	





0 	 5004	 LMA, INA
vi46b
04b1	 100624	 04d1b5R	 ADA	 =U-250A
04S H 	0 o b 2 5	 OM2.^20	 SSA
0469	 00b2b 005400	 CL6	 DO NOT ADJUST FINAL NS
0490	 00627	 Ob3426k	 LUA CK	 ADJUST N5 FOR PHASE SHIFT
0491
	
00 630	 002004	 INA
0492	 00661
	
14400V	 ADFi 0, I
0493
	 0 ►lb32	 074000	 STd	 o	 NET CHANGE	 TO N5
0494	 100636	 0020121 	 55A P RS5	 _- 
0495	 OOb34 026631R	 JMP	 +3	 PLUS CHANGE
049b	 Hvlbob	 037367H	 ISZ	 TEMP	 .
049/	 OV'63b	 OWaPO4	 CMA,_LNA
0496	 oot67 O ih232X	 JSH HIBCD	 MAKE A DEC M FOR CHANGE
0499	 00640 ^,73372R	 STA	 7EMP+3
0501	 00641	 0jt033X	 J55 OADD ,	 ORIGINAL N 5 PLUS	 ADJUSTMENT
0502	 '1J0642 of 0000	 DN5	 NOP
obo3
	
100646 001367W TTMP	 DEF TEMP
ObO4	 OVb44 0013/bk	 ULF RELT
0505
0506	 006 45 015034X	 JSH USUB	 NEW NS MINUS 04D NS
05147	 00646	 0049000	 DN5X	 NUP
0508	 00647	 001376k	 UEF RELT
0509	 OV,,650	 00137bk	 ANS	 DEF	 RELY
}	 _05141*	
.
0511	 V'0bb1	 V,10035k	 JS6	 DTBIy	
5-68
FAME, kiG 1 
	
a.iI
	 *^ , INAL AMbIGUiTV HLmCIVAL*
0511 0kA651 ,^V^13Ibk nrr	 KILT
051,5 4'Llbti.i Nv, 1 37bk UF_FF	 kEL T
o	 14 (AW6t) 4 V,t),i37bR LuA	 KE;LT
0515 00,rtlb v v+ 2(261 y5A
N51 h ^^Nh;)h 003V114 CMA	 ThjA
^+bll " 3 b')7 012166k AND	 tbl77776
051b 0L bt,b1 0 M 2S'a2 SZA
051 14 0wbhl V t 26 h 71R JMP	 (vUTh ^,
0b2U*
r5[ 1 110	 f1( 037375k	 NLTkY 15Z	 TkY
Obi? 00063 002(rVI kS5
V,') 26 V, Vhb4 0265b A k JHP C. u2
5<`4 0vit,0b v+034(AV. f^CA
N ^2b 0 11 h0t, (A 5;)z7:)k L:PA	 TkY
V52'n (iv'hh7 o2t,.546k jmp	 (-t11
Vt528* ALL N5	 VALUES	 HAVE OLE N CHECKED
0	 29
0b,lV 01 V 2a7V314 JMP G1)G0





0b62 oor. 7c Y.t16v11* JSH FEINT
05;33 0 v b 7 3 h.A1543k Otf
	
WARN
N'),i4 v1OL,74 0h217tA k LIJA	 *(Iy
V"t7b 016')l IX 16  P111N1
	
PkINT FNp RANGE CHECK
A b 3 b 0 ;670 V	 1547E llr F	 rtSG`^X
0b;17 o o 6 7 7 fo	 2150R LLiA	 =N4
;^t5	 8 VIIVI/V:41 V. 16011X JSh	 PRINT
V)53b V,47Ll IAV71f,1 V) 0	 MS(+ NUP
`	







VOLUME I. CDA SYSTEM MANUAL
.."t
RANGE RATE AND FINAL OUTPUT
N ,6r,t virn 15 4(A i	 *RANGE PATE AND FINAL OUTPUT*
01543 ^703 062,162X 600D L 0 A 10R4DR
0544 0v'7v)4 0/27300 STA k.L
0545 00705 072777R STA Xk.0
054b 0W7v.a 0421 )3k ADA =U60
0,547 00707 V72735k STA F.T1
0548 00710 Ili7 51a00k STA XR.T1
054.9 00711 V,421!.)6R AOA =0601
0554 0 U 712 0,72742K STA R.T2
0551 00713 0760014 STA XR.T?.
0552 00/14 006400 CLH
0553 00715 V.Ib'I 30x JSb RDGT COMPUTE RANGE RATE CDA
05b4*
o555 ooy Ib V,Id C';51k JSb LINK2
0556 vi 0717 Vl	 h72bk JMP k.0-2
I	 4557 4)vi720 E) v, 4404 GLbp 1NA
j	 0,I)b6 C,A721 016130X J5b ROOT COMPUTE RANGE RATE TARS	 1
I	 055x+
05r^i 0072 1b(ati2X JSd LINKS
0561 CA	 723 V;2 r)72hk JMP R.0-2
0562 00 /!4 Obhlb R LUb =D2
056.5 0x1725 01 606 O X JSb ROOT
05b4*
71565 Ov , 72h 4i064h0 CLH
05bb 00727 0150131X JS© ADJUT ADJUST RANGES BASED ON RANGE RAT
0567 001760 0,,v A 0 w K.0 NUP
f05btk
0569 4)0131 0 3, 6 1 n I X JSd LINK2
0570 V. 0732 02a743k JMP k.T2+i s,
0.571 007 s3 4i0t)404 CLb, INH
0572 03734 (01o031X JSb ADJUT ADJUST TARS	 1
Ob73 00735 000 g 0o k. T 1 NOP
0574*
0575 wV.73b 016052X JSH LIN-K3
05.76 100767 02b743k JMP H,T2+1
01577 00740 0h6 160R LDB cD2 y
0,578 00741 01 6M31 X JSd ADJUT ADJUST TARS2
0579 00742 0c90100 j k.T2 NON
oba4+*
0581 0V,743 v162040tX LL!A MODT
0582 00144 04217OR AGA 209
0586 010745 4072752k STA NUMB a
05b 4 v1074h 0421 oOk AUA m 02
a
Obbti LAV747 073427k STA MTEMP
0586 09750 016035X JSH UTBI
0581 (00751 00lA000 SPCiN NUiy
0588 00752 000000 NUMB NON
0569*
0590 00756 01004i5X JSd GT6I
0591 WW754 WQ ,, 0000 TEMPk NOP CONVERT TEMPERATURE
0592 1n 10755 00143AR UEF 6T
0593 00755 063434K LOA BT
0594 NU757 006400 LLB FOR MODEM
0595 007hv1 1100400 OCT 100400 DIVIDE
0596 V,	 )751 00164bk OEP D10 by	 TEN	 ^- 1
0557 04).7b2 1077436k STB 'bT+2-
0598 007b3 OM6400 CL(3
0'599 007b4 10+' iJlP OCT 100400 0 1 v I D E
5-72
JPA6 - yl atlh
tdh0o om7h5








G)6 vi5 	 Gtr "772
f^bF1 n 	 N;^I73




v7612 X o 77
N ti 10	 v; 1 V 1A 11
0 6 14	 G1	 1
01h1`.'*





V! 6 21 fr1 1 k.:) h
06 22 olwo7
0h23r











wvl0 vi  X 1. T 1 NOP
00)0 0V, Xk.T2 r^,uP
v)o2f.71k GOT7	 LUA
,Iir ;l1 x	 Jss
0W 14 ^; 414 	 DE,F
006400,	 LLA























H.+GF t`o17 at•;1	 *60H<(JTTNiES*
{d62Qr,t*++++++,r*t*#+rt+k+trr ,t*ir********r r
062/+ MATH: VtR1FIES
	 OAIA	 POINIS	 +t r
C^h26 AND	 IIrOATES
	 N(5) +
v0;e q OFFSET AS NEEDED r
3 h.tV++++rat +++,^+++ ►:+^k,t+++rt *+,t*+4 ,t**** i
06,31 WIti'ltu vJ0'-A V-i1N MATH	 NOP
0,x.52 '11011 16/010k LD13 HATH,I
Ob63 01DIk 164001 LUb l r l ADDRESS OF DATA
0t i4 0 10 13 v;77,567k ST6 TEMP
V635 0 10 1 4 03701 NM ISZ MATH f
vt 15 1D0001 LUA 1r1 T	 kEADING
0 0 4`ji!tr'. 0,6004 1NH POSITION TO N COUNTER
0f) 5 f 01t-•17 077 4 118 STb L POSITION OF N(5)	 OFFSET
14639 01 1020E 0461 51 k ADS =8-4
00 40 1 11 OP.1 10400 1 Lob 1 r I GET	 LAST	 N (5)
0041 011422 1174110 ST6 LUC, I N(5rI ) zN(5,I -i)	 INITIAL	 PPINT FO
01042+
( t46 ►/ 1 3 2.3 1 h7'A I VR LDU MATFI, I T (ESTIMATE) ADDRESS(Ab44 (A 1, k: 24 037V,IAk ISZ MATH
Vlo45 01025 0/74128 STEj DEL ADDRESS OF ESTIMATE
0646 0102(, lb7412k LDS DEL, 1
064/ 01021 00bviv_!7 1Nt3, SZR, RSS
Oh4n 01030 V27P y 7k JMP DUNEY+1
$Q4Vit
Obbto 0 103 1 ov,74bo CCf3
Ob51 01062 07340*,;K STA T.I
Oh52 01L.63 003004 CMA,INA
ritb`^,3 v► 1k°34 14341P.k ADA I,)EL,I
Hh y4l 01066 ^.9^i6004 CMA, INA
0665 (n1 o3b cl)02712v SSA
06t)b ►-11x.37 ^4 ^^ t h40 4 CL13, Inks
v., h57 ' ► 1^;4ji 077413k ST13 NV
v165d+
0659 01041 ^002C,)2(A SSA
dhh0 01042 v► c^a^^4i4 CIIA, INA
Obthl Olv,43 0 4 2422P ADA MIXC
0662 01044 00202v, SSA
0hh3 01V45 0277 1 56 imp DONLY
0664 OIV4h 002003 SZApRSS
0bb5 VIv,47 (A2rv'jb6R JMP UUNEY
01666 01^tb;i 04242IR ADA MIX8
06157 01v151 0 14,20 20 SSA
066b olo52 02106IR JMP 8ADU
Ob6 y OlobJ 16/411r^ L06 LOCI
0670 01 0 !34 A47413R ADD NV
0671 0105o 11741 IR ST13 LOC, I
01572 010,56 06.34N3R DONEY	 LOA T	 I
0673 01057 176"121? S1 A DEL I
0674 01060 12701OR JMP MATH, i
(1 675 01061 006400 BARD	 CCA
0676 01062 067367k LOB TEMP
10677 010763 1700V I ST A I	 ,	 1',
0676 n1064 Vi5Ei005X CPS CDA
0079 01wh5 021057H JMF' DANEY+I
0680 01066 ;056VO6X CPS TARSI
0681 tilt , 67 027057x1 JMP DUNEY+1
f	 0682 U 10/(N nfW)Vl07X CPS TARS2
5-76
COMPUTE ,T (1) • T (I-1
^c^
POSSIBLE CHANGE TO N(5)
ABS(T(I))
CHECK FOR PHASE SHIFT
CHANGE N(5) n
UPDATED ESTIMATE STORED FOR NEXT
IF THE PPINT IS BAD,
RETAIN LAST EST
CHANGE T( I) TO • 1 TO INDICATE	 ^rl
FAGE 0018
	 +t0 1 *SUBROUTINES*
0683 01071 0 27057R JMP DONEY+1
0684 01072 0461'S1R AU8 n 8-4
0585 011073 1 60001 LUA 1 r 1
ObH6 01074 0020120 SSA
0687 101075 127011OR JMP MATMp I
NbN8 01076 0 134001 CCA
0689 01077 170001 STA Ill
0640 01 100 127010k JMF MATH, I
0692 01101 000000 TUkN NUP
0693 01102 073366k STA LUUPX
-	 Ah94 01103 0,521628 ION 884000
0695 01104 102617 OTA RX
069b i ivi5 063646R LDA D10
0697 0110b 016013X JSb ETIME
0698 01107 121101H JMP TURN, I '.
0699*
0700 01110 000000 FNL NOP
107101 911 1 1 1 l b31 109 LDA FNL, 1 WHERE TO PUT CNTR READING
0702 01112 0:'11 0 8 ISZ FNL
0703 01113 07313AR STA .28R 283 READING
07V4 01114 163110k LUA FNLP I
0705 01115 03711NR I8Z FNL
070b 41116 01731428 STA .35R
MODE
35 READING r
V707 01117 to62041X LUA
072'tl 01120 05215ok CPA v84
07V9 01121 1271108 JMP FNL P I R ETURN IF MODE C
0710 oII22 062057X LDA 88283 283
0711 011123 016OS3X J58 RUDOT
0712 01124 0631b6k LDA LUOPX
0713 0112b 032162R IUR OB4000
1714 01126 102617 'OTA RX
0716 (01127 017326H JS8 CTR
0716 01130 0000010 . '28R NOP
071!* G	 jf
I	 05718 o1131 062041 X LUA MODE
i	 0719 01131 05216OR CPA =82
0720 01133 12711P1R JMP FNLr I RETURN IF MODE 8
0721 01113 4` 062172H LDA •B41 33 TO CNTRS
0722 01135 wJ605SX JSB RUDOT
0723 01 13b 063366R LUA LUOPX
0724 01137 0132161R IOR n 82000 
0725 011410 102617 OTA RX
10726 011141 1017326 R J'S5 CTR
0727 01142 01000010 ,35R NUP
0728 01143 127110H JMP FNLrI EXIT
01730 101144 000000 CALPT NOP
0731 01145 07343OR STA SAVA
l	 !
_.	 _. -- ...cL^_ .	 uo 1:a...	 .. .._	 ;:	 .,	 .._n:. _ ._
5-77







0732 01146 067542R LDB M85.
0733 .31147 0020103 8ZAo R5S
0734 01150 067540R LDS M54
01735 01151 000010 SLA
0736 01152 0675418 LOB M55
0737 01153 077156R srb PHR
0738 01154 06217MR LOA •O9
0739 01155 016111X J5B PRINT PRINT	 "CALIBRATION VALUES"
0740 01156 000000 PRR NUP
0741 01157 0621768 LOA s 8-3 NUMBER OF LINKS
0742 01160 073414R STA REF
}0743 01161 06/43OR LOB SAVA
0744 01162 Nb6627K LOA X35
4 745 01163 006003 SZS j RSS
0746 011 6 4 063566R LOA .35FD
0747 0116b 004010 SLB
074b 0116b 06661OR LUA N1
0749 01167 0732(06R STAt VAL
0750 101170 0632428 CAL1 LDAI TAB
107bi 01171 043414R ADA REF
0752 L91172 002004 INA POINT TO HEADING
0 75 3 Q1173 1600000 LOA WWI
0754 01174 073177R STA HEDV
(0755*
0756 01175 106215OR LOA eD4
0757 01176 91 160liX JSB PRINT PRINT APPLICABLE HEADING
07b8 01177 000000 HEOV NUP
0759* iw .;
0760 01200 067430R LOB SAVA
0761 01201 0621518 LOA mB-4' $'
0762 012012 OOb003 SZBtRSS
07b3 01203 062164K LOA sBw5
07b4 01214 41733738 STA GNT
0765*
07h6 012015 016021X JSB DDTA DECIMAL TO ASCII CONVERSION
0767 011206 000000 VAL NOR j
07bb 01207 001474R DGF STORE
0769 01210 06217OR LOA gO9
(07791 01211 W16011)( JS8 PRINT PRINT APPLICABLE FIXED DELAY
0771 01212 0014748 DEF STORE
0772
0773 -01213 (063206R LOA VAL
01774 01214 042lbOR ADA x04 POINT TO NEXT VALUE
0775 01215 _0732068 STA VAL
0776 01216 037373R ISZ CNT
0777 01217 0272105R JMP VAL-i
0778*
0779 011220 W37414R ISZ REF
0780 011221 002001 RSS
0761 01222 027236R JMP CERRK
0782 01223 063414R LOA REF
0783 01224 042436R ADA 83
0784 011225 053431R CPA LINKS,
0785 011226 027236R JMP CERRK-








































0hV3 0124b PM0000	 PND NUP
0804 101247 0421748 AUA *Do100010
08V5 01250 0020121 SSAORSS
O H 06 Olkbl 021247K JMP *-2
0807 01252 042175R ADA n D10000
01808 01253 127246R JMP FNDrI
08101 01254 Wk`^00100	 $TAT NOP
0611 012:5 1632548 LDA STATol ADDRESS OF BUFFER
0812 01256 OZ572548 ISZ STAT
0816 101257 002004 INA
0814 01260 lbO000 LOA 0,I STATUS WORD
0815 21261 0002021 SSA,RSS READY?
081b 011262 027276R JMP CKO NO RETURN TO REJECT POINT
01817 01263 037254k ISZ STAT YE31	 DUMP RETURN ADDRESS
0818 01264 062015X LDA DONE
0819 01265 002020 SSA
082 0 01266 1272548 JMP STAT,I ALL READINGS NOT CO MPL ETED
0821 01267 063405k LOA PRIOR
0822 101276 1002002 SZA
0823 01271 1272548 JMP STAT,I
0824 401272 016426k JS8 LAST ALL READINGS FINISHED
0825 01273 1003400 CCA
0826 01274 073405R STA -PRIOR
0827 011275 127254R` JMW STAT,I
002+*
0829 01276 062036X CKO LDA' TTYOA
40830 01277 OS3402k CPA ' STARA
40831 401300 026047X JMP . A80RT
40832 013101 0 5J437k CPA xXX
0833 0 1302 026041X JMP ABORT
01834 0130.13 1272548 J14P 37AT, I
5-79
__.
PAGL 0021 POI *SUHRnUr1NES*
0836 013Y,4 000VOM STAT1 NUP
0837 M130b Mb6jt6R L08 sB-2
V 3K 01606 0Cil400 LLA
0839 0 16 0 7 072 1 1OX STA TMARK
0840 01410 002015X STIFF LDA UUNE
0841 01311 002021 SSA,RSS
0842 01612 1273048 JMP STATI,I
0843 01313 X403400 CLA
0644 01314 052010 CPA TMARK
0845 01.315 0vi2I%f(RI RSS
V84h 01616 02731ok JMP STIFF
0641 01317 006007 INK, SZB, RSS
0948 01620 002001 RSS
084 01 321 02730b q JMP STIFF-2
(J8 to
6851 01322 Oh2176R TIMOT LDA =D7
HRb2 vj1323 016011X JS6 PRINT
Whb6 W1324 V01441k UEF CERR
0654 01025 02604%X JMP A80RT
wb5lt,*
0850 01326 000 000 CTR NUP
01327 002400 LLA
0858 V133^ 076417H STA ERRFZ
08 ,119 471 331 1 b3326k LOA CTR, I
0860 013;12 v,37326R ISZ CTR
08tl 01333 0333IR STA CALL.
0662 4136 4 01tOWIX JSB .IOC.
0863 013.ib o2w4 i o;i OCT 20003
Obb4 0133h h27334r Jmld *.2
(6065 01637 000000 CALL NUP
08cb v)1340 v,( v)(?00 NUN
0867 01341 0173048 JSy STARI
( 866 01642 063431k LDA LINKS
0819 01643 003004 CM A, INA
0870 01344 0/310IR STA TURN
Ob7l w134b 0621768 wINT LOA =D-3
0872 0164b 07d246k STA FND
Ob73 01 647 161337k LD1 CALL, I
0874 013541 006004 IN8
0875 01351 1600041 LOA 1, I
0816 01652 002002 5ZA
0871 01356 0213608 JMP NCK
06/8 01654 03V246R ISZ FND
0879 016b5 02735ok JMP *-5
0860 013` b 067 4 17k I6Z ERRFZ
0881 013b7 12732b-R JMP CTR, I
0682 01360 06733ik NCK ISZ CALL
0883 01361 037101H I SZ TURN
0884 01062 027345P JMP wINT
0885 013,b3 12732bk JHH CTRs I
q
SET TIME OUT START
kEAOING FINISHED?
YES:	 RETURN
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0911 0.1420 t.00000 TCt	 NUP
09 13 V1421 G00V ,,0V, TT1E NOP
4991 4 o t 422 VOoRNP T T2E NUF
0Q1b v11426 kiIf 4C ,
 
pl. V, TEXC NOP
091b W142 4 0vt0000 T L X T 2 NOF
091.7	 141425 00000 rl	 TEXT1 N{7N
0918	 0142h 0V, 01 !N0	 C 	 HtJP
091 0
 01427 000 000 M [EMP NOP
092s	 01460 i^o(,jM,I ViV SAVA NUP
0021 01431 01 n ( OV3 LINKS UCT 3
{1922 V1432 OOO(-00	 A776 NOP
0916 01433 000 400 UKFLL NUP
0924 01434 0 W
 i0P1 Gl
 HT	 BSS 3 t
V . 92b	 014,);' o2 lb052	 KXX
	
ASC lr **	 -
092b 01440 M20161
	 QCT 214137
0927 01441 041517 CERR ASC 7 0 00UNTER ERROR
0928 01450. W20040 HECC ASC 4, CUA
0929 01454 W,20124 HEDT1 ASC 4, TARS 1
0930 01460 020124 HE072 ASC 4r TARS 2
4+9,1










































M	 t,	 r	 G G 0 LETS
STORE ASC 9,
MSG4 ASC QeFIXED DELAY lfll-UES
hS65. ASC R.FINAL. AMBIGUITY






wARn	 A5( 4,WAkNI NCt






f)EF H E D T2
PAGE :'^V'2?. +iN1
	 *G(^!^!STaNTS ANU wOkKING STORAGE*
5-82
09 45 101563 0000 00 TI TC NUP
10946 01564 OVOOOA TITT1 NOF
0947 01565 000000 TITT2 NUP
0948 01566 001727H .35FD DEF .35CF
0949 01567 001753R DEF .35CF+20
0960 01570 0017778 REF .35CF+40
0951 01571 001733R .28FD DEF .35CF+4
10952 01572 .(601757R DEF .35CF+24
OP53 01573 0020038 DEF .35CF +44
0954 01574 001737k ,39FD DEF .35CF+8
0955 01575 001763R DEF .35CF+28
0956 015/6 0020078 DEF .35CF+48
0957 01577 001743k .27FD UEF .35CF+12
0958 01600 001767k UEF .35CF+32
0959 01601 V02013k DEF ,.35CF+52
OP60 01602 001747N ,20FD DEF .35CF+16
0961 01 8 M3 001773k DEF .35CF+36
0962 01604 002017k DEF ,35CF+56
05166 ki l bOb 002023k N. VAL DEF NOCD
0964 w1h0f) kiV12053R NHT1 DEF NOCD+24
V) g h5 11607 otA 2l.b3R r,MT2 UEF NOCD +48
0966 W1010 Ovj2O27k NJ OEF NOCD+4
0967 o l b i l o02r57 , R UEF NOCO +28
V,968 0 1512 0021078 DEF NOCD+52
01969 011613 0020338 N2 DEF NOCD+8
0970 Ol b i 4 r!02P6JR DEF N'fOCD+32
0971 Ol b15 0021138 DEF NOCD+56
0972 101616 002037R N3 DEF NOCD+12
0973 011617 00201678 DEF NOCD+36
0974 014210- 0OP117R DEF N000+60
0975 01621 00204JK N4 DEF NWCD+16
09 76 01622 0020173R DEF NO CD+40
0977 01624 002123k UEF NOCD+64
0078 101624 002047k N5 DEF NOCD+20
0979 fOlb25 002077R DEF NOCD+44
0980 01626 0021278 DEF NOCD+68
0981 01627 001647R X35 DEF -AMBIG
0982 01630- 16016167R DEF AMBIG+16
0983 001631 0017078 DEF AMBIG+32
0984 01632 001653R X28 DEF AMBIG+4
0985 01633 0016738 DEF AMBIG+20
0986 01634 001713R OEF AMBIG+36
0987 01635 0016578 X39 DEF AMBIG+8
0`9.98 01666 0016778 DEF AMBIG+24
0989 011637 001717R DEF AMBIG+40




















































*CONSTANTS ANU WORKING STOIRAGE*
1002 ► 	 115.3 .35F1 LULL .35CF+20 14A
1003 011777 .35F2 F, .35CF+40
IM04 4126147 N5C LQU NOCO+201 a
IC-1 05 02077 N5T1 LOU NOCD+44
100b 02127 N5T2 E(rU NOCD+68
jw07 01647 X35C LUU AMBIG
10 WS 66N1	 7 X' 5d	 11 OE u AM f3IG	 lb
1009 01707 X35T2 LOU AMBIG+32
!	 1010 01747 ,2VFC LOU ,35CF+16
lull 01776 .2VF1 EQu .35CF+36
1 0 12 02(;17 .2OF2 E Q U o35CF+56
1P13 02.136 00v)PV(A N 5 X C bS5 4
''	
1014 OP131 00000M N5XI1 bS5 A h
16115 012143 00000V N5XT2 88S 4





021t)2 o K! oz6 6
02153 000074




j 02 157 167f1 0
02.1601 000002
42161 0(Ap1,0il


















„— -	 -	 -













0008 00000 000000 DADD NOP
0009 00001 0116353R JSB UNPAK
01010 00002 026012R JMP ADMUP
00111*
0012 00003 000000 OSUB NOP
0013 0010074 016353K JSB UNPAK
0014 00005 062500K LDA V
0015 00006 0011500 ERA
001h 00007 002200 CME
0017 00010 001600 ELA
0018 00011 0725MOR STA Y
0010*
0021 00012 0665238 ADMUP LDB EXPY
0021 OP013 007004 CMB, INS
0022 00014 0465228 ADS EXPX
0023 00015 006021 SSBtRS3
00124 00016 026035R JMP AUD-EM
0025
00126 00017 062476R LDA AX
00127 00020 066474R LDS TEMPI
0028 00021 0164158 JSB MOVE
0029 00022 062475R LDA AY
0030 00023 066476R LOS AX
0031 00024 016415R JSB 'MOVE
00132 00025 062474R LDA TEMPI
0033 00026 066475R LOS AY'
01034 00027 0116415R JSB MOVE
0035 00030 0625228 LDA EXPX
0036 00031 068523R LOS EXPY
0037 00032 072523R STA EXPY
0038 00033 076522R STB EXPX
0039 00034 0260128 JMP ADMUP
0040+
0041 00035 0475228 ADDLM ADS M13
0042 00036 062522R LDA EXPX
0043 000137 002021 SSA v RSS
0044 00040 026166R JMP CKPL
0045 00041 062476R NICE LOA AX
00146 00042 006021 SSBIRSS
010147 00043 0261lSOR JMP FLOP1
0048 00044 007000 CHO
0049 00045 0475228 ADS M13
0050 00046 076531R STD SHFC'N
0051 04047 016466R JSB GETU
0052*
0053 00050 036531R LOOP ISZ SHFCN
0054 00051 0102001 RS3
0055 00052 026056R JMP CALL
0055 00053 06247SR LDA AY
00157 00054 0164408 JSB SHAME




PAGE 0002 001 * ADD AND SUBTRACT - FULL PRECISION + 2JAN75
00S9w
0060 010056 082537R CALC LOA SIGNO
0061 00057 000010 SLA
0062 00060 026211R JNP D.IFF
0063 000611 062504R LDA Y+4
0064 00962 07252OR STA TEMP*2
0065 00063 08250SR LDA Y*5
0066 00064 0725278 STA TEMP+3
0067+
0068 00965 002400 CLA
0069 00066 072533R STA BINS
0070 00067 063535R LDA M12
0071' 00070 072524R STA TEMP
0072+
0073 00071 062511R COVT LDA X#3
0074 001072 0125468 AND 017
0075 010173 072532R STA BIN
0076 00074 062503R LDA Y+3
0077 00075 0125468 AND 817
00178 010076 0425328 ADA BIN
00179 00077 RI42533R ADA DIN10080 00100 043534R ADA M10
01081 001011 002020 38A
00182 001102 026163R JMP LESST
0083 00103 006404 CLBsINB
9084 001104 076533R COVT1 STD BIN1
0085 90105 0125468 AND 617
0086 00106 072532R STA BIN
0087 00107 062477R LDA AZ
i
0088 00110 016440" JSB SHAMB
0069 00111 062532R LOA BIN
0090 00112 001323 RARrRAR
0091 00113 001323 RAR,RAR
0092 00114 032515R IOR Z+1
0093 00115 072515R STA Z+1
0094+
0095 00116 . 062478R LDA AX
0096 00117 016440R JSD SHAME
0097 00120 062475R LOA AY
0099 00121 01644OR JSS SHAME
0099 00122 036524R ISZ TEMP
0100 00123 026071R JMP COVT
01011 #
0102 001124 062526R LDA TEMP+2
0103 00125' 07252OR STA Z*4
0104 00126 062527R LOA TEMP*3
0105 00127 0725218 STA Zt6
0106 00130 0625338 LDA BIN1
01017 00131 002003 SZA v RSS
0109 00132 028144R JMp NEAR
0109+
0110 00133 062477R —LDA AZ
0111 1 00134 01 SA40R JS6 SHAMEr	
0112 00135 062533R LDA SINI
0113 00136 001323 RARoRAR
0114- 00137 0011323 RAR,RAR











PRECISION r 2JAN75	 s
0115 00141 07251:SR STA Z+1
0117 00142 036522R I3Z EXPx
0118 00143 000000 NOP
0119+
0120 00144 062506R NEAR LOA X
0121 00145 006400 CLS
0122 00146 000010 SLA
01123 001147 008004 INS
0124 00150 076514R $TO Z
0125*
I	 0126 00151 0575358 LOB M12
0127 00152 062477R LOA AZ
0128 M0153 01727OR J3B LEFT
0129+
0130 00154 01725SR ALMOT JSB REVER
0131 0011.55 0325148 IOR Z
0132 00154 072514R STA Z0133*
2134 00157 062477R LOA AZ
0133 00160 06653OR FLOPI LOB ADRZ
0136 00$61 016415R JSB MOVE
0137 00162 129555R JMP REIN,I
0138+
0139 001163 006400 LESST CLB
0140 00164 043527R ADA .10
0141 00165 026104R JMP COVT1
0142*
0 143 00166 003004 CKPL C M A I N A 5„	 n
0144 00167 042523R ADA EXPY
0145 001170 002021 SSA,R36
0146 010171 02601419 JMP NICE
01147 00172 0625078 LOA X*1
0148 001173 0101700 ALF
0149 00174 012 5 4SR AND 817
01501 00175 002002 SZA
0151 00!176 026041R JMP NICE
L1152 001177 007400 CE8
0153 00200 062476R LDA AX
0154 00201 017270R JSB LEFT
01155 00202 017256R J3B REVER ^	 F^
0156 00203 070001 STA 1
0157 00204 0625068 LOA X
0158 002105 0123 47R AND B377
0159 00206 030001 IOR 1
01601 00297 017250AR STA X j
0161 001210 026012R JMP ADMUP
0162*
0163 0021.1 06353IR DIFF LOA -M3
'016-4 1:0212 072542R STA CNT
0165 002JSZ . 2624768 LOA A 


























PAGE 0005 001 + AnD AND SUBTRACT a FULL PRECISION * 2JAN75
0173 00223 002020 $SA
~	 0174 00224 0263348 JMP XY
0175 00225 006020 $38
0176 001226 026245R JMP YSIG
0177 00227 007004 COMPL CMBvINB
0178 00230 040001 ADA 1
0179 00+231 002020 SSA
01801 00232 026245R JMP YSIG
0181 00233 0012002 SZA
01182 00234 028343R JMR XBIG
0183 00235 0365428 13Z CNT
0184 00236 026217R JRP SSA
0185*
0186 00237 062504R LDA Y+4
0187 00240 0665015R LOS Y+5
0188 00241 002003 SZAjRSS
0189 00242 0016002 SZB
0190 00243 026245R JMP YBIG
0191 00244 02615AR JMP A L MOT
0192*
0193 00245 062475R YSIG LDA AY
0194 00246 066476R LDS AX
0195*
'	 0196 00247 072552R Yes STA BIG
0197 00250 076553R STS SMALL
0198 00251 002400 CLA
0199 00252 072554R STA CS
0200 00253 063525R LDA .5
0201 00254 072544R STA TEMPA
0202 00255 062552R V... LDA BIG
0203 00256 042544R ADA TEMPA
0204 00257 160000 LDA 0,I
0205 00260 0172532R STA DIN
0206 00261 062553R LDA SMALL
0207 00262 042544R ADA TEMPA
0208 00263 160000 LDA Otl
0209 .00264 072533R STA BIN1
0210 00265 ,063532R LDA M4
0211 00266 072545R STA TEMPG
0212,r
0213 00267 062532R V.... LDA BIN
0214 00270 01254GR AND 817
0215 001271 042554R ADA CS
0216 00272 004400 CLS
0217 00273 076554R 3TB'CS
0218 00274 002020 SSA
0219 001275 016346R JSB NEG
0220 00276 070001 STA 1
0221 00277 062533R LDA BIN1
0222 00300 0125^4SR AND 817
0223 00301 003004 CMA,INA
0224 00302 0/4010011 ADA 1
0225 00303 002020 SSA
0226 001304- 01634SR JSB NEG
0227*
F	 0228 00305 0664778 LOS AZ









*	 ADD	 AND SUBTRACT
	 FULL PRECISION • 2.1AN75
0230 00307 130001 IOR	 Ill r
^I0231 001310 001323 RAR,RAR
0232 001311 001323 RARjRAR
0233 000312 170001 STA	 Ill
0234 00313 062532R LDA BIN
0235 00314 001373 RARsRAR
0236 M0315 001323 RARoRAR
0237 00316 072532R STA BIN
0238 00317 062533R LOA BIN1
01239 00320 001323 RARlRAR j
0240 00321 001323 HAR,RAR
0241 00322 072533R STA BINI
0242 010323 036545R 13Z TEMPS —
0243 00324 026267R ,JMP
	 V....
0244 00325 0034001 CCA
0245 00326 042544R ADA TEMPA
0246 00327 072544R STA TEMPA
0247 00330 002002 SZA 7
0248 010331 0126255R JMP	 V., •
HR49+r
0250 00332 162552R LDA BIG,I
0251 00333 026145R ,JMP NEAR+1
0252*
OP53 00334 006021 XY 3SBoRSS
0254 00335 0 2M343R JMP XBIG
0255 00336 001640 ELAoCLE
0256 00337 001500 ERA
0257 003401 OV5640 ELBPCLE
0258 00341 005500 ERB
0259 00342 026227R JMP COMPL
02b0+
0261 00343 062476R XBIG LDA AX
0262 00344 066475R LOB AY
0263 00345 026247R JMP V.,
0264,E
0205"5*
0266 00346 0001300 NEG NOP
0267 00347 007400 GCB
0268 00350 076554R STB CB
0269 001351 043527R ADA_ .10
01270 00352 126346R JMP NEGo I
02711
0272 00353 0010000 UNPAK NOP
0275 00354 0162353R LDA UNPAK
0274 00355 0435308 ADA M2
0275 00356 160000 LDA Oil
0276 00357 072555R STA RETN
0277 00360 160000 LOA Oil
0278 00361 0725348 STA ADRX
0279 00362 036555R ISZ RETN
02801 00363 162555R L.DA	 RETN, I
0281 00364 072535R STA ADRY
0262 0036b 036555R ISX RETN
0283 00366 162555R LDA RETN,I }
0284 00367 07253OR STA ADRZ








	 *	 ADD AND SUBTRACT • FULL PRECISION * 2JAN75
0287 00371 162534R LDA AORX,I
0288 00372 016430R JSB EXP
0289 00373 072522R STA EX ► X
0290 00374 162535R LDA	 ADRYll
0291 00375 01643OR JSB E0
0292 00376 072523R STA EXPY
0293*
0294 00377 082534R LDA ADRX
0295 00400 06647SR LOS AX
0296 00401 016415R JSd MOVE
0297*
01298 00402 062535R LDA ADRY
0299 001403 066475R LDS AY
0300 00404 0164158 JSB MOVE
0301*
03012 00405 066477H LOB AZ
01303 00406 062551R LDA	 .8
0304 00407 016001X 439 CLEAR
0305 00410 0725128 STA X*4
0306 00411 0172513R STA X*5
1	 01307 00412 072504R STA Y*4
030 00413 072505R STA Y*5
0309 00414 126353R JMP UNPAKol
0310+
01311 00415 000000 MOVE NOP
0312 001416 072556R STA FROM
0313 00417 063532R LDA M4
0314 00420 072542R STA CNT
01.315 00421 162556R UP LDA	 FROMeI-
0316 00422 1700101 STA	 i o I
0317 00423 036556R 13Z FROM
0318 00424 006004 INB
0319 00425 036542R ISZ CNT
0320 00426 026421R JMP UP
0321 001427 124415R JMP MOVE,1
0322*
6323 .00430 000000 EXP NOP
0324 00431 000066 CLE,ELA
0325 00432 001300 RAR
0326 00433 0101727 ALFrALF
0.327 00434 012547R AND 8377
0328 00435 0020401 SEZ'
0329 001436 003004 CMApINA
0,330 00437 12643OR JMP EXP,I
0,331
{ 1332 00440 000000 SHAME NOP
0133 00441 002004 INA
01334 001442 072544R STA TEMPA
0',335 00443 063533R LOA M5
0336 001444 0725438 3TA CNT!
0337 010445 002400 CLA
0339 00446 072545R STA TEMP3
0339*
01340 00447 006400 LOOP1 CLO
0341 00450 083532R LDA Mf
0342 001451 072B42R STA CNT




*	 ADD AND SUBTRACT	 FULL PRECISION +r 2JAN75 x.
0344 00453 000065 CLE,ERA
0345 00454 005500 ERB F,
0348 03455 036542R ISZ CNT
0347 00456 026453R JMP *.3
0343 00457 032545R IOR TEMPB
0349 00460 1725448 STA TEMPA,I
03501 00461 076545R STB TEMPB'
0351 001462 036544R ISZ TEMPA
0352 001463 036543R ISZ CNT1
0353 00464 026447R JMPLOOP1;
0354 00465 12644OR JMP SHAMEoI
0!355*
01356 001466 0000100/ GETU NUR
01357 00467 0162506R LOA X q
0358 0101470 02.250OR XOR Y
0359 00471 012547R AND 6377
0360 00472 072537R STA SIGND
0361 00473 1 26466R JMP GETUol
0.362*
^^	 036;x*
0364 00474 0005248 TEMPI UEF TEMP
0365 001475 00050OR AY DEF Y
01366 001476 0010506R AX DEF X
0367 001477 04105148 AZ DEF Z
0368 005010 000000 Y BSS 6
0369 001506 0000100 X BSS 6
0370 001514 000000 Z BSS 6
0371 00522 000000 EXPX NOP a'
0372 00523 000000 EXPY NOP
0373 00524 000000 TEMP BSS 5
0374 00531 000000 SHFCN NOP
0375 00532 00/00100/ BIN NOP
0376 00533 0000100 BIN1 NOP
0377 001534 000000 ADRX NOP
0378 001533 0000/0/0 ADRY NOP
0379 001536 010000 ADRZ NOP
0380 00537 000000 SIGND NOP
0381 0101540 01010000 UNITX NOP
038.2 00541 0000001 UNITY NOP
0383 00542 00100010 CNT NOR
0304 00543 000000 CNT1 NOR
-0385 00544 000000 TEMPA NOP
0396 001545 000000 TEMPB NOP
0387 00546 000017 B17 OCT 17
0388 00547 000377 B377 OCT 377
0389 00550 000004 84 OCT 4
0390 00551 000006 ,6 OCT 6
0391 00552 0000010 BIG NOP
0392 0101553 000000 SMALL NOP
0393 00554'000000 C8 NOP
0394 00555 000000 RETN NOP
01395 00556 000000 FROM NOP






* MULTIPLY & DIVIDE FULL PRECISION *10MAR72
0399*
0400 010560 000000 DMUL NOP
0401 00361 016353R JSB UNPAK
0402 00562 006400 CLB
01403 00563 076545R STB TEMPS
0404 00564 017076R JSB INIT
0405 00565 0625228 LOA EXPX
0406 00566 042523R ADA EXPY
0407 00567 073334R STA SHIFT
0408 00570 017222R JSB FINDP
0409 00571 063373R LOA PRECZ
0410 00572 072557R STA TEMPZ	 3
0411 00573 016714R JSB SLINK
041.2 00574 066476R BLAST LOB AX
j 0413 00575 017161R JSB RITE
j 0414 00576 026602R JMP NOX
0415 001577 037334R ISZ SHIFT
j 0416 00600 000000 NOP
0417 00601 026574R JMP BLAST
0418*
0419 00602 0664758 NOX LOB AY
0420 00603 01716IR JSB RITE
0+421 00604 0266108 JMP NOY
0422 00605 0373348 ISZ SHIFT
0423 001606 000000 NOP
0424 00607 026602R JMP NOX
0425*
0426 00610 017222R NOY JSB FINDP
0427 00611 062357R LOA TEMPZ
0428 00612 073373R STA PRECZ
0429 00613 007004 CMB,INB
0430 00614 046532R ADS BIN
0431 00615 006020 SSB
0432 00616 026706R JMP YPREC
0433 00617 062475R LOA AY
0434 00620 067027R LOB PLIER
0435 00621 0164158 JSB MOVE
0436 00622 062476R LOA AX
0437 00623 066533R LOB BIN1
0438+
0435 00624 007004 RIGHT CMBrINB
04401 00625 077335R STB DIGIT
0441 00626 017207R JSB TURN
0442*
0443 00627 06255OR NEWSU LDA 84
0444 00630 066644R LOB SUM1
0445 00631 016001X JSB CLEAR
0446 001632 067027R LOB PLIER
0447 00633 047524R AOB =..3
0448 006134 160001 LOA 1eI
01449 00635 012546R AND 817
0450 00636 003000 CMA
0451 00637 073372R STA ADDIT
' 0452*
0453- 00640 037372R KEEP ISZ ADDIT
0454 00641 002001 R3S a
0455 00642 02665OR JMP FING
5-94
00643 0160008 JSD DADD
00644 0013528 SUM1 DEF SUM
0A645 00 1 340 C Al, N0 DEF MUCAN
001646 0-01.3528 DEF SUM
00647 0283409 JMP K EEP
00650 0	 R ,FINE LOA SUM
091651, '?I(J43AR J88 EXP
00652 u4LIMR ADA TIMES
00552 072522R STA EXPX
006 4 017256R JS8 REVER
001655 073352R STA SUM
001656 03737OR ISZ TIMES
00657 01600OR JS8 DADD
0016601 001352R DEF SUM
00661 001361R ANS2 DEF ANSI
00662 0013618 DEF ANSI
09663 017174R JS5 SWIT
00664 063027R LOA FLIER
00665 01644OR JS8 SHAME
00666 037335R 13Z DIGIT
00667 026827R JMP NEWSU
00670 0633618 LUA ANSI
_
00671 01843OR JS9 El(P
00672 043334R ADA SHIFT
00673 072522R STA EX ► X
00674 06753SR ZERO$ LDS M12
001675 0626618 LDA AN32
00676 017270R JOB LEFT
00677 01725OR GLOSS JIB RIVER
00700 033387R 100 AN$
00701 0733618 STA ANSI
00702 062661R LOA AN82
00703 0673608 LDS ADORZ
00704 016415R JSD MOVE
00705 1274MIR JMP RETNI,I
00706 062476R YPREC LOA AX
010707 067027R LOD PLIER
00710 01641SR JSB MOVE
00711 066532R LOS SIN
001712 062475R LOA AV




00715 062533R LOA SINS
010716 007004 CMSvINS
00717 046532R ADD SIN
00720 008020 $38
001721 062532R LOA SIN
00722 072724R STA CLUNK
00723 1287148 JMP SLINK,I
00674 HOORY EOU ZER01
00724 000000 CLUNK NOP
5-95






























































+	 MULTIPLY b DIVIDE .FULL PRECISION *10MAR72
0513+
0514 00725 0000100 DDIV NOP +Ir
0515 00726 016353P JSB UNPAK
0516 00727 0074001 CCB
0517 00730 076545R STS TEMPS
0518 00731 017076P JSB INIT
0519 00732 062523R LOA EXPY
0520 00733 002021 SSA,RS3
0521 001734 002400 CLA
0522 00735 004004 CMA,INA
0523 00736 0425228 ADA'EXPX
V S24 00737 073334R STA SHIFT
0;25 007401 017222R JS8 FINDP
0526*
0527 001741 016714R JSB'. SLINK
0528 00742 063334R LOA SHIFT
0529 00743 7 2522R STA EXPX
0530 00744 06)'535R LOS M12
0531 001745 0162476R LDA AX
0532 00746 017270R JSB LEFT
0533 00747 066 47SR LOGO LDS AY
0534 OM75'0 017161R JSS RITE
0535 0075 1 02 67568 MJ P NMORE
0536 00752 0034010 CCA
01537 OM753 042622R ADA EXPX
0538 00754 072522R STA EXPX
0539 010755 0267478 JMP GOGO
L,:0540*
0541 00756 062522R NMORE LOA EXPX
r 	 .
01542 00757 0733348 STA SHIFT
0543 00760 062475R LOA AY
0544 00761 0670278 LOS PLIER
0545 00762 0164158 JSB MOVE
0546 00763 06247SR LOA AX
0547 00764 0172078 JSB TURN
0548 00765 173027R STA PLIER,I
0549 00766 062551R LDA, ,R
01550 00767 0666448 LOB SUM1
0551 00770 01 5001X JSR CLEAR
0552 00771 07335IR STA MUCAN+6
0553 00772 07335OR STA MUCAN+4
0554+
0555 00773 0626448 LOA SUM1
0556 00774 002004 INA
0557 00775 0733748 STA TEMPO
0558 00776 063533R LOA M5
0559 001777 07337SR STA TEMPO
M560 01000 062645R LDA_CAND
91561 01001 002004 INA
0562 01002 073376k STA TEMPS
0563 01003 063532R LOA M4
0564 01004 07340OR STA TEMPC
n
0565+
0566 01005 163376R LOTS LDA TEMPE, I REPR0DTJCR3.UXjy	 r0567 01006 001700 ALL
,/^!R 77	 )^^
0568 01007 17337158 STA TEMPE,I
0569 01010 012546R AND 817
5-96
PAGE 0012 Nal + MULTIPLY _= DIVIDE *FULL PRECISION • 10MAR72
0370 01011 073405R STA CLEAZ*a
0571 01012 06336IR LP
 ANSI
0572 01013 016430R J'SB EXP
0573 01014 002004 I'NA .
0374 01015 072522R S'TA EXPX
0575 01016 P17256R JSB REVER
0576 01017 07330IR STA ANSI
0577 01020 016000R JSB DADD
0578 01021 001402R DEF CLEAZ
0379 01022 001361R DER ANSI
0580 01023 00136IR DEF ANSI
05e1•
0582 01024 017174R JSB SNIT
0583 01025 016003R MORE J38 DSUS
0584 011026 '00136IR DEF ANSI
0565 01027 001336R PLIER DEF MPLY
0586 01P30 000514R DEF Z
0587 01031 062514R LDA Z
0588 01032 000010 SLA
0589 01033 027041R JMP OVERT
0590 01034 03737OR ISZ TIMES
0591 01035 062477R LOA AZ
0592 01036 0666618 LDS AN32
0593 01037 0164158 JS8 MOVE
0594 01040 027025R JMP MORE
0595*
0596 01041 06337AR OVERT LDA TIMES
0547 101042 06740PIR LDB TEMPC
0598 101043 91016004 INB
0599 010144 006003 SZd,RSS
0600 01045 0270518 JMP LORI
0601 01046 001700 ALF
0602 01047 034001 13Z 1
W& 01050 027048R JMP +•2
0604 01031 133374R LORI IOR TEMPO,I
0605 01052 173374R STA TEMPO,I
0606 011053 002400 CLA
0607 01054 073370R STA TIMES
0608 01055 0374MOR ISZ TEMPC
0809 01056 027005R JMP LOTS
0610 01057 013737SR 13Z TEMPD
0611 01060 002001 RSS
0612 011061 0270658 JMP DONE1
0613 01062 03737,6R 13Z TENPE
0614 01063 037374R ISZ 'TEMPO
j	 06,15 01064 027003R JMP LOTS.2
0616
0617 01065 063334R DONE1 LOA SHIFT
0618 01066 0725228 STA EXPX
0619 01067'067535R LOB M12
0620 01070 0626448 LDA SUM1
0621 01071 01727OR J9B LEFT
0622 01072 0162644k LUA SU M1
V 62 .5 010 76 06606 9 i k L C.r All S7
06P4 01074 01641. 5R JSA ^UVF
0625 01075 026674R JMP HU'ORY
0626.r
5-97
PAGE 0013 #01 * MULTIPLY & DIVIUE •FULL PRECI310N *10MAR72
0627 01076 000000 INIT NOP
0628	 01077	 016466R	 JS8 GETU
0+29	 01100	 006+400	 CL8
0630




0632	 01113	 006004	 INB
01633
	
01104	 077367R	 STB ANS
0634	 01105 062555R	 LDA REIN
0635	 01106	 07340IR
	 STA RETN1
0636	 01107	 1270768	 JMP	 INIToI
0637*







	 LOB	 0, I
0641
	 01113	 076415R	 STB MOVE
0642	 01114	 002004	 INA
01643	 01115	 164000
	 LOB	 0,I
0644	 01116	 076545R	 STS TEMPB
0645	 01117	 002004	 INA
0546




0648	 01122	 062415R	 LDA MOVE
0649	 01123 0017400
	 CCB
0650	 01124 0760MOR	 STB DADD
0651
	 01125	 077161R	 STB RITE
0652
	 01126	 006400	 PREC3 CLB
055 3	 01127	 076003R	 STS DSUB
0654	 01130 067532R	 LOB M4
0655	 01131	 076544R	 ST8 TEMPA
0656	 01132	 0012003	 PREC1
	
SZA,RSS
0657	 01133	 027142R	 JMP PREC4
0658	 01134	 000065	 CLEoERA
0659	 01135	 0101121	 ARS,ARS
0660	 01136	 001100	 ARS
0661
	 01137	 036003R	 I5Z DSUB
0662	 011401	 036544R	 ISZ
	 TEMPA
066.3	 01141	 027132R	 JMP	 PREC1
0664
	 01142	 066003R PREC4 LOB DSU8
0665	 01143	 01360008	 ISZ	 DADA
0666	 01144	 027152R	 JMP PREC6
0667	 01 145	 062545R	 LDA TEMPS
0668	 01146 006003	 SZB,RS3











0674	 01154	 127110R	 JMP PRECN,I
0675	 01155 006003	 SZB,RSS
0676	 01156 027126R	 JMP PREC3
0677	 01157	 04655OR	 ADB 64
0678	 011 60 	 1,2711OR	 JMP	 PRECN,I
0679*
0680	 01161	 000000	 RITE	 NOP
0681
	 01162	 07400 0 	 S TB 0
0682
	 01163	 043-5248	 ADA	 ,3
0685	 0116 4
	160000	 _	 LDA	 0,1
5-98
s
P705 01210 06664SR LD.B CAND
0706 01211 016415R JIB MOVE
0707 01212 06253SR LDA AORZ
0709 01213 073360* STA ADDRZ
0709 01214 062551R LOA .6
07,10 01213 06668IR LOS AN32
0711 01216 016091X JSB CLEAR
0712 01217 0733YOR STA TIME$
0713 01220 172845R STA CANDjI
0714 01221 127207R JMP TURNPI
0713*
07'16 01222 000000 FINOP NOP
0717 01223 066523R LDS EXPY
0716 01224 062922R LD",A EXPX
01719 01225 003004 CmA,INA
0720 01226 042523R AD',A EXPY
01721 01227 002020 33'A
0722 01230 066522R LDS EXPX
0723 01231 077373R M PRECZ
0724*
0725 01232 062476R LDA- -AX
0726 01233 01711OR JIB PRECN
727 01234 076532R M DIN
01728 01835 006003 3ZB,RSS
8729 01236 027245R JM.P ZERO
0730 01237 062475R LOA AY
01731 01240 01711OR J35 PRECN
0732 01241 076533R $TO SIN1
0733 01242 006003 3ZS,RSS
0734 01243 027245R JMP ZERO
0735 01244 127222R JMP FINDPol
0736*
0737 01245 063373R ZERO	 LDA PRECZ
0738 01246 072522R STA EXPX
0739 01247 0625368 LDA ADRZ
0740 01230 07336OR STA ADDRZ
5-99
PAGE 0014 401 * MULTIPLY A DIVIDE •FULL PRECISION *I9MARf2
0684 01165 01254OR AND 017
r	 0665 01165 082002 $ZA
0686 01167 1271SIR JMP RITE,I
0687 01170 03716IR Ii'Z RITE
0685 01171 074000 STD e
0SA9 01172 a16446R JIB SHAME





0693 01175 063361R LOA ANSI
0694 01176 002021 SSA•RS$




91607 01201 07336IR STA ANSI
0608 01202 0826GIR LD A ANS2
0699 01203 016440R J3'8 SHAME
0700 01204 037361R ISZ ANSI
0701 01205 0272028 JMP *•3
07A2 01206 1271748 JMP SWIT1 1
0703*
0704 01207 000000 TURN NO)
^T
0741 01251 002400 CLA
0742 01252 0733628 STA AN31+1
0743 01253 073363R STA AN81+2
0744 01254 073364R STA ANS1+3
0745 01255 028874R JMP ZER01
0746+
0747 01256 000000 REVER NOR
0748 01257 062522R LOA EXPX
01749 01260 006700 CLB,CCE
0750 01261 002020 SSA
0751 01262 005500 ERB
0752 01263 002020 SSA
0753 01264 003004 CMAjINA
0754 01265 001727 ALF,ALF
0755 01266 030001 IOR 1
0755 01267 127256R JMP REVER,I
H757+r
0758 01270 000000 LEFT NOR
0759 01271 076542R STB CNT
0760 01272 0725578 STA TEMPZ
0761 01273 062557R SHFL LOA TEMPZ
0762 01274 002004 INA
0763 01275 072544R STA TEMPA
0764 01276 063531R LOA M3
0765 01277 072543R STA CNT!
0766 01300 1625448 LOA TEMPApi
0767 01301 001700 ALF
0768 01302 012546R AND B17
0769 01303 0020102 3ZA
0770 01304 127270R JMP LEFTrI
0771 01305 162544R LOA TEMPA,I
0772 01306 001700 ALF
0773 01307 1725448 STA TEMPA,I
0774*
0775 Ot310 066544R USI LOB TEMPA
0776 013i1 006004 INS
0777 01312 160001 LOA 1,I
0778 01313 001700 ALF
0779 01314 012546R AND B17
0780 01315 132544R IOR TEMPAOI
0781 01316 172544R STA TEMPAvI
0782 01317 160001 LOA IpI
0783 01320 013523R AND 87777
0784 01321 001700 ALF
0785 01322 170001 STA 1,I
0786 01323 0765448 3T8 TEMPA
0787 01324 038543R I8Z CNT1
—0788 01325 02731OR JMP U31
0789 01326 003400 CCA
01791 01327 04252.2R ADA EXPX
0791 01330 072522R STA EXPX
0792 01331 036542R I8Z CNT
0793 01332 027273R JMP SHFL
0.794 01333 12727OR JMP LEFToI
0795*
0796 01334 000000 SHIFT NOR
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VOLUME I. CDA SYSTEM ?MANUAL
DECIMAL TO BINARY
a
P'(:E 0017 M01 * DECIMAL TO BINARY *
0818 01406 0010000 DTBI NOP
01819 01407 006400 CL8
0820 01410 07750IR STB BNUM
0821 01411 077515R STB YZ+4
0822 01412 0775i5R STB YZ+3
0823 01413 103101 CLO
0824 01414 1634068 LOA DT91,i
0825 01415 073517R STA XADDR
0826 01416 03740OR ISZ DTBI
0827 01417 1634016R LOA OT91ol
0828 01420 07352OR STA ZADDR r
0829 01421 03740SR ISZ DTBI
01830 01422 062522R LOA EXPX
0831 01423 073521R STA XFLAG
0832*
0833 01424 063517R LOA XADDR
0834 01425 06751OR LD8 YADDR
0835 01426 01841SR 198 MOVE
0836 01427 063511R LOA YZ
0837 01430 016430R JSB EXP -a
0838 01431 002003 SZAoRSS
0839 01432 027441R JMP DOWNT
0840 01433 002020 SSA
01841 01434 027475R JMP GORIT
0842 01435 003004 CMA,INA
01843 01436 070001 STA 1
0844 01437 06351OR LOA YADOR
0845 01440 017270R JSB LEFT
0846*
0847 01441 063512R DOWNT LOA YZ+1 r^
0848 01442 002002 SZA




0851 01445 006404 CLOONB
0852 01446 001700 DT25 ALF
0853 01417 072524R STA TEMP {
0854 01450 01254OR AND B1y
0855 011451 0435078 ADA 8NUM
0856 01452 0725258 STA TEMP+1
0857 01453 057526R CPO
.8
0858 01454 0274718 JMP DONEW
0859 01455 0175038 JSB OFLO
0860 01456 017503R JSB OFLO
0861 01457 042525R ADA TEMP +1
0862 01460 017503R JSB OFLO
0863 01461 073507R ST A BNUM




0866 01464 0635148 LOA YZ+3
0867 01465 006004 INB
08A8 01466 027446R JMP OT25
0869*
08710 01467 003400 BADDO CCA
0871 01470 102101 STO
0872 —01471 173520R DONEW STA ZAODRo l
0873 01472 0635218 LOA XFLAG 3



























0884 01503 000000 OFLO NOP










0889 01507 000000 8NUM NOP
01890 01510 00115118 YADOR DEF **1
0891 01511 000000 YZ	 BSS 6
0892 01517 0000100 XADDR NOP
0893 01520 0000100 ZADDR NOP
0894 01521 000000 XFLAG NOP
0895*
0896 01522 177763 M13	 DEC 013




0899 01525 000005 .5	 OCT 5
0900 01528 000010 .8	 DEC 8
0901 01527 000012 .10	 DEC IS
0902 01530 177776 M2	 DEC w2
0903 01531 177775 M3	 DEC +3
09014 01532 177774 M4	 DEC w4
0905 01533 177773 M5	 DEC •S
0906 01534 177766 M10
	
DEC •10











* TIME BASE GENERATOR DRIVER *2JAN75
0001 ASMB,R,B,L }




01007 00000 000000 0.43 NOP INITIATOR ENTRY
0008 00001 002400 CLA
0009 00002 102610 OTA TBG OUTPUT TO CHANNEL m:
0010 00003 103710 STC TBG, C ENCODE CHANNEL
0011 00004 1260MOR JMP D,43,? RETURN TO CALLER r'
0012* r>
—	 0013 00005 000000 I,43 NOP CONTINUATOR ENTRY
0014 00006 036023R ISZ TMARK ADD
	 i	 TO :INTERRUPT COUNTER
0015 000017 000000 NOP IN CASE OF OVERFLOW
0016 000101 0360248 ISZ TIMEX ADD i TO TIME COUNTER
00117 00011 002001 RSS IF NO OVERFLOW,	 RETURN ^{
0018 00012 036025R ISZ TIMEY IF OVERFLOW ADD 1 TO 2ND WORD
0019 00015 103710 STC TBG,C ENCODE CHANNEL'
0020 00014 126005R JMP I,43,I RETURN TO INTERRUPTED SEQUENCE
0021+
0022* TIME DELAY	 ROUTINE
0023*
0024 00015 000000 ETIME NOP
0025 010016 006400 CLB SET INTERRUPT MARK TO 0
0026 00017 0176023R STB TMARK
0027 00020 0520238 CPA TMARK WHEN	 l A l	 EQUALS TMARK,RETURN
0028 00021 1260158 JMP ETIME,I OTHERWISE KEEP LOOPING
0029 00022 0260208 JMP *w2
00130*
0031 00010 TBG EOU 108
0032 00023 000000 TMARK NOP
0033 00024 000000 TIMEX NOP
0034 00025 000000 TIMEY NOP
0035 00026 000000 MAXI NOP
0036 00027 000000 MAXT 1 NOP
0037 END















































































































PAGE 0002 001 * BINARY TO BCD * 2JAN75
0001 ASMB,RjBoL
0003 00000 NAM DISCO
0004 ENT BIBCD,BCOBI
0005 00000 000000 BIBCD NOP
0006 00001 072103R STA TEMP
0007 000012 0721108 STA NUMB
0008 00003 012003 SZA,RSS
0009 00004 1260MOR JMP SIBCDOI
0010 00005 006400 CLS
0011 00006 076111R STB CNTR3
0012 00007 06611SR LDS DMiO
0013 00010 0761128 STB CNTR4
0014*
0015 00011-066110R LOON LOB NUMB
0016 00012 046116R ADO DM10
0017 001013 07611OR STB NUMB
0018 00014 036111R ISZ CNTR3
0019 00015 006020 S38
0020 00016 026046R JMP FIN
0021*
0022 0 01017 062103R LOA TEMP
0023 000201 042117R ADA 96
0024 00021 0721038 STA TEMP
0025 00022 0361128 ISZ CNTR4
0026 00023 0260118 JMP LOOPi
0027*
0028 00024 062116R LOA DMIF
0029 00025 072112R STA CNTR4
0030 000126 002004 INA
0031 00027 072113R 3TA CNTRS
0032 00030 062111R LOA CNTR3
0033 00031 006400 CLS
09134*
0035 00032 046104R ADD ADB B144
00136 00033 050001 CPA 1
0037 00034 0260438 JMP OUT
00138 00035 039113R ISZ CNTR5
0039 00036 026032R JMP ADD
0040*
0041 00037 062103R LOA TEMP
P,042 00040 042115R ADA 8140
0043 00041 072103R OUT1 STA TEMP
0044 00042 0260liR JMP LOOP1
0045*
0046 00043 062103R OUT LOA TEMP
0047 001044 042114R ADA 83140
0048 00045 02604IR JMP OUT1
0049*
0050 00046 062103R FIN LOA TEMP






































































































































000144 8144 OCT 144






0000 0 0 CNTR5'NOP
003140 B3140 OCT 3140
000140 8140 OCT 140
177766 OM10 DEC -10
000006 86
	 OCT 6










0048 00045 06214OR LOA NASAL
0049 00046 070001 STA 1
00501 001047 001727 ALF, ALF
0051 00050 0017001 ALF
00`52 00051 01217OR AND 803
00153 00052 016103R JSB PUT
0054*














0007 00000 000000 RTOO NOP
0008 00001 062002X LOA MOOT
0009 00002 072134R STA TAB
0010 00003 06213SR LOA MSG
0011 00004 072135R STA BUFF
0012 0010015 0024010 CLA
01013 00006 0721378 STA ERROR
00114 00007 103716 STC TCG^C
0015 00010 066166R LDB mD*10
0016 00011 102316 T002 SFS TCG
0017 00012 002001 RSS
0018 00013 026022R JMP T003
0019 00014 034000 ISZ 0
0020 00015 0260118 JMP TOD2
0021 00016 034001 ISZ 1
0022 00017 026011R JMP TOD2
0023 00020 036137R ISZ ERROR
0024 00021 0260278 JMP TOD4
0025*
0026 00022 102516 TOD3 LIA TCG
0027 00023 007400 CC8
0028 00024 050001 CPA 1
0029 00025 026014R JMP TO02t3
0030*
01031 00026 1016516 LIB TCG
0032 00027 07214OR TOD4 STA NASA1
0033 00030 060001 LDA 1
0034 00031 012187R AND x677577
09135 001032 0721418 STA NA3A2
0036+
00137 00033 06214OR LOA NASA1
0038 00034 001222 RALsRAL
0039 00035 070001 STA 1
00140 00036 0057001 6L.F
0041 00037 01217OR AND m83
0042 00040 016103R JSB PUT
00143 00041 005323 RbRoRBR
0044 00042 005323 RBRrRBR
0045 00043 060001 LOA 1













PUT 1ST 2 DIGITS 06 DAYS AWAY	
1,
m
PUT 3RD DIGIT OF DAY AWAY
0057' 00055 001700	 ALF	 a
00158 00055 01217 18	 AND *B17
5-114
PAGE 0003 001	 READ TIME OF DAY w 30DEC74 x
00150 00057 172134R STA TAB,I 13T DIGIT OF MIN
0060 00060 036134R IS;Z
	
TAB
0061 00061 042172R ADA n835060 ADD SEMICOLON
01062 00062 172135R STA.SUFFjI
0063 00063 036135R 13Z BUFF A
00164+
01055 00064 062141R LOA NA3A2
0066 00065 016121R JOB PUTT 2ND DIGIT OF MIN
0067w
0068 00066 062141R LOA NASA2
0069 000167 001727 ALF, ALF
0070 000701 001700 ALF
0071 00071 012171R AND •817
0072 00072 016103R JSB PUT PUT SECONDS AWAY
0073+
00174 00073 107716 CLC TCG,C
0075 00074 062137R LOA ERROR
0076 010075 002003 SZAoRSS
0077 00076 1260MOR JMP RTODPI NO ERROR
0078r
0079 00077 062173R LOA wD5 PRINT ERROR
00180 00100 01600,1 X JSB PRINT
0081 00101 000142R DEF MSG9
0082 00102 126000R JMP RTOOjI
0083+
0084 00103 000000 PUT NOR
00851 00104 172134R STA TAB,I
0086 041105 036134R ISZ TAB
0087 00106 001727 ALFrALF
0088 00107 072133R STA TEMP
00189 00110 060001 LOA	 1
0090 001111 012171R AND 8817
0091 010112 172134R STA	 TAB•I
0092 00113 036134R ISZ TAB
0093 00114 032133R IOR TEMP
0094' 00115 032174R IOR P830060
0095 00116 17213SR STA BUFF,I
0096 00117 03013SR ISZ BUFF
0097 010120 126103R JMP PUT0
0098*
0099 00121 000000 PUT1 NOR
011010 00122 001727 ALF, ALF
0101 00123 0121718 AND	 n B17
0102 00124 172134R STA TAS11
0103 001125 036134R _132 TAB
0104 00126 0421728 ADA n 835060 ADD SEMICOLON
0105 00127 001727 ALFIALF
0106 00130 172135R STA SUFF,I
0107 00131 0351.35R 132 BUFF'
0108 00132 126121R JMP PUT1oI
010Dw x
0110 SUP
A	 0111 00133 000000 TEMP _NOP
0112 00134 000000 TAB NOP
0113 00135 000000 MUFF NOR
0114 00136 000153R MSG DEF TIMER
0.115 00137 000000_ ERROR NOR ry
5-115
PAGE 0004 401 r READ TIME OF DAY • 30DEC74
0116 00016	 TCG	 EOU 168
0117 00140 000000 NASA1 NOP
0118 00141 000000 NASA2 NOP
0119 00142 0521013 M3G9 ASC 5 1 TCG ERROR





0122 001155 020040 TIMES ASC 6o
0123 00161 020040
	
ASC 4 1	 19
























* TTY DRIVER • 6MAR75
000! ASMO,RoSoL f^.0003 001000	 NAM TTY
0004 ENT 0.00,1.00
0005**t*****rt,rrt***r****t*,t*+t***t#***t*t*****tsr*t**t*ft *,trr**
01006* ENTRY	 TO INITIATOR SECTION* r
0007* JSB	 .IOC. ,r
0008* OCT
	 (O • CLEARt1 sREAD12 n WRITE •
0009* JMN REJECT
0010* DEF BUFFER
0011* DEC X	 X•NUMBER OF WORDS
0012* RETURN FROM STATUS*
0013* Aso FOR CLEAR,	 OR al	 FOR BUSY
09114* On	 NUMBER OF CHARACTERS TRANSMITTED
0015**tt*******t***tr*************************,r****rr *****w*,r
0017 000010 000000	 D.00 NON
01018 00001 002004 INA
0019 00002 072262R STA EQUIP STATUS WORD
00120 00003 002004 INA
0021 00004 072302R STA XMIT TRANSMISSION LOG
0022 001005 160001 LDA Ill
0023 00006 001700 ALF
00124 00007 01226OR AND B7
0025 00010 00120103 3ZAsRS5
0026 00011 02605SR JMP CLEAR CLEAR REQUEST
0027 00012 046257R ADB 82
0026 00013 076261R STO TEMP a
0029 010014 066272R DDB BUSY
0030 00015 006002 SZB OPERATION IN PROGRESS ?
0031 001016 12600OR JMP 0 1 00 0 I YES# GO TO REJECT ADDRESS
0032 00017 16626IR LDB TEMPI BUFFER ADDRESS
0033 00020 03626IR I5Z TEMP
00134 90021 076276R STS SADD BUFFER ADDRESS
0035 001022 076277R STB BADD1
0036 00023 166261R LOB TEMP I
0037 00024 0050001 BLS MULTIPLY WORD COUNT BY 2
0038 00023 0763008 $TO SIZE SAVE CHARACTER COUNT
0039 001026 07630JR STB SIZEI j
0040 00027 006400 CLe
0041 00030 176302R STB XMIT,I NUMBER OF CHARS.	 XMITTED
0042 00031 07627OR STB LFLAG LINE FEED FLAG
0043 00032 07627IR STB DELFL LINE DELETE FLAG
0044 00033 076273R STB CHAR LAST CHARACTER OUTPUTED
0045 00034 066263R LOB SIGN
0048 00035 179262R STB EQUI'P,,I
0047 00036 072272R STA BUSY SET BUSY FLAG
0048 00037 000010 SLA
0049 000407 02605OR JMP READ READ REQUEST
0 050* w`1k0051 00041 062307R LOA 81200 SET UP WRITE MODE
0052 00042 1012614 OTA CH
0053 00043 06200OR LOA 0.00 RETURN ADDRESS
00154 OM044 07206IR STA I.00
5 -118 REPRODUCIBILITY or
ORIGMAL PAGE IS POOR
4PAGE 0003 #01 * TTY DRIVER * OMAR75
00155 00045 002400 CLA
0056 00046 072304R STA SAVA
01057 00047 026105R JMP OVTPT
00158*
0059 00050 018241R READ JSB SPACE
00160 001051 062303R LOA 01400,
0061 00052 102614 OTA CH
0062 00053 002400 CLA
0063 00054 103714 STC CH,C
0064 00055 126000R JMP D.00,i
0065*
00166 00058 062000R CLEAR LOA D.00
0067 00057 072016IR STA 1.00
0068 00060 026203R JMP CR
0069*
00701 00061 000000 1.00 NOP
0071 00062 107714 CLC CH,C
0072 00063 072304R STA SAVA
00173 010064 076305R STS SAVE
0074 00065 002400 CLA
0075 00066 0015010 ERA
0076 001067 102201 30C
0077 00070 002004 INA
0078 00071 072306R STA SAVE
0079*
0080 00072 03627OR IS2 LFLAG
00181 00073 002001 RSS
0082 00074 026215R JMP LF
0083 00075 062272R LDA BUSY
0084 00076 002003 3ZA,RS3
0085 00077 026124R JMP RET
0086 00100 000010 SLA
0087 00101 026141R JMP READS
0088*
0089 00102 062273R LOA CHAR
0090 00103 052265R CPA 812
0091 00104 026217R JMP DONE
0092 00105 1663028 OUTPT LDS XMIT,1
0093 00106 05830OR CPS SIZE
0094 00107 0262038 JMP CR
0095 00110 006004 INB
0096 001111 176302R STB XMITol
0097 00112 162276R LOA BADD,1
0098 00113 004010 SLS
0099 00114 001727 ALF,ALF
0100 00115 0122648 AND 8177
0101 00116 052274R CPA ARRO
0102 00117 028237R JMP ARROW
0103 00120 008011 SLB p R93
0104 00121 03627OR I5Z BADD
0105* -
0106 00122 102614 SEND OTA CH
0107 00123 0722738 STA CHAR
0108 00124 0623068 RET LOA SAVE
0109 00125 103101 CLO
0110 00126 0010036 SLA o ELA
0111 00127 102101 3TF 1
5-119
SEND 13T CHARACTER
FILL BUFFER WITH SPACES






INHIBIT INTERRUPTS ON CHANNEL
SAVE WORKING REGISTERS
OUTPUT LF
OPERATION IN PROGRE33 ?
N01 FALSE INTERRUPT
READ IN PROGRESS
NOt FETCH CHARACTER COUNT
DONE OUTPUTTING ?
YES* OUTPUT CR LF
ADD 1 TO CHAR, COUNT
FETCH WORD
WORKING ON HIGH ORDER
YES$ PUT IN LOW ORDER
MASK CHAR,
BACK ARROW
IF EVEN BUMP SUFFER ADDRESS
OUTPUT
RESTORE WORKING REGISTERS
WAGE 1004 401 * TTY DRIVER * 6MAR75
i
01 12 00130 062272R LOA BUSY
0113 00131 002003 SZAoRSS
0114 00132 003400 CCA
0115 00133 072241R STA SPACE.
0116 0013 3 062304R LOA SAVA
0117 010135 066305R LOB SAVE
0118 00136 03624IR ISZ SPACE
0119 00137 10371A STC CHoC ENCODE CHANNEL
Ot2O 00140 126061R JMP 1.00 0 1 RETURN TO INTERRUPTED SEQUENCE
0121*
0122 00141 102514	 READS LIA CH REACH	 IN	 CHAR.
0123 00142 0122648 AND B177 MASK	 OFF EXTRANEOUS BITS
0124 00143 052264R CPA 8177
0125 00144 0262354 JMP DEL DELETE LINE
0126 00145 052275R CPA CARRT CARROT IS ALSO DELETE
0127 00146 '026235R JMP DEL
0128 00147 0152265R CPA 812
0129 00150 0261238 JMP SEND+1 IGNORE LI NE FEED
01301 00151 05231OR CPA B15
0131 00152 0262030 JMP CR CARRIAGE€ RETURN
0132 00 153 002003 SZA,HSS
0133 00154 0261238 JMP SEND+1 NO CHAR
0134*
V135 00155 1663028 LOB XMIT,I ADD
	 1	 TO NUMBER 'OF CHARS.
a
0136 0015(1 006004 INB
0137 00157 176302R STB XMIT,I
0138 001160 006011 SLB r RSS
0139 001161 026171R JMP EVEN 2ND HALF OF WORD
0140 00162 001727 ALF,ALF ROTATE TO TOP HALF
0141 00163 070001 STA 1
0142 00164 1622768 LOA BADDoI
0143 00165 0122648 AND B177 MASK LOW ORDER
0144 001166 030001 IOR 1 MERGE 2 CHARS,
0145 00167 1722768 STA BADD,I PUT THEM AWAY





0149 00172 162276R LOA BADD,I
01,50 001173 012267R AND B774 MASK HIGH OROER CHAR,
01151 00174 030001 IUR 1 MERGE 2 CHARS.
0152 00175 1722768 STA BADDo l PUT ITO	 AWAY
0153 001176 036276R ISZ BADD BUMP BUFFER ADDRESS
0154 00177 162302R LOA XMIToI
0155 00200 0523008 CPA SIZE ALL DONE ?
0156 00201 0020/011 RSS YES $	 OU "i PUT	 CR LF
0157 00202 026123R JMP SEND*! NOI	 WAIT FOR NEXT CHAR,
A158*
0159 00203 0024010	 CR CLA
0160 0012014 072271R STA DELFL LINE (DELETE
0,161 00205 003400 CCA
0162 00206 072270R- STA'LrLAG
0163 002017 0623078 LOA B1200 SGT FOR WRITE MODE	 ^^ S
0164 010210 1012614 OTA CH
0165 00211 0622578 LDA 82 1
01`66 001212 072272R STA BUSY
0167 00213 06231OR LOA B15 CARRIAGE RETURN
't	 0168 00214 026122R JMP SEND
5-120
FAGS 16 POCOR,101WINAL T























































































































072272R FIN	 STA BUSY
172262R	 STA EOUIP,I
026123R	 JMP SEND;1

































4NTS AND WORKING STORAGE •**
000002 B2	 OCT 2
000007 B7	 OCT 7
000000 TEMP NOP
000000 EQUIP NOP
100000 SIGN OCT 100000
000177 8177 OCT 177
000012 812
	 OCT 12
020040 B40	 OCT 20040










FILL BUFFER WITH SPACES
SET UP FOR READ MODE
CLEAR BUSY FLAG
DIVIDE CHAR, COUNT BY 2





	 * TTY DRIVER + 6MAR75
0226 00274 000137 ARRO OCT 137
0227 00275 000136 CARRT OCT 136
0228 00276 000000 BARD NOP
0229 00277 0001000/ BADO1 NOP
0230 0013V-O 000000 SIZE NOP
0231 00301 000000 SIZE1 NOP
0232 00302 000000 XMIT NOP
0233 00P1303 140000 81400 OCT 140000
	 READ COMMAND
0234 0013014 0000100 SAVA NOP
0235 001305 000000 SAVE NOP
0236 00306 000000 SAVE NOP
0237 0013017 1200100 81200 OCT 120000
	
WRITE COMMAND
10238 00 310 0001015 B15 OCT 15	 CARRIAGE RETURN
01239 00 014 CH EQU 148
01240 END













P A GE 00102 #01
	
* COUNTER DRIVER * 6MAR75
0001 ASMB,R,B,L
0003 000010 NAM D.44
"^f0004 ENT	 D.44,nONE,I.441 0 I,442ol,443
0005 EXT	 ABORT,BCDOI,TIMEX,LINKS
0006 EXT	 MAXT,MAXT1
0007 +#++***,r,r +,r*+**r, *+++*,t***+*1111 ++rrr,**r,rr++r + ^r^rr ,r+► *rt^trr+*+r
91008+ ENTRY TO	 INITIATORS ^►
0009+ JSB .IOC, t
0010+ OCT 10003 rr
0011+ JMP REJ +
0012+ DEF BUFFER ADDRESSES FOR	 3 COUNTERS r
0013+ DEC X r,
01014*
0015* WHERE X	 Q	 0	 FOR 1	 READING	 IN 4 WORD BCD FORMAT +
00136* s	 NUMBER OF READINGS IN INTEGER FORMAT
00117* RETURN FROM CONTINUATOR SECTION .
0018* BCD FORMAT CONTAINS A	 4	 WORD BCD 'NUMBER +
0019+ INTEGER FORMAT CONTAINS THE AVERAGE OF
	
3 READINGS +^
00120+ + A	 STATUS WORD * 2 WORDS OF TIME TAG +
0f0J21* ,t,r++rr+ *****++**+***+***+++++ rr+*+**Ar+r**,t+++^+***r^ *+++++ rr,t
.	 0023 00000 000000 0.44	 NOP	 INITIATOR ENTRY
0924 010001 160001 LDA	 1, I
0025 00002 013113 P AND	 tB7000101
0426 00003 0012003 SZA, RSS
0027 00004 026037R JMP CLEAR	 CLEAR DRIVER
0028 00005 063013OR LDA UNIT
0929 00006 002002 SZA	 OPERATION	 IN PROGRESS ?
0030 001007 0260OIX JMP	 ABORT
	
YES!	 BOM'S
0031 00010 063114R LDA P9643	 PLUG IN CODE
0+032 00011 07303OR STA UNIT
0033 00012 047115R ADB wB2
0034 00013 077027R STS TEMP	 BUFFER ADDRESSES
0035 00014 006004 INB
0036 00015 160001 LOA	 1,I	 NUMBER	 OF READINGS
0037 00015 0730137R STA	 MARK
0038 00017 003004 CMArINA
0039 00020 002003 SZApRSS	 IF OpMAKE	 •1
0040 00021 003400 CCA
01041 00022 073111R STA DONE	 SAVE AS INDEX
0042*
0043 00023 1670278 LOB TEMP I
01044 00024 160001 LDA	 10I
0045 00025 073034R STA ADORI
0046 00026 006004 INB
0047 00027 160001 LOA	 1,I
0048 00030 073035R STA ADDR2
0049 00031 006004 INB
1
0050 001032 160001 LUA	 1,I
0051 000133 073036R STA AODR3
00(52* 1
00153 00034 P116777R JSB CALL
	 START THE COUNTERS
0054 010035 002400 CLA
5-1Z4
u^
0055 00036 12600OR JMP D,44sI
OP156*
0057 010037 107711 CLEAR CLC CH1rC
0058 00040 107712 CLC CH2jC
0059 00041 107713 CLC CM3oC
01060 00042 002400 CLA
0061 0.0043 0730308 STA UNIT
0062 00044 07304OR STA MAJ!
0063 00045 073041R STA-MAJ2
0064 00046 073042R STA MAJ3




AND TURN OFF COUNTERS
RETURN TO CALLER
PAGE 0003 401	 COUNTER DRIVER * OMAR75
0068* CONTINUATOR SECTION OF 1ST COUNTER
0069*
0070 00050 0100000 1.441 NOP
0071 000151 107711 CLC CHI s C j0072 00052 073046R ETA SAVA1 SAVE WORKING REGISTERS
0073 00053 077047R STB SAVB1
0074 00054 002400 CLA
0075 00055 001500 ERA
0076 00056 102201 SOC
0077 00057 002004 INA
0078 00060 07305OR STA SAVE1
0079 00061 06303OR LDA UNIT
0080 00062 002003 SZAvRSS FALSE INTERRUPT ?
0081 00063 0261118 JMP FAL1 YES! RETURN
0082+
0083 00064 037043R ISZ MINR1 DONE OUTPUTTING 7
0084 00065 002001 RSS !NOi
0085 00066 026114R JMP READI YES! TAKE A READING
0086 00067 063074R G0!1 LDA STC1
0087 00070 072106R STA OU31
0088 00071 063033R LDA ENDT
0089 00072 043043R ADA MINR1
0090 00073 160000 LDA 0pI FETCH OUTPUT WORD
00191 00074 103-100 CLF 0
0092 00075 106711 CLC CHI CLEAR CHANNEL
0093 00076 102111 STF CHI POINT TO WORD 4
0094 00077 102611 OTA CH! SEND THE WORD
0095 00100 06305OR RET1 LDA SAVEI RESTORE THE REGISTERS 1
0096 00101 103101 CLO
-0097 00102 000036 SLAjELA
0098 00103'102101 STF !
00199 00104 063046R LOA SAVA1
0100 00105 067047R LOB 3AV81
0101 00106 000000 BUST NOP
0102 00107 102100 STF 0
x	 0103 00110 12605OR JMP I.441 l l RETURN TO INTERRUPTED SEQUENCE.
,.	 0104* 1
0,105 00111 002400 FALi CLA
0106 00112 072106R STA BUS1




0109 00114 104200	 READ1 OCT 104200
0110 00115 000003X DEF TIMEX
0111 910116 104400 OCT 104400
01 12 0;91 117 001062R DEF TEMPI
0113 0 :0120 0630378 LOA MARK
0114 001121 002003 SZA,RSS
0115 00122 02622OR JMP BCDI
0116 00123 102511 LIA CHI
0117 00124 106511 LIB CHI
01118 00125 016672R JSB FLIP
0119*
0120 00126 073105R STA INI
0121 00127 06304OR LOA MAJ1
0122 00130 0020104 INA
0123 00131 0020103 3ZA,RSS
01124 00132 01261608 JMP DONE1
0125 001133 002021 SSAoRSS
0126 00134 0260OIX JMP ABORT
0127 010135 07304OR STA MAJI
0128 00136 063105N LOA IN1
0129 00137 143034R ADA ADDRIoI
0130 00140 1730348 STA ADDRIvI
0131 OP1141 0630348 LOA ADDR1
01132 00142 043115R ADA *B2
0133 00143 07307OR STA FART
0134 00144 104200 OCT 104200
0135 00145 100000 DEF 0,I
0136 00146 000040 CLE
0137 00147 0430628 ADA TEMPI
0138 00150 0102040 SEZ
01139 00151 006004 INB
0140 00152 047063R ADB TEMPI+I
0141 001153 104400 OCT 104400
0142 00154 101070R DEF FARIpl
0143 00155 0631-16R	 SEN1 LDA n9m3
01144 00156 073043R STA MINRI
0145 00157 026067R JMP GOI
0146.*
0147 00160 063105R	 DONEI; LOA INI
0148 00161 143034R ADA ADDRI,I
0149 00162 706400 CLB
011,50 00163 1004001 OCT 100400
0151 00 164 00141 108 DEF 83
0152 00165 173034R STA ADDRIll
0153 00166 0370348 ISZ ADDR1
0154 00167 063073R LOA SIGN
0155 001170 1730348 STA ADDRIpI
0156 00171 0370348 ISZ ADDRI
0157 00172 104200 OCT 104200
0158 00173 101034R DEF AODRIsl
0159 00174 000040 CLE
01160 0+175 0055001 ERB
0161 00176 001500 ERA
01162 00177 1014400 OCT 104400
01163 00200 1010348 DEF ADDRI
	 I


















DIVIDE BY 2 AND SAVE
DST ADDRI#I
PAGE 0004 #01 * COUNTER DRIVER * 8MAR75
1DRIUMAL PAGB IS POOR
PAGE 0003 401 * COUNTER DRIVER * 6MAR75
0165 00202 037034R ISZ AODR1
01166*
0167 00203 002400	 FINS CLA
0168 00204 07304OR STA MAJI
0169 00205 06304 S R LDA MAJ2
0170 00206 0670428 LOB MAJ3
0171 00207 002003 SZA,RS3
0172 00210 006002 SZB ARE OTHER 2 COUNTERS FINISHED ?
0173 00211 0261118 JMP FAL1 N01	 RETURN_
0174 00212 104200 OCT	 104200 OLD TIME MARK
0175 00213 0010628 DEF TEMPI
0176 00214 0167168 JS8 TIMCK CHECK TO SEE IF DONE
0177 00215 00011SR DEF FALI
0178 00216 001046R DEF	 9AVA1




BCD1 LIA	 CHI BCD FORMAT
0182 00221 073105R STA	 INS
0183 00222 067117R LOB n 8w4
0184 00223 0771028 STS CNTI
0185 001224 006400 CLB
0186 00225 001600 ELA SIGN OF MANT133A
0187 00224 002200 CME
0188 00227 005600 ELS
0189 00230 001200 RAL
0190 00231 0012021 SSA,RSS SIGN OF XPONENT
.'	 0191 00232 0.470173R ADB SIGN
0192 00233- 063105R LDA	 INS
0193 00234 001727 ALF,ALF
0194 00235 0731058 3TA
	 IN1
0195 00236 01312OR AND *837 MASK EXPONENT
0196 00237 0431158 ADA eB2 ADJUST TO NANO 3EC
0197 00240 001727 ALF,ALF s
0198 00241 040001 ADA
	 1 MERGE EXPONENT AND SIGNS
0199 00242 067105R LDS	 INS
0200*
0201 00243 173034R	 PUTS STA	 ADDRI,I PUT WORD AWAY a
0202 00244 037034R ISZ	 ADDRS
0203 00245 037102R ISZ CNTI ALL 4 WORDS DONE ?
02914. 00246 002001 RS3 N01
0205 00247 026203R JMP FINS YES1	 PUT TIME AWAY
0206 00250 060001 LDA	 I MERGE BCD DIGITS a
0207 00251 001727 ALFvALF
0208 00252 01312IR AND w8377 5
0209 00253 106511 LIB CHI
0210 00254 100110 OCT	 100110 RRL S
0211 - 00255 026243R JMP PUT1
5-11,7
PAGE OtJ06 #01 * COUNTER DRIVER * SMAR75
01213* CONTINUATOR SECTION OF 2ND COUNTER
0214*
0215* THIS I5	 IDENTICAL TO COUNTER NUMBER 1
0216*
0217 00256 00101000 1,442 NOP
0218 001257 107712 CLC CH2oC
01219 00260 073051R STA SAVA2
0220 00261 0177052R STB 3AV82
0221 00262 002400 CLA
0222 00263 001500 ERA
0223 00264 102201 SOC
0224 00265 002004 INA
0225 00266 073053R STA SAVE2
0226 001267 06303OR LDA UNIT
01227 002701 002003 SZA, RS3
0228 00271 026317R JMP FAL2
0229*
0230 00272 037044R ISZ MINR2
0231 00273 002001 RSS
0232 00274 026322R JMP READ2
0233 00275 063075R G02 LDA STC2
0234 00276 072314R STA BUS2
0235 00277 063033R LDA ENDT
0236 00300 043044R ADA MINR2
0237 00301 160000 LDA 0,I
0238 001302 103100 CLF 91
0239 00303 106712 CLC CH2
0240 00304 102112 STF CH2
0241 00305 102612 OTA CH2
0242 00306 063053R RET2 LDA SAVE2
0243 00307 103101 CLO
0244 00310 00100136 SLAvELA
0245 00311 102101 STF 1
0246 00312 06305IR LDA SAVA2
0247 00313 067052R LDS SAVE2
0248 00314 000000 BUS2 NOP
0249 00315 102100 STIF 0
0250 001316 126256R JMP I,442oI
0251*
0252 00317 002400 FAL2 CLA
0253 001320 072314R STA BUS2
0254 00321 026306R JMP RET2
0255+
0256 00322 104200 READ2 OCT 104200
01257 00323 000003X OEF TIMEX
0258 00324 104400 OCT 104400
0259 00325 001064R DEF TEMP2
0260 00326 063037R LOA MARK
0261 00327 0102003 SLAlRSS
0262 00330 026426R JMP SCD2
0263 00331 102512 LIA CH2
0264 00332 106512 LIB CH2
0265 00333 016672R JSB FLIP
0266*
0267, 00334 073106R STA IN2
01268 00335 0630418 LDA MAJ2




PAGE 0007 0*01 + COUNTER DRIVER * 6MAR73
t
1
0270 00337 002003 SZAPR33
0271 00340 02636OR JMP DONE2
0272 00341 002021 53AtR33
0273 00342 026001X JMP ABORT
0274 00343 073041R STA MAJ2
0275 00J344 016310OR LOA IN2
0276 00345 143035R ADA ADDR2jI
0277 00348 173035R STA ADDR2ol
0278 00347 063035R LOA ADDR2
0279 00350 043115R ADA 682
0280 00351 0730718 4TA FAR2
0281 00352 104200 OCT 164200
0282 00353 100000 DEF MpI
0283 001354 000040 CLE
0284 00355 043064R ADA TEMP2
0285 001356 0012040 SEZ
0286 00357 006004 INS
0287 00360 04706SR ADD TEMP2+1
0288 00361 104400 OCT 104400
0289 00362 101071R DEF FAR2,I
01290 00363 063116R 3EN2 LDA •8.3
0291 00364 0730144R STA MINR2
0292 00365 02627SR JMP G02
0293+
0294 00366 063106R DONE2 LDA IN2
0293 00367 14303SR ADA ADDR2,I
0296 00370 006400 CLS
0297 00371 100400 OCT 100400
0298 00372 00111OR DEF 83
0299 00373 173035R STA ADDR2pI
0300 00374 037035R 13Z ADDR2
0301 00375 063073R LDA SIGN
0302 00376 173035R STA ADDR2,I
0303 00377 0370358 IS'Z ADDR2
01304 00400 104200 OCT 104200
0305 00401 10103SR DIF ADDR2,I
0306 00402 000040 CLE
0307 00403 005500 ERB
0308 00404 0011500 ERA
0309 00405 104400 OCT 104400
0310 00406 101035R I DEF ADDR2,i
0311 00407 03703SR 13Z ADDR2
0312 00410 037035R ISZ ADDR2
0313+
0314 00411 002400	 FIN2 CLA
0315 00412 073041R STA MAJ2
0316 00413 08304OR LDA MAJ1
0317 00414 067042R LOB MAJ3
0318 00415 002003 3ZArR3S
0319 00416 006002 HS
0320 00417 026317R JMP FAL2
0321 00420 104200 OCT 104200
0322 00421 001084R DEF TEMP2
0323 00422 01671OR J35 TIMCK
0324 00423 000317R DEF FAL2
0325 00424 001051R DEF SAVA2 - -






* COUNTER DRIVER	 +.	 6MAR75
0327r `	 >^
0328 00426 102512	 BCD2 LIA CH2
0329 00427 073106R STA IN2
0330 00430 067117R LOB •8-4
0331 00431 077103R ST8
	 CNT2'
0332 00432 006400 CLS
0333 00433 001600 ELA
0334 00434 002200 CME
0335 01435 0056001 ELS
0336 001436 001200 RAL
0337 00437 002021 SSAvR9S
0338 00440 047073R ADO SIGN
0339 00441 0631016R LOA IN2
0340 00442 001727 ALFvAL,F
0341 00443 07310SR STA IN2
0342 00444 013120R AND m837
0343 00445 0431158 ADA n 82
0344 00446 001727 ALF#ALF a
0345 00447 040001 ADA
	 i
0346 00450 0671068 LOB IN2
0347*
01348 00451 t73035R PUT2 STA	 ADDR20I
0349 00452 037035R ISZ	 ADDR2
0350 '00453 037103R ISZ CNT2
0351 00454 0102001 RSS
0352 00455 026411R JMP FIN2
0353 00456 060001 LOA	 1
0354 00457 001727 ALF,ALF a
0355 00460 013121R AND '•B377
0356 00461 1016512 LIB CH2
0357 00462 1001101 OCT	 1010110










* COUNTER DRIVER * SMAR75
^Y
0360* CONTINUATOR SECTION OF 3RD COUNTER
0361*
0362* THIS IS IDENTICAL TO COUNTER NUMBER 1
0363+
0364 00464 000000 1.443 NOP
0365 00465 107713 CLC CH3vC
0366 00466 073054R STA SAVA3
0367 00467 077055R STS SAV53
0368 00470 002400 CLA
0369 00471 001500 ERA
0370 00472 102201 SOC }
0371 00473 002004 INA
0372 00474 073056R STA SAVES
0373 00475 063030R LOA UNIT
0374 00476 002003 SZAvRSS
0375 00477 026525R JMP FAL3
0376*
0377 00500 037045R 13Z MINR3
0378 00501 002001 R33
0379 00502 02653OR JMP READ3
0380 00503 063076R G03 LOA STC3
0381 00504 072522R STA BU33
0382 00505 063033R LOA ENDT
0383 00506 043045R ADA MINR3
0384 00507 160000 LOA 0 0 I
0385 00510 103100 CLF 0
0386 00511 106713 CLC CH3
0387 00512 102113 3TF CH3
0388 00513 102613 OTA CH3
0389 00514 063056R RET3 LOA &AVE3
0390 00515 103101 CLO
0391 00516 000036 SLAvELA
01392 00517 102101 3TF 1
0393 00520 0630548 LOA 3AVA3
0394 00521, 067055R LOB 3AV83
0395 00522 000000 BUS3 NOP
0396 00523 102100 STF 0
0397 00524 126464R JMP 1,443oI
0398*
0399 00525 002.400 FAL3 CLA
0400 00526 072522R STA BUS3
0401 00527 0265148 JMP RET3
0402*
0403 00530 104200 READS OCT 104200
0404- 00531 000003X _DEF TIMEX
0405 00532 104400 OCT 104400
0406 00533 001066R DEF TEMPS
0407 00534 083037R LDA MARK
0408 00535 002003 SZAoR3S
0409 00536 0266348 JMP BCD3
0410 00537 102513 LIA CH3
0411 00540 106513 LIB CH3
0412 00541 016672R JSB FLIP
0413++
0414 00542 0731070 3TA INS
0413 00543 063042R LOA MAJs
0416 00544 002004 INA
5-131
PAGE 0010 401 * COUNTER DRIVER * SMAR75
01417 00545 002003 3ZA,R33
0418 00546 026574R JMP DONE3
0419 00547 002021 SSA,R33
0420 00550 026MOIX JMP ABORT
0421 00551 073042R STA MAJ3
0422 00552 063107R LOA IN3
0423 00553 14303SR ADA ADDR3ll
0424 03554 1730368 STA AODR3pI
0425 04555 063036R LOA ADDR3
0426 00556 043115R ADA 852
0427 00557 0730728 STA FAR3
0428 00560 104200 OCT 104200
0429 00561 100000 DEF 0,i
0430 00562 000040 CLE
0431 00563 043066R ADA TEMPS
0432 00564 002040 3EZ
0433 00565 006004 INS
0434 00566 047067R ADS TEMP3*1
0435 00567 1044001 OCT 1044001'
0436 00570 101072R DEF FAR3,I
0437 00571 063116R SEN3 LOA n 8*3
0438 00572 073045R STA MINR3
0439 00573 026503R JMP G03
0440*
0441 00574 063107R DONE3 LDA IN3
0442 00575 14303OR ADA A0DR3rI
0443 00576 006400 CLS
0444 00577 100400 OCT 100400
0445 01600 001110R DEF 83
0446 00601 1730368 STA ADOR3,1
0447 00602 037036R I3Z ADDR3
0448 00603 0630738 LDA SIGN
0449 00604 17303OR STA ADDR3,I
0450 00605 037036R ISZ ADDR3
0451 00606 104200 OCT 104200
0452 00607 101036R DEF ADDR3,I
0453 001610 000040 CLE
0454 00611 005500 ERB
0455 00612 0011500 ERA
0456 00613 104400 OCT 104400
0457 00614 101036R DEF ADDR3,I
0458' 00615 037036R ISZ ADDR3
0459 00616 037036R ISZ ADDR3
046.0*
0461 00617 6002400	 F'IN3 CLA
0462 00620 073042R STA MAJ3
0463 0,0621 06304OR LOA MAJ1
0464 00622 067041R LDS MAJ2
0465 00623 002003 SZA,R5$
01466 00624 006002 SZB
0467 00625 026525R JMP FAL3
0468 00626 104200 OCT 104200
0469 00627 001068R DEF TEMPS
0470 00630 016716R JSB TIMCK
0471 00631 000525R DEF FAL3
0472 00632 0010548 DEF SAVA3




PAGE 0011 001	 * COUNTER DRIVER • 6MAR75
0474*
0475 00634 102913	 9CD3 LIA CM3
0476 00633 073107R STA
	 IN3
0477 00636 067117R LDS n 8.4
0478 00637 077104R ITS CNT3
0479 00640 006400 CL8
0480 00641 001600 ELA
0481 00692 002200 CME
0482 00643 005600 ELS
0483 00644 001200 RAL
0484 006,45 002021 SSAjRSS
0485 00946 047073R ADD SIGN
0486 00647 063107R LDA IN3
0487 00650 001727 ALFrALF
0488 00651 073107R STA IN3
0489 00652 0131208 AND n637
0490 00653 043115R ADA *92
0491 00654.001'27 ALF,ALF
0492 00655 040001 ADA	 1
0493 00656 067107R LDS IN3
0494*
0495 00657 17303OR FUT3 STA ADDR3oi
01496 00660 037036R 132 ADDR3
0497 00661 037104R ISZ CNT3
0498 00662 002001 RS.S
0499 00663 028617R JMP FINS
0500 001664 060 , 001 LOA 1
0501 00665 001727 WO ALF
0502 00666 0131218 AND P8377
0503 00667 106513 LIS CM3
0504 OM670 100110 OCT	 100110









SAVE 1ST WORD OF READ
MASK EXPONENT
SUBTRACT 8
SAVE AS SHIFT COUNTER
RRL 4
DONE SHIFTING 7
NOT SHIFT ANOTHER DIGIT
CONVERT TO BINARY
IF READINGS NOT DONE t CK TIME
CLEAR BUSY FLAG













0508 00672 000000 FLIP NOP




0509 00673 103100 CLF 0
0510 00674 0730278 STA TEMP
0511 00675 001727 ALFpALF
0512 00676 01312OR AND n B37
0513 00677 043122R ADVwDw8
0514 00700 0731128 STA TCNT
0515 001701 002021 SSARSS
0516 00702 026713R JMP NOSHT
0517 00703 0630278 LOA TEMP
0518 00704 0131218 AND •8377
0519 00705 100104 OCT 100104
01520 00706 037112R ISZ TCNT
0521 00707 02670511 JMP *w2
01522 00710 016002X JSB SCDBI
0523 00711 1012100 OVER STF 2
01524 010712 126672R JMP FLIP,o I
0525+
0526 001713 063027R NOSHT LOA TEMP
01527 00714 01312IR AND x9377
01328 00715 0267tOR JMP OVER.1
0529*
0530 00716 000000 TIMCK NOP
0531 00717 037111R ISZ DONE
0532 00720 02673OR JMP NOT
0533 00721 002400 CLR CLA
0534 00722 07303OR STA UNIT
0535 00723 063037R LOA MARK
0536 00724 043111R —ADA DONE
0537 00725 017311IR STA DONE
0538 00726 162716R LOA TIMCKo1
0539 00727 124000 JMP 001
0540*
0541 00730 104400 NOT OCT 104400
0542 00731 001077R DEF TIMEO
0543 -00732 0667t6R LOB TIMCK
0544 00733 006004 INS
0545 00734 160001 LDA 1rI
0546 00735 006004 INS
0547 00736 164001 LOB lol
0548 00737 164001 LOS lol
0549 00740 077101R STB BACK
0550 00741 164000 LOS Oil
0551 00742 0770578 STB SAVA
0552 00743 002004 INA
0553 00744 164000 - LOS OrI
0554 00745 07706AR STB SAVE
01555 00746 002004 INA
0556 00747 164000 LOB 0,I
0557 00750 077061R STS SAVE
0558 00751 104200 OCT 104200
0559 00752 001077R DEF TIMED
0560 00753 003000 CMA
0561 00754 007100 CMSpCLE
-0562 00755 002004 INA






0564 010757 006004 INS
a, 0565 00760 000040 CLE
0566 00761 042005X ADA MART ADD MAX TIME
0567 00762 002040 SEZ
0568 00763 006004 INB
0569 00764 046006X ADO MAXT1
0570' 00765 006020 SSB
0571 00766 026-7218 JMP CLR TIME UP t CLEAR DRIVER
0572 00767 016777R JSB CALL SETUP DRIVERS FOR NEW READ
0573 00770 063061R LOA SAVE RESTORE REGISTERS
0574 00771 103101 CLO
0575 00772 000036 SLAsELA
01576 00773 102101 STF I
0577 00774 0630578 LOA SAVA
0578 00775 067060R LDS SAVO
0579 00776 127101R JMP BACK,I
0580+
0581 00777 000000 CALL NOP
0582 01000 08311SR i„DA	 n B-3 SET FOR 3 READINGS
0583 01001 066004X LDS LINKS
0584 01002 007004 CM8pINB
0585 01003 07304OR STA MAJ1
0586 01004 006007 INB,SM RSS START DRIVERS OF COUNTERS
0587 01005 0270128 JMP CALL1 TO BE USED IN THIS RANGE
0588 01006 073041R 3TA MAJ2
0589 01007 006007 IND,SZBvRSS
0590 01010 027012R JMP CALL1
0591 01011 073042R STA MAJ3
y r 0592 01012 063117R CALL! LDA nB•4 7,
0593 01013 073043R 3TA_MINRi
0594 01014 073044R STA MINR2
0595 010115 073045R STA MINR3
0596 01016 086004X LDS LINKS u
M597 01017 007004 CMBvINB e
0598 -01020 016050R JSB	 I.441
0599 01021 006007 INB#3ZSpR33
0600 01022 126777R JMP CALLoi
01601 01023 016256R JSS 1.442
0602 01024 006006 INBPSZB
0603 01025'016464R J38	 I,443
0604 01026 128777R JMP CALLP
0605+
0606+ CONSTANTS AND WORKING STORAGE 3
0607+ 1
01608 011027 000000 TEMP NOP
0609 - 01030 00001001 UNIT OCT	 0, 10_P 31 WORDS TO BE SENT TO COUNTER
0`1031 000010
01032 000031
0610 01033- 001033R ENDT DEF + END OF 3 WORD TA5LE
01611 01034 0000001 ADDR1 NOP
0612 01035 000000 ADOR2 NOP











BCD OR INTEGER MARK
0616 01041 0010000. M AJ2 NOP
0617 '01042 000000 MAJ3 NOP
0618 01043 000000 MINRI NOP
5-135
PAGE 0014 001 * COUNTER DRIVER * GMAR75
ObI9 01044 000000 MINR2 NOR 	 , *
01620 01045 0010000 MINR3 NOR
M621
	
0110146 0001000	 SAVA1 NOR
0622 01047 000000 SAVBI NOR
0623 01050 000000 SAVE1 NOR
0624 01051 000000 SAVA2 NOR
0625 01052 000000 SAV82 NOR
0626 010153 000000 SAVE2 NOR
0627 01054 000000 SAVA3 NOP
0629 01055 00-10000 SAV83 NOR
0629 01056 0010000 SAVE3 NOR
0630 01057 0000100 SAVA NOR
0631 01060 0000100 SAVO NQP
0632' 01061 000000 SAVE NOP
0633 01062 000000 TEMPI BSS 2




0636 01070 0001000 FAR1 NOP
0637 01071 000000 FAR2 NOR
01638 01072 000000 FAR3 NOR
0639 01073 100000 SIGN OCT 1000001
0640 01074 103711 STC1 STC CHIrC
0641 01075 103712 STC2 STC CH2pC
0642 01076 103713 STC3 STC CH3oC
0643 01077 0000001 TIMED 053 2
0644 01101 0010000 BACK NOR
0645 01102 000000 CNTI NUR
0646 01103 0010.10100 CNT2 NOR
0647 01104 000000 CNT3 NOP
01548 01105 000000 IN1
	
NOR
0649 011106 000000 IN2	 NOP
0650 01107 000000 IN3	 NOR
0651 01110 0000103 83
	
OCT 3
0652 01111 000000 DONE NOP
























	 0002 401 BINARY TO DECIMAL * 2JAN75
0001 ASMB,RtOoL




0107 00000 000000 DTO	 NOP
0008 00001 162000R LOA BTD,I
0009 00002 03600OR I3Z BTD
0010 00003 160000 LOA Opl
0011 00004 072107R STA TEMP r'
0012 001005 07211OR STA NUM
0013 00006 166000R LOB 8T0,1
0014 00007 0761118 STS BUF
0015 00010 03600OR ISZ BTD
0016 00011 062116R LOA 04
0017 00012 0160OI X JSB CLEAR
0018 00013 0361118 I3Z BUF
0019 00014 036111R I8Z BUF
0020 00015 072112R STA CNTR3
0021 00016 072115R STA MARK
0022*
0023 00017 062117R LOA DMiO
0024 00020 0721138 STA CNTR4
0025 00021 062107R LDA TEMP
0026 00022 002003 SZA,RS3
0027 00023 12600OR JMP BTDo I
0028 00024 002020 SSA
0029 00025 038115R ISZ MARK
0030*
0031 00026 06611OR LOOP1 LDB NUM
0032 00027 046117R ADS DM10
0033 001030 07611OR STS NUM
0034 00031 0381128 I3Z CNTR3
0035 00032 006020 SSB
0036 00033 026072R JMP DONE
0037*
0038 00034 002400 CLA
0039 00035 072115R STA MARK
0040, 00036 06212OR ADi
	 LOA 86
0041 00037 01610OR JSB ADDIT n
0042 00040 0361138 I3Z CNTR4
0043 00041 02602GR JMP LOOP1
0044*
0045 00042 062117R LOA DM10
0046 00043 072113R STA CNTR4
0047 00044 002004 INA
0048 00045 0721148 STA CNTRS
0049 00046 0621128 LOA CNTR3
0050 00047 006400 CLB
0051 00050 046121R ADD	 ADS D100
-	 0052 00051 050001 CPA i
0053 00052 0260628 JMP OUT
0054 00053 036114R 13Z CNTR5
0055 00054 02605OR JMP ADD
0056 00055 052122R CPA D1000




PAGE 0003 +#01 * BINARY TO DECIMAL * 2JAN75
d
h=K
0059 00057 062123R LOA 8140
01060 000601 01610OR J38 ADDIT
0061 00061 026026R JMP LOOP1
0062*
0063 00062 0621248 OUT LOA 83140
0064 00063 0161008 JSB ADDIT
0065 00064 02602OR JMP LOOP1
0066*
0067 00065 062125R OUT2 LOA 86314
0068 00066 01610OR JSB ADDIT
0069 00067 006400 CLS
0070 000701 076112R STB CNTR3
0071 00071 026026R JMP LOOP1
9)072*
0073 00072 066115R DONE LDS MARK
0074 00073 006002 SZB
0075 00074 0260398 JMP AD1
00176 00075 036111R I3Z BUF
0077 00076 1721118 STA BUF,I
0078 00077 12600OR JMP BTO*x
0079* s
OOBO 00100 000000 ADDIT NOP
0081 OM101 000040 CLE
0082 001012 042107R ADA TEMP
0083 00103 002040 SEZ
0084 00104 13611IR 13Z BUF,I
0085 00105 072107R STA TEMP
0086 00106 12610OR JMP ADDITol
0087*
0088 00107 0000001 TEMP NOP-
0089 00110 900000 NUM NOP
0090 00111 0000001 BUF NOP
0091 00112 0001000 CNTR3 NOP
0092 00113 000000 CNTR4 NOP
0093 00114 000000 CNTR5 NOP
0094 00115 000000 MARK NOP
0095 OM116 000004 04 DEC 4
0096 00117 177766 OM10 DEC •10
0097 00120 000006 Be OCT 6
0098 00121 00+0144 0100 DEC 100
1
0099 00122 001750 D1000 DEC 1000
01001 00123 000140 B140 OCT 140 9
0101 00124 003140 83140 OCT 3140
0102 00125 063140 86314 OCT 63140
0103 END _ 1





PAGE 0002 001 * DECIMAL TO ASCII * 2JAN75
0001	 ASMB,Rv8sL







































































PUT SIGN OF N0, IN BUFFER






















EXP LARGER THAN 12 ?
JMP SHIFT
	 YESt	 1
0038 000:34 04223IR DOWN ADA M1 INDEX FOR DEC.	 POINT
0039 00035 072224R STA IC
0040 00036 003400 CCA
0041 00037.072.225R STA BLC INDEX FOR LS OR MS STORAGE
0042*
0043 00040 016144R JS8 STUFF PUT	 IST	 4 DIGITS	 IN BUFFER
0044 00041 016144R — JSB STUFF 2ND 4 DIGITS
0045 00042 016144R JSB STUFF 3RD 4 DIGITS
0046 001043 035224R ISZ IC HAS DEC. PT . BEEN PLACED 7
0047 00044 0260528 JMP OUT YE31-
0048 00045 162222R LDA ADOR,I NOt	 PUT IN BUFFER
`	 0049 00046 0122408 AND 81774
I	 71050 00047 042245R ADA B56
09051 00050 172222R, STA	 ADDR,1
0052 00061 0362228 ISZ ADDR
0053*
0054 00052 062223R OUT LOA EXP d
0055 0 010 53 0020103 SZA, RSS 0	 EXP.	 ?	 ^ Y
0656 01054 02610OR JMP NOEXP YES1
j 0057 00055 000066 CLEtELA SIGN OF EXP IN E
0058 00056 0013001 RAR
.f 5^142
PAGE 0003 #01	 + DECIMAL TO ASCII
	
w 2JAN75
0059 00057 06624YR LOB EPLU3
0N60 00060 002040 SEZ
0061 00061 06- 824SR LOB ENEG
0062 00062 176222A STB ADDR,I PUT IN BUFFER
0063 00063 036222R ISZ ADDR
0064+
0065 00064 070001 STA 1 CONVERT EXP TO BCD
s
0066 00065- 0462;358 ADS M12
0067 00066 006020 338
0068 00067 0260'7-2R JMP w ♦3
0069 000701 04223OR ADA .6
09170 00071 026065k JMP w04
00171+ 9
0072 00072 001727 ALF,ALF CONVERT TO ASCII
0073 00073 066232R LDS M2
0074 00074 076220R STS CTR
0075 00075 076225R ST8 SLC
0076 000176 0161538 J58 PUT
0077 00077 126000R JMP DDTA,I RETURN 6
0078*
0070 00100 062252R NOEXP LOA BLANK PUT BLANKS IN BUFFER
0080 00101 172222R STA ADDR,I
0081 00102 036222R ISZ ADDR
y
0082 00103 172222R STA ADOR l I a
0063 00104 126000R JMP DOTAiI
0084+
0!0185 00105 042233R PLUS ADA M3 SUBTRACT 3 FROM EXP
0086 00106 036223R ISZ EXP ADD 1
	
TO MARK
0087 00107 002002 SZA IF 0 OR •o MULTIPLE Of 3 FOUND
0088 00110 002020 SSA
r
`	 0089 00111 002001 RSS
0090 00112 02610SR JMP PLUS IF NOT DO IT	 AGAIN
0091*
0092 00113 003004 CMA,INA MAKE REMAINDER
0093 00114 0662238 LDS EXP MULTIPLY MARK BY 3
0094 00115 005000 BLS
0095 001-16 046223R ADO EXP
0096 00117 076223W 3T8 EXP SAVE AS EXP.
0097 00120 028027R — JMP 3U8 WORK ON DIGITS
00.98+►
0099 00121 042241R SHIFT ADA .12 RESTORE EXP,
0100 001122 042233R ADA M3 FIND MULTIPLE OF 3
0101 00123 036223R ISZ 'EXP
0102 00124 072221R STA TEMPI SAVE REMAINDER
0103 00125 002003 SZA,RSS ANY REMAINDER ?
0104 00126 0261348 JMP OVER NO1
0105 00127 002021 SSAIRS3 REMA*_NDER STILL •
0106 --00130 0261228 JMP SHIFT+1 YESI	 3UOTRACT AGAIN
0107+
0108 00131 042227R ADA .3 N01 ADD 3 TO REMAINDER
0109 00132 072221R 3TA TEMPI AS DEC PTA
0110 00133 003400 CCA SUBTRACT I FROM MULTIPLE
0111 00134 0422238 OVER ADA EXP
0112 00135 070001 STA 1 MULTIPLY BY 3
0113 00136 001000 ALS
0114 00137 040001 ADA 1
0115 00140 032244R IOR 8100K ADD w SIGN
5-1.43
PAGE 01004 401 * DECIMAL TO ASCII * 2JAN75
0116 00141 072223R STA EXP SAVE AS EXP.
0117 03142 062221R LDA TEMPI FETCH REMAINDER AND
0118 00143 026027R JMP SUB WORK ON DIGITS	
t
0119*
0120 00144 0000100 STUFF NOP
0121 00145 06223AR LOA M4
0122 00146 0722268 STA CTR
0123 010147 1622208 LOA TEMP,i FETCH DIGITS
01124 00150 0362208 ISZ TEMP
0125 010151 M16153R JSB PUT PUT THEM AWAY
0126 001152 126144R JMP STUFFo I
0127*
0128 010153 0000001 PUT NOP
0129 01154 0172221R STA TEMPI
0130 00155 0662218 LOOP LOB TEMPI FETCH BCD DIGITS
0131 00156 036224R IsZ IC PLACE DEC. PT ?
0132 00157 026165R JMP MASK1 NOI
01133 00160 003400 CCA YESI	 CORRECT DIGIT COUNTER
0134 001161 042226R ADA CTR
01135 00162 072226k STA CTR
0136 00163 062243R LOA B27K
0137 0MI64 0126174R JMP CONT
0138*
01139 00165 062237R MASK1 LOA B1709 BCD MASK
0140 00166 010001 AND I ISOLATE MS DIGIT
0141 00167 005700 BLF SHIFT BCD FOR NEXT STEP
0142 001701 017622IR STB TEMPI
0143 00171 001323 RAR , RAR POSITION TO MS ASCII CHARACTER
0144 00172 001323 RAR,RAR
01145 010173 042242R ADA 833K ADD ASCII CONSTANT
0146+
0147 00174 036225R CONT ISZ sLC CHAR TO MS BUFFER ?
0148 00175 026212R JMP MSPT YESI
0149 00176 001727 ALFrALF N01	 PUT IN LS PART
0130 00177 070001 STA 1
0151 00200 162222R LOA ADDRol
r	 0152 001201 01224OR AND B1774
0153 00202 040001 ADA 1
0154 001203 1722228 STA ADDRrI
0155 00204 0362228 ISZ ADDR
0156 001205 062232R LOA M2 RESTORE COUNTER
0157 00206 072225R STA BLC
:1158*
0159 00207 036226R CHK ISZ CTR FINISHED
0160 00210 026155R JMP LOOP N01
0161 00211 126153R JMP PUToI YESf
0162*
0163 00212 070001 MSPT STA 1
01164 00213 162222R LOA ADDR, I
0165 00214 0122368 AND 8377
0166 00215 040001 ADA 1
0167 0 01216 172222R STA ADDR, I
M168 00217 026207R JMP CHK
^,..
0169*
0170 00220 000000 TEMP NOP
0171 00221 00100/0101 TEMPI NOV
0172 010222 0000001 ADDR Nap
5-144
C'y X
0173 00223 000000 EXP NOP
0174 00224 000000 IC HOP
0175 00225 000000 BLC NOP
0176 00226 000000 CTR NOP
0177 00227 000003 .3 OCT 3
0178 00230 000006 ,6 OCT 6
0179 010231 177777 M1 DEC .+1
0180 00232 177776 M2 DEC w2
0181 00233 177775 M3 DEC P3
0182 00234 177774 M4 DEC -4
0183 00235 177764 M12 DEC -12
01184 00236 000377 8377 OCT 377
0185 00237 170000 B1701K OCT 171000
0186 00240 177400 01774 OCT 177400
i
PAGE 0005 001 * DECIMAL TO ASCII * 2JAN75
0187 010241 000014 .12	 DEC 12
•	 0188 00242 030000 830K	 OCT 30000
0189 00243 0270100 B27K	 OCT 27000
0190 00244 100000 8100K	 OCT 100000
0191 00245 000056 856	 OCT 56
0192 00246 042455 ENEG	 ASC 1.E+
0193 00247 042453 EPLUS ASC I#E•
0194 010250 025440 POSTV #8C Ir
0195 00251 026440 MINUS ASC Ito
0196 00252 020040 BLANK	 ASC 1® 1
01197 END
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	 CUA. TAF51 o `TARS2 p DONE r DMUL. r DADD
NGt4.7 E.XT
	 .35FDeDTbloBTD,DADD,N.VAL ► 0DIV
N^'^v,8tt*with,t##,kt*t#**#t#**# # ► tr####**#ir###ir##+ktr1M}r#1M	 ###
v wl V. (4 f
V;V,12* kANGE.	 HA1t	 HUuTINE
G' P13* CALL:	 L. Dfi 	 LINK Of 1 r	 OR	 2
t^tt14* JSm ROOT
V ;^ 1 5 +
t4r?It) 7hlb	 kPUTINE.
	
TAKES THt..	 T(I) (IN	 NANOSECS)	 AND	 N-CHANGE
ool7* FROM	 THE	 BUFFE R, SUSTkACTS
	 THE FIXED DELAYS,




	 BY	 TWO FOR
	 I-WAY
N ye kl* HANG E:, AND
	 STORES IT	 6ALK.	 IN	 THE	 BUFFER.	 IF	 WORD
0v)l I *` 01. =-f (F0k	 A	 6AD`POINT). THE
	 TY4U WDS	 IN	 THE BUFFER
0022* ARE	 /EROFO	 THE kArv(;E
	 RATE	 IS	 CALC	 FOR	 EVERY
0, vi .50	 ►'MINIS
	 :	 ThE RESULTS ARE STORED
	 IN A BUFFER
(A x124* wHUSk
	
p 0tik	 I'S	 kkTUkNkU IN ' (A)	 (NANOSEC/ SEC)
r^r^2b*
G^V'2/•
0 r t2b $uF'
WVI2So C400(4 Vi	 Cl0 )G1t4V	 HGUT NUF'
140av 000k, 1 k^624'-06X LOA	 TAkS2
0 3,31 4,(A (402	 h fGh0V( 3' S'1,8,RSS`
oo32 tht. ov.,5	 vi t, ) [^ I x LOA CDA
0033 00VO4	 v. V: 4 c^ 1 V S L b
W064 0w00b M,,62 t402X LGA	 TARSI
003b (4(A VG)6	 v;7157IK STA RADR
	 ADDRESS OF POINTS
0V3b W:.l007	 G ., o2ti^04X LOA DONE
	 NUMBER OF POINTS
0037 0t^vIo	 07:?F7bR STA	 CNT -
0038 od0I1	 07/3sbR STH	 LINK
0039 00 v 12
	
r,ib0111W i LOA b
0040 00V'1-3	 1002WO OCT
	 100, 200	 MflY
0041 00014 001 361 R DEF
	 .60,
0042 4 0^ , 15	 V142407P AUA _RRAOR
0043 00016 07231OR $TA RESAD
	 ADUR FOR RESULT
0Vl44*
0045 oOV17	 t4 633, 55k LUA LINK	 SET FIXED DELAY
OV4o VVIi:20	 100200 OCT	 100200	 MF>YI	 GET
	
ADOR FOR CORRECT
00.47 wo0R1 vi 007 u, 5H GEF	 ,20
0048 OMO22 0420V'7Y AUA	 .3brO
0049 00 00-13 042704k ADA	 .16
0vi5vt 0oV. 24 072f-i3VR STA FOADR
0 0 b I
0052 00025	 00	 4V O ,
CCA
64W56 vi002t)	 07637E K ST A	 F IRST
w0 b4 *
005b 0 MV27
	 01hC'lvtx J 5 6	 DTBI
	
CONVERT	 T0- BINARY
01+56 00060	 0	 0V, v116
	
FDA'0R NU P




'	 - PAUL 4)V	 o	 OV1 1 * kANGF kA f k	 k0UT INE
oob y G"Av,32 onle362H LUA M FO MAKE NEGATIVE.
0 V 6 Q VOV 33 0fo4704 C M A	 INA
x1061 k,0V,34 071362H bTA MFD
Vcnr.2*
OOb 3 OOV3b 002400 CLA CLEAR SUMS
OOb4 00030 072377R STA	 RTSUM
0065 00037 072400H STA RTSUM+1
0066 00V4Vi 01 2406x: STA	 TTSUM
0067 0^l 041 0724048 S fA	 TTSUM+1
NkihK,t
0[At) P 0(A^.l42 V1 6257f k L.0A	 CNT COMPUTE COUNTERS:
0Cn70 00v4:i (4k1640V, CLb
0x+ 71 Vivt y;44 1004V;d C1CT	 1M04091 UIVI
	
CALC M OF ROOTS TO CA LL.
11-A72 o0V4h Av!V.714k UkF	 .30
VO73 00 k' 4 U 0 0 6V 02 S^Ei
0074 00047 04120V4 INA CNT20INT (CNT/30)+ 1* (B)
00 0,4 V I 0V,is04 LMAv INA
V)v, lE N t ,-^ b1 072F7DH- 5TA ,CNT?
I^;Cr77*
oo7b wwvj')2 v;62610R COUN1 LOA >C K1T 30 PTS.	 AVAILABLE ?
viw7.-9 0V• ,r53 V427V1H A 0 A	 t-l3r
00bv_ N Y,Vb4_ ylOk ,'2W 5 S  
vlobI v,ti(A a5 026;A 61k imp N0 -NO.
0Li82 t00')b Vbb70jR Ltlh	 M30
0U,HS 0V, wb7 07hf574k S 1'h	 C N T 1
0t^ba 6^PV,6^+ (n76vihbK Jr;N	 KKLUP+1 -
006h t4V;061 ^'A2714R NO A1)A	 .;510
I- Vt0bb V'vtk`h2 3 0601ir..^4 CMAv INA N < 301	 SET COUNT
VW67 000b3 0 `72674k STA	 GNT1 ,.
WN;ViO4 W26;,lh6H -Jr1P	 HRLIJP
kl089
00(0,
 v W1 job5 03667?R RRL OF 1SZ	 RADR
0091 - 0 le66 1626778 Lt)A	 R A U R, I LOAD DELTA	 T	 (NS)
0P92 00067 OV24W6 INA_,51A GOOD POINT ??
0 1,A9s
 t!tic ICS V,lhlv^5k JMP G0002 YES.
Vl094 0OV71 066677k LOb R AUK
0095 00072 176 0 MI STA	 b+, I
0V,9b 00073 ^'4loIV4 1Np
0097 00074 1/00,01 STA	 bp i
0098 00WQ 75 0467028 AUU'	 .2
0099 00076 076677k 5TH	 kADR
0100 tOM , 77 OL46 400 C C A
# 011011 v1 01V N P73370R STA	 F IRST ,
P	 to 11 00 101 036674k S_	 'NT 1I	 L	 L
' 01 V6 00102 026O65R JMF 'RRLUP LOUP	 AGAIN
FORULAST POINTOIVb 0010 4 v6l76677H STh	 HADk
0105 00105 02624IR JMP ON1
0107,0
0108 0010b 04270 118 GOOD2 A()A	 M1 RESTORE	 (A)
0109 0, 0107 _0423b2H AoA MFD SUBTRACT FIXED DELAY	 ( NNS)
0110 00110 Nb6677k LU6 RADR
0111 00111 076363fr S T h	 TEMPA
'+. 0112 0011k W36677k ISZ	 kAOR
(0113 ` 0011J 166677R LUh RAQR	 I
f 0114
00114 002021 55A^k5S
Flub 0:01115 026121H JMP	 * +a
5-149
^ f
W I I b Iih 0 4.9 71?F- AUA 1T5
,rl l l 7 i vO1 17 144h7vivfk Af.)b M1 SUBT R ACT 1
	
WAVELENGMTH
v)1le V!i., 1261 02b114k JMP -*-4
0 1 19 0101 cl 1 002 106 5[ A, KSS
x1120 VW 122 062702k LUA .2
01^	 :l 00120 0123h7k STA 1EMP
i"122 ol o124 V)ei 0 1, 1 W1 0K3 LbA H
01 23 VV 12b 100200 OLT 1091200 MPYI
	
N5	 +	 T5
v^124 Vwo126 t j0W712k OEP IT5
r
r
N 12 5 06 12 V0Wi l40 (LE
V,12b kiV . 16 0423b7k Al ► A TEMP ADO OE. LTA	 T(5) r
G^ 1 21 ^r^1.i1 V . 40. 5EZ
3i 12h Wrh 1 6 000(AV4 1N6 }
14A ? y 001:63 0V,, y1,*A4v Ght DIVIDE	 8Y '2
^l130 0t"134 00h024; 58 F
!i,i1 'vi01 '55 u afh ?k JmK Mil NOS
(A 132 0v136 OVb5OV. ERE+
N l :i 6 0;:137 00 1 bv,Gr E:kA
{i.
0134 OV 140 1 V,, 4-d V1 o HEST o CT 104400 DST;
V.
	
^5 001 4 1 LO I1	 71N UEF NTEMP i
0136 00142 17636) k STb IEMP A 0 I STORE BACK IN BOFFER.
A13i ;r A14,1 V3tj3 oK 151 TEMPA
;013d V0 144 1723th3k S 7 A TtMPA, I
v?
P 1 4 6, i	 , 145 0,)73700 I87 F I k 5 T F IRST TIME	 ? ^.
0j 41 - (1014v 02	 1b0R JMP CUNT-1
N 1 4 ^l6147 0 v	 4 W'I CCA 'eFvS.' ^	 ..
0143 001^	 O V1337V I R STA FIRST KESE'1	 FLG	 FOR	 1ST	 TIME	 TAG.
0144 00151 02617bk - JMP FURST
014bx
0141 Nv1 152 01t? 34vtk MINUS JSb COMP COMPLIMENT NUMBER
01.4% 00 1: 6 Vj0viO4Vi LLF U
014F1 Otilb4 0V, b5[,JV tkFi DIVIDE dY 2 i
vj1.44 0vi155 0 V150LA ERA
x1150 Ott^156 '6116-640 ibb CUMP 41.;.
01 b Oolb7' 02o140k JMP RES1 ,1
A151*
N 15 6 0 0160 011 w'A40 LLE'
0154 00t61- 04267SW CUNT AUA RTL DELTA	 =	 RT(I)	 RT(I -1)
0157 viO162 0 0 2r^+40 SEZ !
V. I bh ib v, 1 h.5 03b376R ISZ RTL+l
0 1 b7 041 0)4 0 000 100 NOP
015h WO16b 'o4b 3Ytk AU tN kT L +l
0154 00 160 00004A CLE SUM DELTAS
01b4 1 001t17 0423770 ADA = RTSbM
N 16 1 00170 002C, 4V SEZ
0 1b2 oWlV1 '006104 114E
1	 t)6 00172 (14t+400 _ AI)3 RTSUM+1
01.b4 17 a 0/2377it STA RTSUM
(01b'5 wo174 0/64t,0 k 5'rb kTSUM+l SAVE _€
0l b h .r ;-
01t, 1 VA17b ' 1 v , 42vo F U k S T OCT 104200 DLD;	 CURRENT RANGE TIME.
0 1 tabv)v%l7t? 0 0 1371k DL P` RTEMP
016 y li017i 1 % 1b34VR JSH CUMP CHANGE SIGN
0170 OV200 1V4400 OLl 104400 DST;	 AT	 RT(LAST)
017'1 POL-vj1_ ovo375R UHF R T L
0172*} 5-150
 REPRODUCMILITY OP TO
ORIMAL PAGE	 '{' `
F' p UE 	 n U1	 * KANGL RATt RUuTINE *
0173 00202 03t^677k ISL RADR LOA D TIME	 TAG
0174 00206 1V,42ei0 OL'T I R 4 2 0 0 DLOi ( A)	 n 	 LSBIS
0175 vja2 c14 1 0 100 > 7 k CHEF R A D R ^I ( B)	 a	 MSBIS
0176 00215 10040 0 LILT 1044 100 DST  SAVE FOR MOVE
0177 i)020b - 0Vvi 3t3k DLF TEMPA
H178 oo207 03737vk 1SZ FIksT FIRST TiME THRU	 7 it
0179 O o2 1 vi 002V.O1 kSS NO.
VibA o0211 0262278 JMP FRST2- YES. MOVE- TIME	 TAG. i
01 N i 00212 000040 CLE I CALC DELTA TIME. ;+Ole 2 0'4213 042373k AOA TTL LSBIS
_	
b
0183 v) v^k 14 0y.2040 StL ry
01k4 01,1215 W66374R ISZ TTL;i_
Olbi 00216 000?00 NUP
016o OIA217 046374K ADb 'TTL+1 x
01 b7*
016h y_tv;240 000 040 CLt
N l b Q vii, 1 221 042403k AI)A I TSUM SUM: LSBIS
019 0 v 0 222 Wv:2P40 SEZ
4141 v+v+223 0v7601e4 1Nk+
^t0192 00122A Od6404R ALM T'TSIJM+ I MSB I S ,
0196 0(1225 14+4400 uCT 104400 DST;
x7154 00220 000403k ULF TTSUM
01 y h v0227 104200 FRST2 OCT- 1042910 OLD; LOAD CURRENTTIME TAG
o i 97-. P;'23^, 0oVi363H D	 F TEMPA
ol g e 00231 ojb34ok JSb COMP MAKE NEGATIVE
01-9 y 00232 10,4400 OLT 104400 OSTi SAVE	 AT _TTLAST
02V 0 0 ^e 	 3 0v, 4137.3R _DEf TTL
02E;1*
-02x, 1 4,,,234 036674K .NEXT 1SZ CNT1 DONE WITH 30 PTS,	 ?
02o3 ' o o23b 026237k JmF RRL NO
+ 0204 O 1200 ^126241k JMP ON1- DUNE;
02P5 Ow267 N3b677K RkL 167 RADR 1;
-' X206 4l02.4N 026P6514 JMP RRLUF
027 00241 104200 ON1 UCT 104200 DLDi Y£So	 CALC ROOT.
0208 00242 0v o377R -LIEF RTSUM :.
02V9 wo245 0V(5 V, 20 SSP.
f
0210 002,44 016340k Jst3 CnmP
0211 00245 100+4WO 1 TSOK OCT 1004001 DIV t
021,2 00246 000715K UEF' . iK ?	 ,:
0213*
02.14 (00247 104400 G ET 1044010 DST; CONY TO POSITIVE N0,
02ib 002bo {000.)b3k GEF TEMPA AND SAVE SIGN, r:
0216, 00251 016a11`x Pos Jbb RTD
021? 00252 000363k DLF TEMPA
021 b 00253 Vv-03b7'k UtF' TEMP DEC M US
0219*
0220 ooVb4 oh2367k LGA TEMP ^
0221 00255 01/r 32`k JSb GOFUF
v^
0222 002bb 00000.3 .3 DEC 3
0223 00257 0723678 STA TEMP TEMP n RTSUM(NANOSECONDS)
x122 4 V,v+26,1 .016Y 11k j$s BTO
! 225 ' 002bl 000364k OEf TEMPA+1
o226 NN	 52 W 0 0 3 6 3 k UtF TEMPA _.'.
j``" 02W?*
fy 0226 if V, 266 4°1,600bk JSB UADU CUMBINE
F.




'NAhc VJY k 010	 ;401 *	 ttAN {,k	 KATI.	 RDUTINE •
4
3
023CA Uv)2ba Vloo3b314 ULF TEMPA
0231 v)V,2hb 00 V377h OEF RTSUM DECIMAL NO,	 OF NS IN RTSUM
vi232+
V,P 3;3 vio267 1 V4200 OL'1 ` 1414200 DLO., CONV TTSUM TO DEC is	 y
0234 01,127Vj 000A03R (.lEF" TTStJM
0235 00271 100400 OCT 1WO40M DIV.	 ( A) n USEC.	 CB)sM,IMS
023 + 00172 0007078 UEF . 10K
02.07 v)v)216 1v.i44V1.l 00 104400 DST
00.3 0 -i t 274 V)V3E, 3K r)LF TkmPA _	 .3
_	
;^?3L i^ L^75 ,,,1^,711?t jS6 NTR
W24t<' (':i175 Vat^^C3r) (!KF IEMPA T	
3
v1241 O A 277 0003b7k UEF TEMP DEC	 OF SE-CONOS 4
G•)?Al+ r
x)24.3 Li0 3117 v^ If, v'11X JSks P1G
0244 Q0o(,: I tn703b4K 1) F- 1 E MPA+1
oP4b 0-,13 102 i 0LA3b,3h I.)Ei- TEMPA DEC	 OF	 .1MS+3
G1>4 o ^ y




5 177774 U t C -4
G^?:`e^ V,0600 N72363k b1 A TEMPA
G9 2 51
02 ,.")2 7 v_:1tG'.„r,k J5h PAUU COM61NE,
0P!)6 VuV)031F- 011;036/P DEF TEMP i
aW254 VV311 0+ *.'O366 UEF TEMPA =;
c925`^ ;312 4^VO403k (.RE F TTSL!M 3
G'26b*
,.:	 t^257 v14_;i16 AIoP,16X JSb G[)IV
0258 OV,^ i1 4 000377k Df h KT5LJM SUM	 RT'S/SUM	 TT1S
o2bP OZ615 v, 1004V1,3k UE.F T r5UM
^?bv ;-1fJ]h 0v:,1410R R E S A 0 ULF' HWA : RANGE RATE(NS/SEC) ,#
0262 02) 3 1 / w36675K 15Z CNT2 DUNE: WITH'	 ALL RANGE RATE ?
02b3 0(,320 'Ov 1001 kSS NO.
02b4 0(1321 ] 26100k JMP ROUT o I YES.
0205 00 22 ob2'316R L 0 A kESAp 1
02bb 000 )23 0427 0 3K AUA •4
v)2b7 t^^ i 324 i r^ 72:1bK 5TA RESAO
0218 vv?32a or24'vw CLA
02b9 62b o	 237/K STA RTSUM
w270 0Gt6W7, V7240OR S 7 A RTSUM+1
C 271 003.5vj V714o iK STA I TSUM
0272 00 561 n17>4G54k 5TA' 1 TS(JM*1
0	 73 00362 0,36677P I S Z RAOR
0274 w 	 ,i3 "fr':ti 6677K ISC kADR
0275 OV3,34 -v, 62676K LUA CN7
0? 7'b u03,55 Pi 427viIR A1)A M30' J
G". 277 0V356' 07267b k S 'TA CNr`
027<e 00637 v.,260bik imp COUNT
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N28 v'!VO4vi tA J, Cli7,V0 CC)MP ' Nup
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0?h3 00,543 ` ti, 4724"4V! 5E1:
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PAIR ki1,O	 ovil * WA NGE kATF RUUTINE r i=
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0287* * *	 LONSTANTS AND STORAG E *	 *rr>k
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02b9 006b;e 105400 U2 ULT 105400o200 00t OoM
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VOLUME I. CDA SYSTEM MANUAL i,
is
k^ 6	 4
v);i25*,r ,► ,e*rrx*t+e *t****^+r*,r**+rt ** *trot**#,r*+r**t**^**i
it
V',i77t AL'Jij^T K110T1NE:
V32bt LOO	 LI NK 	 0.1, OR 2
Vi 329* JSB	 AUJUT
I:	 a^A* (Jr_F	 kouT	 ADDR	 OF 10ROOTIS
vt^i^lt
v1332 * fhJS ► 	 iUIINE	 MULTIPLIES THE NOMINAL
0	 t kAN E	 w5*T5
	
BY THE RANGE NATF
0^3	 4t C140?ECIJON F ACT Ok:{1 +RDOT)/2
';	 t-+ 3:5t* *******,r**,r*w*t****t*>}#* **tir***+r***rr***t*+rt `j
v'.5^it^t
V3;i 7 ^;U}71_o </.^^k`.(pvj(.)	 AUJUT NU P
V, 335 014717 ak,2,.) 1+ 4A LUA 1)CJNE
.53Q u", 7; av v 1"/zb5k Sl'b LINK
0 34vi 4,0721 tl-,jn .6 0 CI_b
vr3':1 7:^2- 1 {+CT 1.vV40- rA	 t1IV;	 CALC	 COUNT
^ 0;i42 GiGt12 ovivi714P nEF .30
l	 o64S W0724 00t^F'•02 5z8
91344 OA725 v, I'l 213C.4 1Na
Di34 h C.W.5Co4 C M A IN¢
0346 Y;J•727 07 Qbvv l 61A .L14T
6 3^/ 7 1b271hP L U A AUJUT.I
t	 0648 0076 1 03671hm ISZ ADJUT
o 349 00, 7 3> v,73;3ra2k STA RDOTA	 AOUR OF	 IST RANGE RATE
03 )0 00733 V7;3?H7R 51A HuoTHI„	 0 351 0P,7 64 V) 00 3 LDA LINK
0352 0005 10 0200 ULT 100200	 MNY
(	 V,353 V.v)7.3h Vv)1170,3R DLL .4 ff
0;354f 00767 04.3356R ALA C5ADR	 AODR OF	 N5T5(*NS NOMINAL)
0,1b5 00740 v, 76011k 6 T NSTA0
v},i56 00741 0727611,c ST'A .OFF
rA3' 0v,742 v6 335 l)k LOA LINK
v)3bM oth743 1002^3W ucl 100200	 MPY
F 3 t q mv044 ,,)w13hlk UEF, .60
i,	 0 3fiO 00145- V4;iO!) !r1 AUA N5T5A
03(;I Ok,Y46 0?3v)I3k S I A ANN
Ca362 007 4 7 `k,/63F7k S 7 A ANSI
v;3h-4 0050 V  6 3 b b LUA LINK
0 6 LIN 5 007b1 100200 uCT 100200	 nPY	 BY	 30
o .3h6 wO752 ,v)C?07120 Gtf'" 0310t'	 A Z's b V;07b V;42V 12X AUA N.VAL	 N5
U 3 I b 4 4;427W5k ADA .20
0 369 007b5'_ L, 72757k STA .RIP
V)37(4t
0 371 00756 (6-10G,05X JSB DM UL
0'.~172 00751 000 0 V M	 ,RIP NUS
^ 037`3 0V)/bt^. v)vjr<ritiSR qtF- TS
03Y4 00761 000 'O0	 OFF NOF
0375*
t^37h t^,v)742 0b7362k	 L1NrUP LUd RUOTA	 LOAD RANGE RATE,	 CONV ^..
rV, 377 VIA 7a3 1bt?;P,b 1 LUA U. z	 TO	 as	 SECONDS	 AND
w378 0064 1+ 170324 JS6 GL,F'UH
.l;131 9 PV.766 177767 Dec -9 J
v^>
	
44 mv+766 0733034 S'TA .RL)
5-156-
rNA(.,t 0	 NJ	 u o I	 **# AUJUST RANGE RO UTINE
0381 00767 0060114 INH
0362 00770 loo0ol LUA	 BFI
0`383 01 ,771 0733648 STA	
.RD+1
0684 ov, 772 OV6FO4 INb,
03Hb 00,773 1000VI LUA 8,1
03b6 kA, l?774 V- 733b'iR STA	 .RD+2
0387 00775 o0b0 04 INN
i0;idb V W 7 7 b 16''AV.01 LUA	 .Hr I
v 1 36U 00,777 vi7336bR STA	 .RO +3
r!*
0391 01OCI V 0165^06X ALUP J56 0A00
v'3 y 2 01001 ov)13b3k` OLF	 .RD
0393 v 	 oh2 v!o03A6k DEF	 O1 k
0394 01 viva M00367R U€F	 'TEMP
N;iyS* - J
0396 01004 016013X JSu	 UU`IV
0397 01 0015 000367R D E F	 TEr1P
3,396 N1 f I le) Lt. 1003 1)2tq OF P'	 U2 i
0399 01 ^' l i7 v 0 W 3 6 7 R OFF	 TEMP
04(^[^yi
Vi 40 1 01V10 W16006X JS8 U MU L ^{
0402 01V,1 1 00(1000 N5fAU 140P N5T5*,( 1+RDOT)/2 t.
04L6 o1 U 12 V}v:0367R ULF TEMP
0404 of 1013 -000000 ANS	 -rjup
044,5*
0406 01014 03736O R IS7 ' . CNT DONE ? -	 !;
OW 01015 02VO23K JMP AGAIN NO,
044,'8 0 1 V I b 063367R LUA	 ANSI At)DR	 OF	 1ST
04c;9 0 1017 067351k Lo b 	 .725 ADJUSTED C5
Fi 410 11020 0473bbk AUd LINK
(0411 ^^1v^21 17 0 09, 1 STA	 BSI
0412 01022 1267168 JMP	 ADJUT,I RETURN,
W413*
0414 01023 063362H AGAIN LOA HOOTA GET 'NEXT 3;
0415 01024 0427066 AUA	 .4 RANGE RATE
0416 N1o25 0763628 STA ROOT4
0417 o I O26 0630168 ` L D A ANS
0418 01027 042703R AUA
	 .4
0419 0103P) 073013H _ STA	 ANS 1 ,
0420 0 103 1 026762k JMP UNFUP
0421*
04j2 01032 000000 GOFUP NUP
0-23 01035 001623 ELA,RAk
0424 01034 601727 ALFrALF
0425 01065 012706k ANO	 8-177
0426 OIW36 102040 SEZ
0427 01067 003,004 CMA	 I.NA
0428 01040 143032R ADA rOFUP, I t
0429 011041 002021 > SSA fRSS,
0430 01042 0270458 JMP RETX.
0431 01 043 003004 CMA, INA
0432 01044 04271IR IOR	 . SIN.
^.	 0433 01045 001727 RETX. ALF # ALF
0434 01046 0370328 ISZ GOFuP s
0436 01047 127032k JMP G0FUP	 I
,.	 Fl436*
y-	 0437*w STORAGE AND CUNSTANTS *****A***
f^
5-157
PAUL NV,10 90 1 	 r,r* ADJUST RANGE ROUTINE
0438 010b0 0w10b1R N 5 T 5 4 ULF C5CR4}
g439 01051 k1 00000 CSCRA FOSS 60
p
0440 01 145 4iv)y000 C3CR8 [ASS 60
0441 01241 000 000 CSCRG eSS 60
0442 0133t) 00000M N1 ADR 85S 12
0443 01 sb l 0013n2N .725 DLF N5C
0444 01351 w00 000 N5C NUPi
044b 01.353 0Wvlv:t)0 N5T1 N P
044b 01354 WV,0 V,0 N5T2 NOP t
0447 016bb 000000 LINK NOP s
0448 01356 O0 ,^ 1335R C5ADR fl'EF NTADP'
04 49 r, 13V 011 Mv)-O 0 RUOTB NOP
045V 01 6 60 00OZ00 . CNT NUP
=°
04 b 1 01361 1 40(1074 ,60 (1kC fiy
0452 01362 o000wo W 0 0 T A 14UP
LA 4b3 x±1303 0VCj000 .K,0 43S 4 .
0454 O13o7 001/)000 ANSI NOP
04b5 01370 000000 FIRST NUP
0 4bb 01671 000000 RTEMP OSS Z0 457 tNJ








P `4E	 0002 001	 * MODEM SEND ROUTINE r 6MAR75
01001 ASMBvRp6pL




0007 00000 000000 SEND	 NOP
0008 00001 001727 ALF o ALF PUT IN HIGH ORDER
01009 00002 076034R STS SAVE SAVE B
01010 00003 01120458 AND •B177400 12XX +
001-1 00004 0017010 ALF 2XX1
0012 00005 072035R STA SAVEi
0013 010006 003000 CMA
00 14 4 000017 011 2.04SR AND x817
0015 00010 0101727 ALF, ALF
0016 00011 03201358 IOR SAVES 21XX
01017 00012 006400 CLB t
0018 010013 0/120458 ANU aB177400
0019 00014 102615 OTA CM
00201 000115 103715 STC,_CH f C
A
0021 00016 1012315 SFS	 SFS CH
00122 00017 026023R JMP TIME CHECK FOR TIMEOUT
0023 0002O 107715 _ CLC	 CH'v,C
0024 001021 0660348 LDB SAVE RESTORE B
0.025 801022 1289008 JMP SEND,I EXITT
0026*
y
2027 00023 034001 TIME	 ISZ	 1




01029 00025 107715 CLC	 CH,C, TIMED OUT,
	 CLEAR CHANNEL
00130 00026 0620478 LDA xDl PRINT TIMEOUT
0031 00027 016001X JSB PRINT
0032 00030 000036R DEF ERROR
00133 00031 003400 CCA WAIT FOR INSTRUCTIONS a
'	 0034- 001032 016002X JS8 RTTY9
00135 000-33 02603IR JMP *w2
0036+ a
0037 00@.14 00 ,4000 SAVE	 'NOP
0038- 001035 000;!00 SAVE1
	
NOP
00139 00015 CH	 EOU 158

















010102	 401 w FIXED DELAY COMPUTATION A 2JAN75
00011 ASMBvR,BPL
0003 00000 NAM FIXD ^4
0004 ENT FIX,Q
0005 EXT MODE,MOVE,DADD,FIXT1 = i
0006* 1
0007 00000 000000 FIX.D NOP x
0008 0000 1 16200OR LOA FIX,DsI FIXED DELAY TABLE
0009 000102 03600OR IS2 FIX,D
0010 00003 07213OR STA CDA' 1
0011 010 004 042137R ADA DD20
00112 010005 07205OR STA TARS! f
0013 00006 042137R ADA ;D20
00114 0010107 07206OR STA TARS2 ;; j
0016 010010 0620049 LOA FIXTI SATELITE DELAY TABLE
r
0017 010011 072051R STA ,1DT1 a.i
0018 00012 042137R ADA n D20
0 019 0 U1013 0720161 R, STA . 1DT2
01020 00014 042137R ADA •D20
0021 00015 072117R STA ,1DSP
0022 00016 042137R ADA ,•D20
0023 00017 0721258 STA ,lDTR
01 0124*
00125 00020 0620@ I X LOA MODE
00126 00021 0521408 CPA x82















i s 	0031 00025 062141R MODEA LOA sDw5
r	 x10132 00026 072131R STA CNT
0033 00027 02604OR JMP G0
is	 0034 000`30 062142R MODES LOA nD•I
00135 000131 072131 R STA CNT




01 038 0.10034 0621438 MODEC LOA •Dw3
01039 0 01035 072131R STA CNT
004.0 00036 016066R JSB Got
0041 00037 026032R JMP AGAIN
09142*
0043 010040 0 213OR GO LOA CDA
00144- 00`041 0074001 CcB
00145 911042 0161 19IR JSS ADO DELAY+,IDTR+,IDSP
0046*
0047 00043 06205OR LOA TARSI
00148 00044 072052R STA ADD3
01049. 0019145 066144R LDS PD-2
0050 00046 01611OR JSB ADD DELAY +. IDSP +, IDSP+.IDTR
0051 00047 016003X JSB DADD +.1OT1
0052 00 050 0010000' TARSI' NUS'
00153' 001051 00100100 .IDT1 NOP
010154 00052 000+000 AD03 NOP
_ X1055+
v
0056 00053 062016OR LOA TARS2
0057 001054 072062R STA A004
0058 01010155 0661448 LDB RD-2
5-162









































































































































** NO ERRORS1 AMD ASMB,23117.402518




0003	 000010 IMAM HAND
0004 ENT TTO,CULLI,CULL2,RTTYB,FIXTI,TTYDA
P1oI05 ENT MODSX,IN0C,IN0TI,IN0T2
0 0016 EXT A77B,MODT,MSXpMTX,MSG1
0007 EXT CDAoTARSI , TARS2 , DECOD , DDTA,BCDBI
0008 EXT OKf LL, ETIi+EpTTYSTo•IOC.pASORT,LABLE
0009 EXT LINKSpMAXTpMAXT1pTIMEpM0DE,YR
0010 EXT PRINT,CLEAR,DONE
001 1 ENT 88200 o BB27 P B839 P B8283
00 12 ENT SPAN, TSPAN
001.3 EXT B570
910 14 SUP
P A GE 0002 #01 * TTY HANDLER *
0015***	 MAR	 12,1975
0016*
00117* RTTY TELETYPE HANDLER
(0018*
0119 001000 0000100	 RTTY8 NOP
0020 00001 073327R STA TTYM
0021 00002 06342OR LDA aD2
0022 00003 01160130X JSS PRINT
0023 00004 0/012778 DEF XXX
0024 00005 016017X JSB .IOC.
0025 00006 010001 OCT 10001
01026 00007 0260058 JMP *-2
0027 00010 0013018 DEF TTYDA
0028 00011 000013 DEC 11
0029*
003M 00012 063327R LOA TTYM
0031 00013 002006 INApSZA
0032 001014 12600OR JMP RTTYB,I
0033*
0034 00015 016017X JSB ,IOC,
0035 00016 040001 OCT 40001
0036 00017 002020 SSA
0037 00020 0260115R JMP *-^3
(00138*
0039 00021 066054R LDB TTYTB
010140 000122 0633228 LOA TTYB
0041 001023 073317R STA ZBUF
01042 00024 002400 CLA




0045 00027 002003 SZAOR83
0045 00030 026036R JMP OUT
0047 00031 05330IR -CPA TTYDA
0048 00032 026045R JMP OK
0049 00033 006004 INS
0050 00034 006004 INS
0051 000135 026026R JMP UP
0052 001036 062014X OUT LOA OKFLL
0053 0 0037 0012002 SZA
0054 00040 026115R JMP MIKE
0055 00041 0163421R ERROR LOA 803
0056 00042 016030X JSB PRINT
0057 00043 001324R OEF' MSG







0070 00056+ 026122R JMP CULL SET CULLING NUMBER
0071 00057 044454 ASC lilt
0072 00060 026255R JMP MOSET MODEM SET
0073 00061 052054 ASC itT,
0074 00062 026262R JMP MTEST MODEM TEST
0075 00063 054454 ASC 1tY,
0076 010064 026136R JMP YEAR
0077 00065 051462 ASC 1,S2
0078 00066 026145R JMP SYS.A
0079 00067 051461 ASC 1,51
0080 00070 026147R JMP SY8.8
008.1 00071 051054 ASC l t R,
0082 00072 026171R JMP .RUN
0083 00073- (051454 ASC 1,3,
0084 000174 026621R JMP .SET
0085 00075 0420154 ASC 1 t D,
0086 00076 02700IR JMP .DMP
0087 00077 025101 ASC 1,*A
0098 00100 02602OX JMP ABORT
0089 00101 0125052 ASC 1,**
0090+ 001102 02602OX JMP ABORT
0091 00103 047513	 OKS ASC 1,OK
0092 00104 01261158
r
JMP MIKE OPERATOR RESPONSE
0093 00105 042404 ASC 1IE,
0094 001106 0262678 JMP .ERPT
0095 00107 025115 ASC l j *M
0096 00110 026112R JMP MOD,




0100 00113 07600.1X STS A778
0101 00114 026021X JMP LABLE
X0102*
01113 00115 0024001	 MIKE CLA
0104 00116 072014X STA OKFLL
0105 010117 063422R LDA n D30000
0106 00120 016015X J38 ETIME
0107 00121 126000R JMP RTTYB,I
0108*
0109 00122 063423R CULL LDA n B•3
0110 00123 006404 CLB,INB
0111 00124 017055R JSS NGETB
`	 0112 00125 003004 CMA, INA
0113 00124 002003 SZA,RSS
0114 00127 026041R JMP ERROR
0115 001301 07331SR gTA CULL1
5-167
PAGE 0003 mot * TTY HANDLER *
0059*
0060 00045 052103R OK CPA OKS
0061 00046 026115R JMP MIKE
0062 00047 062014X LOA OKFLL,
0063 000150 002002 SZA
0064 00051 02602OX JMP ABORT
0065 00052 006004 INS
0066 00053 1240101 JMP 1, I
0067*
0068 000154 0010055R	 TTYTS OEF *+1
0069 00055 041454 ASC 1tCt
OK TYPED
EXPECTING OK,BUT OIONT COME
POSITION TO POINTER
PAGE 0004 401 r TTY HANDLER
0116 00131 003004 CMA,INA A^
0117 00132 0010001 ALS
0118 00133 043424R ADA •Dw5000
0119 00134 073316R STA CULL2
0120 00135 12600OR JMP	 RTTYB,I_
0121•
0122 00136 063302R YEAR LOA TTYDA*1
0123 00137 072027X STA Y 
0124 00140 063425R LOA RB-2 CONY YR TO BCD FOR MODEM
0125 00141 006400 CLB
0126 00142 0170558 JS8 NGETB x'
0127 00143 073251R STA MODSX {
0126 001144 1260POR JMP	 RTTYB,I
0129+
01301 00145 063252R SYS. A LOA TTOSA
0131 00146 002001 RSS
0132 00147 0632538 SYS.B LOA TTOSB
0133 00150 07325AR STA TTO SET OF TARS TO USE
0134 00151 063301R LOA TTYDA
0135 010152 073350R STA SNO
0136 00153 013426R AND	 n 817
0137 00154 0732748 STA SPCN*3
0138 00155 0373308 ISZ CNTT
0139 00156 003400 CCA
0140 00157 0016404 CLB,INB
0141 00160 0170558 JSB NGETB NUMBER TO USE
0142 00161 002003 SZA,RSS
0143 010162 0260418 JMP ERROR
0144 00163 070001 STA	 1
0145 00164 047427R ADO pBw4
0146 00165 006021 SSB,RSS
0147 00156 026041R JMP ERROR
0148 00167 072022X STA LINKS
0149 00170 12600OR JMP RTTYB,I
0150w
0151 00171 006404 .RUN CLB,INB
0152 00172 063425R LOA sDw2
0153 00173 017055R JSB NGETB GET NUMBER IN BINARY
0154 00174 073260R STA COUNT
0155 00175 100200 OCT	 100200 MPY
0156 010176 001255R DEF 060 60 TO GET SECONDS
0157 00177 100200 OCT	 100200 MPY BY
0158 002010 001256R DEF O10K 10,000	 (M	 OF	 ,1	 MSEC)
01159 00201 072023X STA MART MAXIMUN-TIME
0160 001202 076024X STB M AXT1
0161 00203 06326OR LOA COUNT MAX	 IS	 15 MIN
0162 00204 043430R ADA 0o16
0163 00205 002021 SSA,RSS
0164 00206 026041R JMP ERROR
01165 00207 0632608 LOA COUNT x
0166 00210 066025X LOB TIME
0167 00211 007000 CM8
0168 00212 040001 ADA	 1
0169 100213 002021 SSA,RS3
0170 00214 0260418 JMP ERROR TOO MANY MINUTES
0171 001215 0163431R LOA =830
0172 00216 1002010 QCT	 100200 MPY HY
5-168
 REPRODUCIBILITY OF THE
ORICfiNAL PAGE IS POOR
PAGE 0005 401
	
w	 TTY HANDLER w
0173 00217 00126OR DEF COUNT 30 FOR ACTUAL
	
OF POINTS
'	 0174 00220 07326OR STA COUNT
•	 0175 00221 063303R LDA TTYDA*2
01176 00222 001727 ALFvALF
0177 00223 013432R AND m0177
0178 00224 053433R CPA n B54 $COMMA
0179 00225 002001 RSS MODE IS RIGHT HALF
01180 00226 026231R JMP *43 MODE IS LEFT HALF
0181 00227 0633038 I.DA TYYDA•2
0182 00230 013432R A-NU `a8177 REDUCE MODE
0183 00231 043434R AUA 8 8 . 100 TO INTEGER
0184 00232 002020 SSA
0185 00233 026041R JMP ERROR
0186 00234 053421R CPA NB3 EQUIVALENT
0187 00235 002004 INA Aml
0188 00236 072026X STA MODE 8102
0189 00237 0434358 ADA n Bw5 C84
0190 00240 002021 SSA,RSS
0191 00241 026041R JMP ERROR MODE ILLEGAL
0192 00242 062026X LOA MODE
0193 00243 0011722 ALF, RAL
0194 00244 043420R ADA •82
0195 00245 07325OR STA 00283
0196 010246 04342OR ADA n B2
0197 00247 0732478 STA BB39
0198 00250 043436R ADA •B4
0199 00251 073246R STA PB27
0200 00252 0143437R ADA wD8
02011 00253 073245R STA	 BB2010
0202 00254 026016Y JMP TTYST BEGIN OPERATION
0203w
0204 00255 006404 MO5ET	 CLB',INB
0205 00256 063425R LDA'aBm2
02016 001257 017055R JSH NGETB
0207 00260 016003X JSB MSX
OROS 001261 126000R JMP RTTYB,I
0209*
0210 010262 0016404 MTEST CLB, IN8
0211 00263 0634258 LOA n Bw2
0212 00264 017055R JS8 NGETB
0213 09265 016004X JSB MTX
0214 00266 12600OR JMP RTTYB,I
0215+
0216 00267 00'6404 ,ERPT CLB, IN8
.021 7 002701 06342. 68 LOA n8w2
0218 00271 017055R JSB NGETB
01219 00272 00,2003 SZA, RS3
0220 00273 002404 CLAr INA
0221 001274 073264R STA SKIP
_ 0222 00275 062005X LOA MSG1
0223 00276 072301 R STA **3 ^	 :y
0224 '00277 063440R LOA	 .D14
0225 00300 016030X JSB PRINT PRINT START TIME
0226 00301 0010005X DEF MSG1
0227+
0228 00302 007400 CCB
{	




	 * TTY	 HANDLER
0230 00304 0532578 CPA D4
•	 0231 010305 0401001 ADA 1
0232 00306 043340R ADA CASCI CONVERT
	 TO A3CI'I
01233 00307 0733468 STA MSG6+2
0234 00310 063441R LOA n D5
0235 001311 016030Y JSB PRINT PRINT	 "MODE"
0235 00312 001344R DEF MSG6
0237+1
0238 00313 066002Y LOB MOOT DECODE TEMPERATURE
0239 00314 0474428 ADO zD11
0240 00315 0170458 JSB CONY
0241 00316 0173354R STA MSG7*3
0242 00317 1601001 LDA Ill
0243 003201 001727 ALF, ALF
0244 00321 01333AIR IOR CANUM
0245 00322 0733558 STA MSG7+4
91246*
0247 00323 063441R LDA 805
01248 00324 016030X JSB PRINT PRINT TEMPERATURE
0249 00325 001351R DEF MSG7
0250 010326 062032X LDA DONE
0251 00327 002020 SSA
0252 00330 002400 CLA
0253 00331 0102003 SZA,RSS
0254 00332 12600 OR JMP RTTYB, I
0255 00333 0016400 CLB
01256 001334 1004010 OCT 100400 DIV BY
0257 00335 001264R DEF SKIP SKIP
('0258 010336 003000 CMA
0259 001337 006003 SZB,RSS r
0260 00340 002004 INA
0261 00341 073261R STA CNT NUMBER OF LINES TO OUTPUT ts0262 00342 0632648 LDA SKIP
01263 00343 100200 OCT 100200 MPY BY
01264 00344 001257R DEF D4 FOUR
0265 00345 01732648 STA SKIP SKIP LOCATIONS
0266 0 !0346 063443R LOA m034
01267 001347 01603OX JSB PRINT PRINT HEADING
0268 00350 0013568 DEF OUTHD
0269+x.
01270 00351 062006X LDA CDA
0271 00352 07236OR STA REFC
0272 00353 062007X LDA TARSI
0273 00354 072361R STA REF1
01274 00355 06201OX LDA TARS2
0275 00356 072362R STA REF2
0276,1
0277 00357 016011X DOIT JSB PECOD DECODE DATA
0278 00360 000000 REFC NOP
0279 010361 000000 REF1 NOP
0280 00362 0000010 REF2 NOP
0281* 3
0282 810383 066033X LOB 8570
0283 00364 076442k STB 'AURS
0284 00365 0772758 STB LUC
01285 001366 063423R LOA n B•3'
0286 00367 073263R STA CNTY
q
5 -170
PAGE 0007 401 # TTY HANDLER
0287 00370 063435R LDA n8.5
0288 00371 0732628 STA CNTX
0269*
029P 001372 0170458 DONT JSB CONY
01291 00373 173275R STA LOCI
0292 00374 037275R ISZ LOC
0293 00475 0372628 ISZ CNTX
0294 001376 026372R JMP DONT
0295 00377 063356R LDA SPACE
0296 001400 1732758 STA LOCI
0297 010401 037275R ISZ LOC	 'SKIP ONE
01298 00402 037263R ISZ CNTY
0299 00403 02637OR JMP OONTw2
0300*
0301 00404 063423R LDA s8.3
03012 00405 073203R STA CNTY
0303 00406 063427R LDA n 8P4
01304 00407 0732628 STA CNTX
0305*
0306 001410 1600101 DO LOA 1, I
0307 00411 0101727 ALFv ALF
0308 90412 006004 INS
0309 00413 037262R I3Z CNTX
0310 00414 002001 RSS
0311 00415 026424R JMP DONOT
0312 00416 130001 IOR 1eI
01313 00417 006004 INS
0314 0101420 033342R IOR CAN
0315 00421 173275R STA LOCpI
0316 00422 0372758 ISZ LOC
0317 00423 02641OR JMP DO
0318*
0319 00424 0333438 DONOT IOR CANT
03201 00425 173275R STA LOC,_I
0321 00426 037275R ISZ LOC
0322 00427 037263R ISZ CNTY
0323 004301 026406R JMP 'D0.2
0324*
01325 00431 063427R- --- LOA vSa4
0326 00432 073262R STA CNTX
0327 001433 017045R MAYBE JSB CONY
0328 00434 173275R 3TA LOCI
0329 00435 03727SR ISZ LOC
0330 00436 037262R ISZ CNTX
0331 00437 026433R JMP MAYBE
0332+
0333 00440 063443R LOA n D34
0334 00441 01603OX JSB PRINT	 PRINT RESULTS OF RANGE
0335 00442 000000 HORS NOP OUTPUT DATA BUFFER SHARED WITH M
0336*
0337 010443 037261R ISZ CNT
^	 y
0338 00444 002001 RSS
0339 00445 126000R JMP RTTYB,I g
rSPACECRAFT TEMPERATURE
RANGE ESTIMATE D
	  I TE C A
RANGE ESTIMATE TARS 1 	 41







PANE 000b 4101 * TTY HANDLER *
0344 00450 07236OR STA REFC
0345 00451 0623618 LOA REF1
03A6 00452 043264R ADA SKIP
0347 001453 072361R STA REF1
0348 00454 0623628 LOA REF2
0349 00455 043264R ADA SKIP
0350 00456 0723620 STA REF2
0351 00457 026357R JMP DOIT
0352*
0;53*
0354 001460 000000 SRCH NOP
0355 00461 067444R LOB n 0-26
0356 00462 0772618 STB CNT
0357 00463 066502R LOB CTAB
0356 00464 063302R St LOA TTYUA*i
0359 010465 150001 CPA III
01360 00466 002001 RSS
0361 010467 020475R JMP DN
0362*
01363 010470 063303k LOA TTYDA+2
0364 00471 006004 INB
0365 00472 150001 CPA Ill
0366 00+473 12646OR JMP SRCH, I
0367 00474 002001 RSS
0368 010475 006004 ON INB
01369 00476 0474200 AUB •82
0370 00477 037261R ISZ CNT
0371 005001 026464R JMP 51
0372 00501 026041k JMP ERROR
0373*
0374*
0375 00502 000503R CTAB DEF **1
0376 001503 052105 ASC 2oTEMP
0377 00505 001265R TSPAN DEF TEMPR
0378 010506 051105 ASC 2,RECD
0 379 00510 00123IR INOC DEF NOCD
0380 00511 051105 ASC 2,RET1
0381 00513 001235R INOT1 DEF NOT1
0382 00514 051105 ASC 2tRET2
0383 001516 0012418 INOT2 DEF NOT2
0384 00517 051520 ASC 2,SPCN
0385 00521 0012718 SPAN DEF SPCN
0386 '00522 0305014 ASC 2, 1DT1
0387 010524 001111R FIXT1 DEF .1DT1
0388 00525 031104 ASC 2f20T1
0389 00527 001115R DEF .2DT1
0390 001530 0131504 ASC 213;DTI
0391 00532 001,121R DEF .30T1
0392 00533 0132104 ASC 2p4OT1
0393 00535 001125R DEF ,4DT1'
0394 00536 032504 ASC 2,5DT1
0395 00540 001131R DEF ,-5DT 1
01.396 00541 0130504 ASC 2,1DT2
0397 001543 00113SR DEF ,1DT2
0396 00544 031104 ASC 2,20T2
0399 00546 0011418 DEF 2DT2
0400 00547 031504 ASC 2,30T2
5-172
PAGE 0009 Mol * TTY HANDLER *
0440 00631 002400 CLA	 INITIALIZE
0441 00632 073336k STA SIGN
01442 00633 073337R STA SYNC
01443 00634 06704OR LDS V1X
	
DEF TTYDA
0444 010635 077333R STB V1
0445 00636 063423R LDA n 8-3
04:6 00637 O t 6031 X JSB CLEAR
0447 006401 063445R LDA n 0.12
0448 (0064:1 073335R STA EXP
01449 00642 043425R ADA n Dw2
0450 00643 073261R STA CNT
SHIFT COUNTER
DEF TTYDA+3
0451 00644 062761R LDA .ISZ.
0452 00645 0172723R STA OPTON
0453 00646 063427R LDA n D.4
0454 00647 073334R STA SHIFT
04551
0456 00650 067314R LOB TTYBF
0457 00651 077276R STB REF
5-173
lt	 I
0401 00551 001145R DEF .30T2
0402 00552 032104 ASC 2o4DT2
0403 00554 001151R DEF ,4DT2
0404 00555 032504 ASC 2,5DT2
0405 00557 001155k DEF .5DT2
0406 00560 0305014 ASC 2,1DSP
0407 00562 001161R DEF .10SP
0404 00563 031104 ASC 2o2DSP
0409 00565 001165R DEF .2DSP
0410 001566 031504 ASC 2,3DSP
0411 00570 00117IR DEF .303P
0412 001571 032104 ASC 2,4DSP
0413 00573 001175R DEF .40SP
0414 001574 032504 ASC 2.50SP
10415 00576 00120IR DEF .50SP
0416 00577 030504 ASC 2,1DTR
0417 00601 001205R DEF .1DTR
0418 00602 031104 ASC 2,2OTR
01419 00604 00121IR DEF .20TR
0420 00605 031504 ASC 2,3DTR
0421 00607 001215R DEF .3DTR
0422 00610 032104 ASC 2,4DTR
0423 00612 0012.2tR DEF -.40TR
0424 00613 032504 ASC 2.50TR
10425 00+615 001225R DEF .5DTR
0426 00616 040514 ASC 2pALLX
0427 00620 000000 NOP
0428*
0429 00621 01646OR
	 ,SET JSB SRCH	 CHECK FOR LEGAL VARIABLE
0430 00622 0060014 INB POINT TO ADDRESS OF VARIABLE
0431 00623 160001 LDA 1VI
0432 00624 002003 SZA,RSS
0433 00625 026762R JMP SALL.
0434 010626 073275R STA LOC
0435 00627 1052521R CPA SPAN	 CANNOT CHG SPACECRAFT NO.




PAGE 0010 401 * TTY HANDLER *
4.
0458 00652 160001 LOA IPI
0459 00653 013432R AND %H177
0460 00654 053A46R CPA x855
0461 001655 0266618 JMP S1X
0462 00656 053447R CPA xs53
0463 00657 026665R JMP S3
0464 00660 02670IR JMP PUTIT
0465*
0466 00661 0373368 SIX ISZ SIGN
01467 00662 0266658 JMP S3
0468 00663 002400 S2 CLA
01469 001664 0727238 STA OPTON
0470*
0471 00665 037337R S3 ISZ SYNC
0472 00666 0163337R LDA SYNC
0473 010667 000010 SLA
0474 00670 026674R JMF} S4
01475 00671 0633318 LOA SAVE
01476 001672 013432R AND =6177
0477 010673 026701R JMP PUTIT
0478 00674 037276R S4 ISZ REF
0479 00675 1632768 LOA REF, I
0480 00676 073331R STA SAVE
0481 001677 001727 ALF,ALF
0482 00700 013432R AND •B177
0483 00701 05345OR PUTIT CPA =856
0484 00702 0265638 JMP S2
0485 00703 05345IR CPA x040
0486 00704 026736R JMP EXIT
0487 00705 053433R CPA x$54
0488 00706 026736R JMP EXIT
0489 00707 043452R ADA =5-60
10490 001710 0700011 STA 1
0491 00711 047453R ADB xD•10
01492 00712 0060121 SSB, RSS
0493 00713 026041R JMP ERROR
0494*
0495 00714 067334R LOB SHIFT
0496 001715 0016007 INB, SZS, RSS
0497 001716 026721R JMP **3
0498 00717 001700 ALF
0499 00720 02671SR JMP *"3
0500 00721 133333R I_UR Viol
0501 00722 173333R STA Vi,I
0502*
0503 00723 037335R OPTON ISZ EXP
0504 0072.4 000000 NOP
0505 00725 0372618 ISZ CNT
0506 00726 01020101 RSS
0507 00727 026041R JMP ERROR
01508 00730 0373348 ISZ SHIFT
03019 00731 02b665R JMP 83
0510 00732 0137333k ISZ V1
0511 001733 0163427R LOA xDw4
0512 001734 073334R STA SHIFT

















UP DATE BCD POINTER
}
REPRODUOTILITY Off'
()rJ(-IIAL PAGE IS POOR
,
,
PAGE 0011 0 01	 +r TTY HANDLER +
0515 00736 063335R EXIT LOA EXP
0316 00737 002021 SSA,RSS
0517 00740 026743R JMP El PLUS EXPONENT
0518 00741 003004 CMArINA
01519 00742 03345AR IOR n 9200 NEGATIVE EXTRAPOLATION
0520 00743 001727 E1 ALFoALF
0521 00744 0433368 ADA SIGN
0522 00745 173275R STA LOCI
0523*
0524 00746 0634238 LDA s8.3
0525 001747 073334R STA SHIFT
0526 00750 037275R ISZ LOC UPDATE STUFF POINTER
0527 00751 06704OR LDS V1X
052b 00752 160001 SAVIT LDA 10I
0329 00753 1732758 STA LOCO
0530 00754 006004 INS
0531 00755 0372758 ISZ LOC
0537 00756 03733AR ISZ SHIFT
0533 00757 0267328 JMP SAVIT
0534 00760 1260008 JMP RTTY'B,I
0535*
0536 007b1 037335R .ISZ, ISZ EXP
0537*
0538 00,762 063-35R SALL, LDA n D+25
0539 00763 073261R STA CNT SET ALL INITIAL VALUES TO 00
05401 00764 066502R LDS CTAB
0541 00765 047420R SAL1, ADS sD2
0542 007b6 077037R STB WILD
0543 00767 164001 LOB 1ri
0544 00770 05652IR CPO SPAN CANNOT RESET SPACECRAFT NO,
0545 00771 026774R JMP **3
0546 00772 0634278 LOA *D•4
0547 00773 0160319 JSS CLEAR
0548 00774 0670378 LDS WILD
01549 00775 006004 INS
0550 00776 0372618 ISZ CNT





























































01572 010022 0160012X JSH DOTA
011573 01023 0100000 NOP
0574 01024 016130IR DEF TTYDA
0575 01025 063456R LOA PD9
0+576 01025 01603OX JSB PRINT
0577 01027 001301R DEF TTYDA
0570 0110301 0670115R LOB MILD
0579 010031 047421R AOB P03
01580 01032 077015R STB MILD
0581 011033 037261R ISZ CNT
0582 01034 027013R JMP MILD-2
0583 0110135 12600OR JMP RTTYBp I
0584*
0585 01036 0160112X JSB DDTA
0586 010137 0001000	 WILD NOP
0507 011040 00130IR MY DEF TTYDA
0588*
1589 01041 0063456R LOA wD9
01159e0 011042 016003OX JSB PRINT
0591 M1043 00130IR OEF TTYDA
0 592 010144 12600OR JMP RTTYR, j
PRINT VARIABLE VAioE
PAGE 0012 401 * TTY HANDLER *
0594 011045 000 000 CONY	 NOP
0595 01046 160001 LOA	 1rI
01596 0 1047 001727 ALF,ALF
0597 01050 006004 INB
0598 01051 130001 IOR	 t e r
0599 010052 01060014 INB
0600 01053 033342R IOR CAN
0601 01054 127045R JMP	 CONV,I
0603 01055 0 0/10000 NGETB NOP
0604 01056 073321R STA CHAR
0605 01057 0773208 STB	 Z	 1
06016 01060 0002400 CLA
06007 01061 0733238 STA BCD
0609 01062 163317R AG	 LDA ZBUF,I
0609 01063 06733OR LDB CNTT
061i01 01064 +00716011 SLB,RSS
0611 01065 001727 ALF,ALF
0612 010066 013432R AND
	 x8177
0613 041067 043452R ADA •H*60
0614 010170 002020 SSA
0615 01071 027104R JMP FINI
0616 01072 067323R LOB BCD
0617 +`01073 005700 BLF
0618 01074 0+300011 IUR	 i
0619 01075 073323R STA BCD




	 * TTY HANDLER f
0621 01077 03733OR ISZ CNTT
R	 0622 01100 004010 SLb
0623 01101 037317R ISZ ZBUF
0624 01 1602 037321R ISZ CHAR
0623 01103 027062R JMP AG
0626 01104 063323R FINI
	 LDA BCD
0627 01105 06732OR LDS Z
0628 01106 006002 bZB
0629 01107 016013X JSS BCDBI


















































































































































































































































* TTY HANDLER +
►^	 0689 01330 0000001 CNTT NOP
0690 01331 000000 SAVE BSS 2
0691 01333 0000001 V1	 NOP
0692 01334 000000 SHIFT NOP
0693 011335 000000 EXP	 NOP
0694 01336 000000 SIGN NOP
0695 01337 000000 SYNC NOP
0696 01340 020100 CASCI OCT 20100
0697 01341 030106 CANUM OCT 30106
0698 01342 030060 CAN	 OCT 30060
0699 01343 030040 CANT OCT 30040
3	 0700 01344 046517 MSG6 ASC 3oMODE
01701
	
01347 020040	 ASC 1,
0702 01350 020040 SNO
	
ASC If
0703 01351 052105 MSG7 ASC 5,TEMP
0704 01356 020040 QUTHD ASC 18,
	 RCDA	 RTARSI	 RTARS2
01705 01400 051056	 ASC 12 ? R.CDA	 R.TAR31 R.TARS2
0706 01414 052111
	
ASC 4, TIME TAG
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APPENDIX A. TRRR OPERATIONAL MODES
A. 1 INTRODUCTION
The measurement of range with discrete tones is based on a priori
knowledge of the two-way range to at least t1 /2 wavelength of the tone being
used for the measurement. This is necessary since the measurement tech-
nique does not measure propagation time but phase delay which is always
ambiguous to some multiple of 27T. Therefore, it is necessary to remove
this ambiguity by at first estimating the two-way range to f1/2 wavelength
for the lowest tone, and then by design, each tone measurement will yield
a range accurate to a small fraction of the wavelength of the next higher
tone.
After the first initial measurement of the range using all the tones,
succeeding measurements are made using only the highest tone. Each
preceding range measurement is used as an estimate of the next range
measurement. A maximum of 15 minutes of ranging data can be taken and
processed by the computer program.
Finally, after the last range measurement, the lower tones are
cycled through once again to obtain an unambiguous final range. If the
unambiguous measurement does not agree with the final range measurement
(obtained by using the previous measurement to eliminate ambiguity), all
intervening range measurements should be scrutinized for a possible
wavelength error.
In order to determine the position of the satellite as a function of
time, each range measurement must be accurately time-tagged. A time
ta ng is assigned to each range measurement at the time of measurement;
however, the range information has been retarded by the speed of light
which necessitates a correction in either the time tag or the range. This
program corrects the range by adding or subtracting a term proportional
to the measured two -way range, rate.
The description of the logic for the range program is divided into
the following parts
1) Constants necessary to calculate range
2) System loop calibration
A-1
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3) Ambiguity removal by the lower tones
4) Range determination using prior measurements to eliminate
ambiguity
5) Time tag
6) Range rate and range correction
7) Range endpoint check
A.2 NUMERICAL CONSTANTS IN RANGE PROGRAM
Table A- 1 indicates the tone frequencies and their respective
periods. The tones are obtained by dividing a 5 MHz oscillator by integral
numbers; hence, their respective periods are rational numbers as opposed
to the frequency. Table A-1 lists the range frequencies and their periods
since the range measurement is calculated in terms of time.
A.3 SYSTEM LOOP CALIBRATION
At the beginning of each range measurement, the rangingg equipment
is calibrated by looping the transmit IF to the receiver. This calibration
is handled by a software routine which switches all receivers to a 66 MHz
center frequency. Each tone is counted sequentially and those delays are





	 kHz 5. 0 x 10 -6 sec
27. 777
	 kHz 3.6 x 10 -5 sec
3.9682 kHz 2. 52 x 10 -4 sec
283.44
	 Hz 3. 528 x 10 -3 sec
35.43
	 Hz	 2. 8224 x 15 -2 sea
Speed of light in vacuum 2.997924562 x 10 8
 m/s f 10 x 10 8
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A.4 AMBIGUITY REMOVAL BY LOWER TONES
In order to utilize the tone system of ranging, the one-way range
must be known to an accuracy of better than f1/2 of a wavelength of the
lowest frequency tone utilized for the measurements. There are three
modes used for ranging, and they are listed in Table A-2. Additionally, the
modulation index for each tone, the modulation loss factor for conversion of
C/N to S/N, the number of total axis crossings counted in the measurement,
and the phase error given in seconds, for a nominal receive C /No =50. 76 is
i presented in this table.
Mode A will normally be used for ranging. This requires the
one-way range from the satellite to TARS I, II, and the CDA is known to
an accuracy of 2. 12 x 106 meters or 6 percent of synchronous altitude.
For utilization of Modes B and C, the one-way range must be known
to an accuracy of Z. 5 x 10- 1 and 1. 89 x 10- 2 percent of synchronous altitude,
respectively. If Mode A is selected, the lower tones are simultaneously
transmitted and the returned signal is counted for the indicated number of
axis crossings of each tone. These measurements are used to remove the
ambiguity associated with the 200 kHz measurement. After measurements
with Mode A are complete, the 200 kHz tone is modulated on the carrier and
transmitted continuously for the desired ranging interval. The switching
TABLE A-2
	
Mod Index	 Mod Loss, dB	 Total Counts
`	 Mode A
	
35.46 Hz	 1.5	 -7	 100
283.4
	
Hz	 1.5	 -2.2	 100
Y
	3.968 kHz	 1.5	 -2.2	 1000
	
27.77 kHz	 1.5	 -2.2	 1000
200.0	 kHz	 1.5	 -2.2	 3000
Mode B
283.4	 Hz	 1.5	 -2.2	 100
3.968	 kHz	 1.5	 -2.2	 1000
	
27.77 kHz	 1.5	 2.2	 1000
200.0
	




3.968 kHz	 1.5	 -2.2	 1000
	
27.77 kHz	 1.5	 -2.2	 1000






interval between tones should not exceed 13. 6 seconds in order to avoid
range rate errors during those periods when the satellite is moving with
maximum range rate.
A. 5 RANGE DETERMINATION USING PRIOR MEASUREMENTS TO
ELIMINATE AMBIGUITY
After the range ambiguity is removed by the lower ranging tones,
all further range measurements are obtained with the 200 kHz tone. These
measurements are approximately 3 seconds apart and consist of an average
of 3000 axis crossings of the 200 kHz tone. Each range measurement, after
the first, is obtained by using the preceding measurement as an estimate to
remove the ambiguity associated with the 200 kHz phase measurement. The
software program has been designed so that if the measurement disagrees
250 ns, the measurement is rejected. The purpose of this rejection is to
exclude those range measurements that take place when the phase measure-
ment is going from 360 to 0 degrees. Averaging during this time will cause
errors that could be progressively added to the remaining measurements.
In order to avoid this, errors greater than 250 ns second are rejected. If
less than 250 ns second, they will not influence succeeding measurements,
which is the ultimate purpose of this rejection routine. The erroneous
range measurements that do pass this test will be subsequently culled by
a least square fit in the trilateration software routines stored at Suitland,
Virginia.
A.6 TIME TAG
The time tag at which each range measurement is recorded by an
internal oscillator within the HP 2100 A computer. The time tags are
differential time measured from the station standard time which starts the
time measurement at the beginning of the range measurement. Since the
range measurements are the result of averaging three groups of 1000 axis
crossings of the 200 kHz tone, the time tag is taken at the midpoint of the
second group of measurements. This is determined by measuring the time
at the beginning and end of this particular group of 1000 measurements, and
taking the average. Computer cycle time (5 x 1 p - 6 sec) is not accounted
for in this measurement since the time tag accuracy is only necessary to
f0. 1 millisecond. The time tag is printed out with- each range measurement.
A. 7 RANGE RATE
The range rates on each of the three ranging links for the trilateration
are computed by subtracting adjacent range measurements and dividing by the
difference in time tags. Thirty range rate measurements are then averaged.
The range rate is then utilized to correct the range as shown in the addendum
to this appendix.
A-4
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A.8 RANGE ENDPOINT CHECK
At the end of the range measurements, Mode A is again switched on
to remove ambiguity. Hence, the last range measurement is computed by
using the preceding range measurement for ambiguity removal and by using
the lower tones. If these two measurements do not result in identical
ranges, an error of one 200 kHz wavelength has probably occurred during
the range measurements`. A warning is printed out on the teletype to
indicate this .
I	 t
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ADDENDUM TO APPENDIX A
INTRODUCTION
The objective of the TRRR program is to predict the position
coordinates of the SMS satellite to within several hundred meters over a
24 hour period. The prediction is based on range and range rate measure-
ments to the satellite which are obtained a few times a day. As a design
goal of the project, the two-way range measurements are
 P j	 Y specified to beg	 P
accurate to within 3 meters. In order to achieve this accuracy, the ranges
or the time tags of the range measurements must be corrected for the
retardation of the range information by the speed of light.
The correction must be in terms of the physical variables that are
measured during the ranging period. Although there are several %t , ays to
derive this correction, the following method expresses it as a function of
the measured range and range rate. The range was chosen to be corrected
instead of the time tag of the range measurement because as a consequence
the three range measurements will have a simultaneous time tag and the
trilateration solution for the spacecraft position will be independent of curve
fitting
{ 3
RANGE CORRECTION DUE TO SATELLITE MOTION
The round trip propagation time for the Rh signal is defined to be
t	 tl + t 2 	 3+ t + tr	 4	 {1)
where
t l = propagation time up to the satellite from the ground station
t Z = propagation time from the satellite down to the turn-around
station
t 3 = propagation time from the turn-around station to the satellite
A-7
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t4
 = propagation time from the satellite to the ground station
t r = total round-trip propagation time
Referring to Figure A-1, the round-trip time tr may be given in
terns of the ranges R 1 and R2.
t - R 1 + 2 R 2 + R 2 * (t l + t 2 ) + R 1 t r + R 1	L)
r	 C	 C	 C
11 1 and R2 are thL ranges between the earth station and satellite and the
turn-around station and satellite, respectively : at the time of emanation of
the RF signal from the earth station. R1 and R2 are the range rates, which
are assumed constant during the measurement period of 1/2 second. The
measured range front the earth station to the turn-around station via the
satellite is obtained by multiplying the round-trip time tr by the speed of
light and dividing by two.
R 	 = t r - C/2
xltR 1 +R 2 +R 2 (t ,l +t2) + 2 r
where Rm is the measured range to the turn-around station. The range to
the turn-around station at the time of measurement (when the RF signal








R  = R 1 + R 2
 + tr (R1 + R 2)	 (4)
R.i = instantaneous range to the turn-around station.
The difference between the instantaneous range and the measured range is
given by
t
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Since
Rt 	 = t 1 + t 2 + t 2 + t I + C`tr
then









 m	 2	 2	 1	 2	 1




9 x 10^ = 3 x 10_ 6
 m/sec
3 x 10
This term causes a correction to the range of about 10- 6 meter and can be
discarded. Hence
Ri = 13m + (R 1 + R2) ,,, tr	 (8)
2
Rm + l^nl tr	 (9)
2
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Formula 9 indicates that the measured range can be corrected for the notion
of the satellite by either adding to the measured range the quantity Rm (tr;`L)
or by correcting the time tag of the range measurement by subtracting tr/L.
For the TRRR program, the range is corrected instead of the time tag in
order to obtain simultaneous range information from all three links.
The range for the TRRR program is given in terms of one-way
propagation time. Hence the corrected propagation time is
R t
	
tr =(1+ C )2	 (10)
The propagation time to the satellite should be measured to an accuracy of
10- 8 second; hence any error associated with the corrective term in
Equation 10 should be less than 10- 9 second.
i	 b is m tr	 9
b t=	 C 2 < 10	 second
L
SR X 10 ysec0.2C
m	 0.5 second
< 4 x 10 -1 m/sec
Hence the range rate should baa measured with an accuracy of better than
4 x 10- 1 to/sec in order to correct the propagation time without influencing
the accuracy of the measurement. This accuracy is well within the capability
of the range rate measurement.
In summary, the measured one-way propagation time should be
corrected by the following:
CDA to SMS link	 t 1 (1+1Z 1 j 1/2'	
r	 m
CDA to Chile link	 tr2(1+AiY) 1/2
CDA to Hawaii link	 tr3(l+R 3
;II	 The superscript on the above corrected range refers to times and range
`-	 rates measured for that particular link.
A-11
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APPENDIX B. TARS ANTENNA ALIGNMENT PROCEDURE
This procedure is used to align the TARS antenna. The field tech-
nician should first align their receive antenna (use same procedure described
here) at the time the satellite crosses the equatorial plane. The transmit
antenna should be initially set to approximately the same azimuth and
elevation as the receive TARS antenna. The operator at the CDA will set
up the Hewlett-Packard spectrum analyzer (using the 8553B RF section and
8552B IF section) with the instrument readings listed below. The analyzer
will be connected to the receive IF at the CDA.
Bandwidth 30 kHz
^Sc.anwidth 1 MHz/div
Video filter 10 Hz
Scan mode Internal
* , Scan time/division sec
*Log reference scale 10 db
Scan trigger - Auto
Writing speed Standard
Adjust persistence and intensity for a proper display.
Depending on which TARS is being aligned, turn the coarse tune
frequency scale to 68. 2 or 70. 2 MHz. The transmit signal from the TARS
should be visible on the analyzer (identify by commanding the TARS on and
off). Reduce the scanwidth to 10 kHz per division, keeping the signal at the
center frequency of the display. Reduce the bandwidth to 10 kHz.
Now, with the display at center frequency, turn the scanwidth dial to
zero scar.. Adjust the fine frequency tune so that the straight line display
moves up on the vertical scale to nzaxiixium (see to Figure B-1). Turn the
log referenco, level to linear and again adjust the fine tune for a maximum
signal on thf, display. Adjust scan time to 50 ms/division. Readjust
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FREQUENCY
	 SCAN TIME
a) FREQUENCY SWEPT DISPLAY	 b) MANUAL FREQUENCY SCAN
FIGURE B-1. MANUAL VERSUS SWEPT DISPLAY OF RETURN SIGNAL
P..
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antenna. Have the field technician adjust the azimuth for maximum signal
on the display. Return to the azimuth adjustment and over the orderwire
marl: the points on the antenna screw where the technician (at the CDA)
observes the signal to fall 2 scale divisions below the maximum signal. The
antenna azimuth should be set at the midpoint of the screw markings. The
same procedure should be followed for the antenna elevation.
Finally, the carrier-to-noise (C /No) density should be measured. With
the 10 kHz bandwidth setting, the C/No maybe approximately measured by
using the fine frequency tune dial to measure the difference between the
peak and alley of the signal. In order to proceed with this measurement,
flip the log reference level from linear to 10 dB and readjust the attenuator
setting to obtain a display. Add 40 dB to the measured difference to obtain
the C /N o . The result should be close to 60 db.
Measure C /No again, six hours from the equatorial crossing. For SMSA
the ratio should drop by approximately 3 dB. If it drops significantly less
or more, the antennas have not been properly centered.
SUMMARY
The Hughes Aircraft Company interface specifications are as follows:
Computer output to modem
Type of signal	 Serial bit stream




Frame length	 800 words
Word length	 4 bits
Synchrous pattern length	 8 words
Starting with word number 8, every other word will be complimented
before being sent across modem. For example, if data words 8, 9, 10, and
11 were 0001, 0010, 0011, 0100, they would be sentas 1110, 0010, 0011, 0100.
The data timing will be provided by the modem that must have a data
request line to the Hughes interface to indicate the modem is ready for the
next word, See Table 5-1 in Section 5, TRRR Software System, for word
allocation list.
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